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Abstract
Background: The north-western mainland subspecies of black-footed tree-rat (Mesembriomys
gouldii gouldii) exhibits declines across its range, including Australia’s largest national park (Kakadu),
yet remains persistent in localities in the Northern Territory inclusive of disturbed landscape such as
the greater Darwin area. This study is an exploratory examination of the functionality of species
distribution modelling (SDM) for the greater Darwin area using existing species presence and
absence data (collected with standard trapping methods over at least 15 years), together with fine
scale spatial data inclusive of fire history and other environmental predictors.
Methodology: Generalised linear modelling (GLM), using the binomial distribution for binary data
and a logit link function, was used to examine the predictive capacity for eight explanatory variables.
Spatial layers, at a 25m-30m resolution, were processed to produce metrics relevant to the potential
available habitat within the species home range. The best model was selected using an information
theoretic approach with the Akaike information criterion (AICc) and evaluated using the area under
the curve (AUC) for the receiver operating characteristic (ROC).
Key findings: Similar to comparative studies, this exploratory study does not find strong explanatory
variables. These findings are in part due to limitations with the data and also the generalist nature
of the species. Standard trapping methods are demonstrated to be highly inefficient at detecting
tree-rats in comparison to motion sensitive cameras. Existing fine scale spatial data are unlikely to
capture all key drivers for tree-rat distribution, particularly the patchy distribution of food and
shelter resources.
The ‘best’ model had a less than moderate capacity to discriminate tree-rat presence/absence.
Although the resultant predictive map is of limited accuracy it is sufficient, with further evaluation,
to rank sites in terms of relative habitat value and capture the shape of environmental relationships
explaining species occurrence. Modelling indicates tree-rats are more often associated with the
fragmented landscape which provide as infrequently burnt refuges. In contrast, tree-rats are less
likely to be associated with the continuous habitat which is frequently and extensively burnt and
potentially experiencing loss of food and shelter resources.
Conclusions: With consideration of the caveats the exploratory SDM is sufficient to inform future
surveys and broad management priorities for this species. However, SDM based on trapping data
and which does not account for imperfect detection, is unlikely to predict the presence of tree-rats
with sufficient accuracy to determine critical habitat. Overall, occupancy is likely to be
underestimated.
Future surveys for the tree-rat should employ motion sensitive cameras over trapping. Further
attempts at distribution modelling should consider occupancy modelling incorporating detectability
data as well as biotic influences (predators and competitors). However, the tree-rat may not be
readily modelled with a high degree of accuracy due its dynamics in abundance both spatially and
temporally.
Despite short falls in predictive accuracy, the exploratory model for the greater Darwin area
supports the theory that frequent fire, which negatively influence food and shelter resources, is a
key driver for the presence of the black-footed tree-rat. Reducing fire frequency and protecting
existing refuges is critical to conserving this Endangered sub-species.
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Thesis Title: Predictive species distribution modelling for the mainland
subspecies of the black footed tree rat, Mesembriomys gouldii gouldii, an
exploratory study using pre-existing surveys and fine scale spatial data for the
greater Darwin region, Northern Australia.
Introduction
The overarching management context
Australia has lost more mammals to extinction in the past 200 years than any other country
in the world in the last 500 years (Woinarski et al. 2010; Woinarski et al. 2011; Fisher et al.
2013). The disappearance of Australia’s mammalian fauna is a global concern, representing
a loss of phylogenetically distinctive species or species groups and therefore a
disproportionately large component of the earth’s biodiversity (Woinarski et al. 2011;
Woinarski et al. 2015). The mammal extinctions for Australia have predominantly been
rodent and marsupial species which were once abundant and widespread prior to European
settlement (Fisher et al. 2013; Woinarski et al. 2015). The processes behind the declines
appear to be unique to Australia, as unlike other regions of the globe the rapid declines are
occurring within largely intact landscapes which are sparsely populated and even managed
as large conservation reserves (Woinarski et al. 2011; Fisher et al. 2013; Woinarski et al.
2015; Ziemebick et al. 2015).
Northern Australia is the focus for a further wave of extinctions for small mammals
(Woinarski et al. 2011; Fisher et al. 2013; Ziemebick et al. 2015). The driving forces for
significant declines in mammal populations may vary among species and localities, but
appear to be largely attributed to changed fire regimes, modified habitat quantity and
quality and also predation, particularly by the feral cat Felis catus (Woinarski et al. 2010;
Woinarski et al. 2011; Fisher et al. 2013; Lawes et al.2015a; Lawes et al. 2015b Woinarski et
al. 2015; Ziemebick et al.2015). However, the specific dynamics behind the mammal
declines, and therefore the most appropriate course of management continue to be
revealed (Lawes et al. 2015a; Lawes et al. 2015b; Ziembicki et al. 2015). Systematic studies
for small mammal populations where they remain persistent, while declining elsewhere,
may assist with managing the remaining populations as well as providing insights into causal
factors for the declines across the species range (Ziemebick et al. 2015; Woinarski et al.
2015; Davies et al. 2016; Davies et al. 2018).
The role of SDM for managing declining species
Information for species distributions provides the basis for addressing ecological and
conservation management questions (Franklin 2009; Guisan 2013; La Marca 2015; Scheele
et al. 2017). Assessments of the spatial distribution of species can provide insights to the
drivers of species occurrence, the habitat requirements and habitat availability, the effects
of environmental change and threatening processes to viability of species populations, and
consequently, the identification of priority areas and action for targeting conservation effort
(Wintel et al. 2005; Franklin 2009; Jiménez-Alfaro et al. 2012; Guisan 2013; Scheele et al.
2017).
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A growing emphasis on modelling
Reliable spatial modelling for species distribution has become a fundamental tool in
ecology, biogeography, biodiversity conservation and natural resource management (Guisan
et al. 2013; Guillera-Arrotia et al. 2015). Spatial predictive modelling provides an approach
which may extend the usefulness of limited observational data by interpolating (and
potentially extrapolating if a model is robust) patterns for species association with
environmental attributes, to areas within a species range which have not yet been sampled
(Guisan & Zimmerman 2000; Miller et al. 2004; Gibson et al. 2004; Elith & Leathwich 2009;
Franklin 2009). However, there are many types of distribution modelling methods and their
applicability and usefulness depend on suitability of the biological and environmental data
available, the species of interest and the end use of the model (Wintle et al. 2005; Elith &
Leathwick 2009; Guillera-Arrotia et al. 2015).
Definitions
Species distribution modelling (SDM) and occupancy modelling, using species presence and
absence data, are both approaches which are used to predict species distribution or
occupancy (Elith & Leathwick 2009; Franklin 2009; Wintel et al. 2005; MacKenzie et al. 2006;
Guisian et al. 2013; Peterman et al. 2013). Occupancy is a state variable defined as the
proportion of area, patches or sampling units occupied by a species (MacKenzie et al. 2002),
and it is generally equated with habitat suitability (Guisan & Zimmerman 2000; Franklin
2009) although not perfectly (refer to Boyce et al. 1999; Pulliam 2000; Tyre et al. 2001;
MacKenzie et al. 2011). Although exactly which element of the niche hypothesis (Appendix
S2) these types of modelling examines is debated, there is general consensus the focus is a
static snap shot of the realised niche, that is where a species actually occurs, opposed to
where it may potentially occur based on environmental tolerances (Guisan & Zimmerman
2000).
Occupancy estimation is becoming increasingly popular, as it is often sufficient for
monitoring objectives (as abundance and distribution are linked, refer to Gaston et al. 2000)
and requires less effort and expertise in the field than assessing species abundance (Royle et
al. 2005; Joseph et al. 2006; MacKenzie et al. 2006). The extent of occurrence (EOO) and
area of occupancy (AOO) are globally accepted as surrogate indicators of extinction risk
under the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red Listing criteria for
threatened species (International Union for Conservation of Nature [IUCN] 2012;JiménezAlfaro et al. 2012; Appendix S1). AOO is the state variable of interest to large-scale
monitoring programs to track variation in species occupancy over time (MacKenzie et al.
2006; Guillera-Arrotia et al. 2015).
SDM vs Occupancy modelling
Both SDM and occupancy modelling relate ﬁeld observations for a species (occurrence at
known locations) with information on the environmental and/or spatial characteristics of
those locations (environmental predictor variables) to generate statistically derived
response surfaces to predict species presence (Guisan & Thuiller 2005; Elith & Leathwick
2009; Guillera-Arroita et al. 2014). Occupancy modelling however, corrects the occupancy
estimates for bias due to imperfect detection (false-absences), which if unaccounted for can
lead to under-estimates of occupancy and biased relationships with potential environmental
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predictors (MacKenzie 2002; Peterman et al. 2013; Guillera-Arroita et al. 2014). Detection
/non-detection data, obtained through repeat surveys over a short period of time, can
enable discerning the key influencers for species detectability (e.g. habitat characteristics,
survey design or timing, observer skills or meteorological conditions etc) as separate to the
parameters influencing occupancy (MacKenzie et al. 2006; Guillera-Arroita et al. 2010
Peterman et al. 2013). Detectability data will generally improve modelling predictions and
can also reveal critical considerations for survey efficacy (Franklin 2009; Peterman 2013;
Geyle 2015). However, in many cases detectability data is lacking, particularly for preexisting surveys, which often contribute to assembling large data sets necessary for robust
modelling (particularly if the species abundance and or detectability are low). For these
situations SDM, which ignores imperfect detection, can be a viable precursory approach to
draw inferences about species-environment relationships and target future surveys
(MacKenzie et al. 2006; Elith & Leathwick 2009; Franklin 2009; Peterman 2013; GuilleraArroita 2017). However, a robust SDM relies upon a high rate of detection in order to
distinguish between low rates of occupancy and low detectability (Welsh et al. 2013).
The process of building SDMs
The procedure of SDM building ideally follows six steps (i) conceptualisation, (ii) data
preparation, (iii) model ﬁtting, (iv) model evaluation, (v) spatial predictions, and (vi)
assessment of model applicability (Guisan & Thuiller 2005; Elith & Leathwick 2009; Franklin
2009; Appendix A). Conceptualisation plays a central role to modelling, drawing together
the ecological knowledge and theory about species-environmental relationships to form a
prior hypothesis for testing (Austin 2002; Burnham & Anderson 2002). Data preparation
includes the decisions made regarding the extent of the study area, how the species data
are collected and filtered for independence and how the data for environmental attributes
will be measured or estimated (Austin 2002; Guisan & Thuiller 2005). Model fitting involves
the choice of statistical method and also the process of selecting the best parsimonious
model for generating a predictive distribution map, which depicts a continuous variable for
the probability of the species occurrence or habitat suitability (Austin 2002; Guisan &
Thuiller 2005). Model evaluation principally focuses on two key aspects (i) calibration –
accuracy of the predictions and (ii) discrimination – the capacity to discern occupied from
unoccupied locations (Pearce & Ferrier 2000; Franklin 2009). However, other criteria such
as ecological realism of the species-variable response relationship and also the spatial
pattern of uncertainty are also important (Austin 2007; Wintle et al. 2005; Franklin 2009).
The evaluation methods need to fit the purpose of the model and should not rely upon a
single method alone (Fielding & Bell 1997; Elith & Leathwick 2009; Guisan & Zimmerman
2000; Franklin 2009). Presentation of the continuous probability variable may be truncated,
using a threshold to produce a binary or categorical map (e.g. suitable habitat vs not
suitable or low/medium/high probability of occurrence) (Guisan & Zimmerman 2000;
Franklin 2009).
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Data exploration is essential
There are many challenges in producing useful predictive models (Rotenberry et al. 2006;
Guisan et al. 2013; La Marca 2015). There are a wide range of applications for SDM and
many choices about what data and modelling approach to use (Wintle et al. 2005; Elith &
Leathwick 2009; Franklin 2009; Guisan et al. 2013; Guillera-Arrotia et al. 2015). The purpose
of SDM may range from (i) an explanatory focus: aiming to discern functional relationships
between species and environmental variables either to test ecological theory, generate
hypothesis for further testing and guide species survey and management; to (ii) a predictive
focus: primarily aiming to predict species presence in the landscape which, at the extreme
end of the spectrum, may disregard whether the environmental predictors make ecological
sense (Guisan & Zimmermann, 2000; Austin 2002; McNally 2000; Wintle et al. 2005; Elith &
Leathwick 2009; Franklin 2009; Guillera-Arrotia et al. 2015). For many applications the
actual probability of occupancy is critical information (Guillera-Arroita et al. 2015). The
accuracy of SDM predictions and their applicability and usefulness to inform management
decisions, rely heavily on the quality of both species and environmental data used to
construct them (Wintle et al. 2005; Barry & Elith 2006; Elith & Leathwick 2009; GuilleraArrotia et al. 2015) more so than the statistical modelling process employed (Franklin 2009;
Austin 2007). A single best model which achieves both predictive and explanatory power,
with the available data may not always be possible (McNally 2000). Therefore modelling for
conservation decision making must have clear objectives and consideration of the balance
of errors (Guisan et al. 2013; Appendix S3).
For a robust SDM for a particular set of data and study area the inputting data must comply
with theoretical and methodical assumptions underpinning the modelling approach (Guisan
et al. 2017). The theoretical assumptions include: (i) the species-environment relationship is
in equilibrium (ii) all important predictors are available for modelling at a meaningful
temporal and spatial scale and (iii) there are sufficient species presence records for the
desired accuracy and precision. The methodological assumptions include: (a) the statistical
methods is appropriate to the data (b) the predictors are measured without error (c) the
species data is unbiased (d) the species observations are independent (Guisan et al. 2017).
Meeting all of these assumptions is rarely feasible (Guisan & Thuiller 2005; MacKenzie et al.
2006; Austin 2007; Franklin 2009; Guisan et al. 2017) and therefore must be factored in
when interpreting and applying SDM.
Exploratory studies using pre-existing data and an information-theoretic approach can
unearth the limits and potential for existing data to generate a functional SDM for a
particular species and situation (Burhaman & Anderson 2002; Franklin 2009; La Marca
2015). This is best done before placing priority on these tools and investing in further
sampling design and survey effort (Burhaman & Anderson 2002). Models are an attempt to
summarise complex distributional patterns with a limited set of predictor variables, and
therefore it is inevitable they will contain some degree of mismatch between their
predictions and actual distribution patterns (Elith et al. 2002; Barry & Elith 2006). However,
developing models with data which do not suit the intended application will more likely
deliver outputs which are compromised with a high degree of uncertainty, which is not only
an inefficient use of limited resources but can also lead to misguided theory about the
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influence of potential explanatory variables and consequently suboptimal conservation
outcomes (Addison et al. 2013; Guillera-Arrotia et al. 2015).
SDM for the black-footed tree-rat
This study is an exploratory SDM for the black-footed tree-rat (tree-rat), Mesembriomys
gouldii, one of Australia’s’ largest rodents, a robust, highly mobile and arboreal species
(Woinarski, et al. 2014). The endemic rodent genus Mesembriomys, features two species
only (M. gouldii and M. macurus), both restricted to Northern Australia, and both
experiencing variable declines within their range (Fitzsimons et al. 2011; Woinarski, et al.
2014). The black-footed tree-rat consists of three disjunct subspecies (Figure 1A)
(Woinarski, et al. 2014). The north-western mainland subspecies Mesembriomys gouldii
gouldii, has a broad range inclusive of the Northern parts of mainland Northern Territory
through to the Kimberly region of Western Australia (Woinarski, et al. 2014; Threatened
Species Scientific Committee [TSSC] 2015). The Tiwi Island subspecies M. gouldii
melvillensis, is restricted to Australia’s second largest Island, Melville Island (in the Northern
Territory), where it is relatively abundant compared to the mainland subspecies, but is
entirely absent from the neighbouring Bathurst Island (Woinarski, et al. 2014; TSSC 2015;
Davies et al. 2018). The north Queensland subspecies M. gouldii rattoides, is known from
limited records around Cairns and Cape York Peninsula (Woinarski, et al. 2014; TSSC 2015).
The north-western mainland sub species, the primary focus of this study, has been
nationally listed as Endangered since 2015 (Environmental Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation [EPBC] Act 1999), due to declines in population size (>50%) and also extent of
occurrence and area of occupancy over the last 10-20 years (Woinarski, et al. 2014; TSSC
2015). There are very few records of tree-rat occurrence from the Kimberley region
(Woinarski, et al. 2014; Australian Broadcasting Corporation [ABC] 2017). The other two
sub-species, which have a restricted geographic range, are nationally listed as Vulnerable
and the species overall is IUCN listed as Vulnerable (Woinarski, et al. 2014; TSSC 2015;
Davies et al. 2018). There has been no specific management directed towards the
conservation of the black-footed tree-rat (Woinarski, et al. 2014). Most of the ecological
knowledge for the tree-rat has been derived from research for Northern Territory
populations (TSSC 2015).
The Northern Territory is the strong hold for M. gouldii gouldii but populations are patchily
distributed (Figure 1A) and exhibit varying trends in persistence and abundance (Woinarski,
et al. 2014). Long term monitoring indicates the species has declined significantly from
Kakadu, Australia’s largest National Park where it was once abundant and also Litchfield
National Park (Woinarski, et al. 2014; Price et al., 2005). In contrast, locations where the
tree-rat remains persistent include: Cobourg Peninsula (a higher rainfall area) and disturbed
areas such as the townships of Darwin and Jabiru, a mining rehabilitation area at Nhulunbuy
(Gove) and an ex-pastoral station, Fish River station which is now a private conservation
reserve (Figure 1B) (A. Fisher, pers. com., 2016).
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(a)

(b)
Study regions featuring fauna survey data and tree-rat detections for the Northern Territory: 1. Coburg, 2.
Djelk IPA 3. Warddeken IPA 4, greater Darwin area, 5, Kakadu National Park, 6. Nitmiluk National Park, 7.
Litchfield National Park, 8. Fish River Station, 9. Nhulunbuy/ Gove 10. Melville Island. (Map by Jenny Risler
2017 with minor modifications)

Figure 1. (a). The geographic range for the three subspecies of black footed tree rat (Atlas Living
Australia data), and (b). Locations with fauna survey data indicating the main hotspots for the
mainland and Tiwi Island subspecies in the Northern Territory.

The black-footed tree-rat is largely associated with open eucalypt forest and woodland,
which are common and extensive vegetation types across the Northern Australia tropical
savannas (Friend & Taylor 1985; Woinarski et al. 2005; Rankmore2006; Woinarski, et al.
2014; TSSC 2015). Despite the prevalence of potential habitat, tree-rat populations are
sparse and distributed discontinuously through the tropical savannas (Woinarski, et al.
2014). Clearly, other factors than vegetation type influence tree-rat presence. Fire, which
has increased in frequency, extent and also intensity with a predominance of late dry season
burning since European settlement, is implicated as a key driver for tree-rat decline and
contraction in range due to indirect impacts including: reduction in prevalence of fruiting
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shrubs and potentially tree hollows as well as potentially increasing susceptibility to
predation by feral cats (Woinarski, et al. 2014; Threatened Species Scientific Committee
[TSSC] 2015).
Areas of low fire frequency and severity appear to be favoured by the tree-rat as the
absence of fire can lead to the development of a complex fruiting midstorey which the treerat relies upon as a food source (Friend & Taylor 1985; Woinarski, Riser & Kean 2004;
Woinarski et al. 2005; Price et al. 2005; Rankmore2006). The disturbed landscapes of
Darwin, Jabiru and Nhulunbuy/Gove may be sheltering the tree-rat from extensive, intense
and frequent fire which affects the majority of the northern savannas and which may be
driving declines of many small mammals (Price et al. 2005; Lawes et al. 2015a, 2015b;
Ziemebick et al. 2015). Urbanised areas may also provide added benefits to the species
such as increased availability in food resources both quantity and temporal availability (e.g.
irrigated fruit trees, pantries and rubbish bins) as well as alternative den sites (e.g. the
rooves of dwellings) (Price et al. 2005).
The benefit for SDM for this species and this region in particular
The greater Darwin area presents as an area where the tree-rat persists but its habitat is
under constant threat from clearing for development and invasion by fire promoting grassy
weeds (Rankmore 2006; Setterfield et al. 2014). As M. gouldii gouldii is nationally listed as
Endangered (Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation [EPBC] Act, 1999),
prospective developments in the Darwin area which may harbour the tree-rat, need to be
assessed for environmental impact. A robust spatially predictive distribution model for the
tree-rat in the greater Darwin area would provide multiple potential benefits such as: (a)
identifying high value conservation areas (b) the ability to target surveys and therefore
improve assessment of the species status (c) provide as a means of monitoring change in
species occupancy over time (e) model the potential impacts for a reduction in habitat, as
well as (e) assist with understanding why the tree-rat continues to remain in some locations
while declining in others.
Prior modelling studies
Prior studies have attempted to determine environmental explanatory variables for tree-rat
occurrence for both the greater Darwin area (Price et al. 2005 and Rankmore 2006) and also
Melville Island (Firth et al. 2000 and La Marca 2015) using generalised linear modelling
(GLM). These prior studies predominantly examined field based measures of habitat quality
together with a limited range of spatial environmental predictors. The environmental
predictors and landscape-based metrics examined, vary between the modelling studies.
The best explanatory variables for the tree-rat have included: canopy height and fire history
for the greater Darwin area (Price et al. 2005). For Melville Island the best variables have
been, decreasing time since last fire (contradicting patterns for the mainland), decreasing
elevation and increasing distance to water (Firth et al. 2006). None of the modelling from
these past studies employed surveys targeted to detecting the tree rat (aside from
Rankmore 2006) and only a small suite of habitat attributes have been found to have a weak
association with tree-rat occupancy.
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Critical information gaps for modelling
An overall assessment of the fundamental data requirements and impediments to the utility
of SDM for the tree-rat is lacking in terms of three key purposes: (i) predicting the actual
probability of occupancy, (ii) estimating the total area occupied or (iii) providing an
indication of relative habitat suitability. Importantly the significance of imperfect detection
to enable robust modelling for the tree-rat has not yet been examined. In this context a
specific examination for potential environmental drivers which can be spatially derived in
order to develop a predictive map for the tree-rat (regardless of the end purpose) has not
yet been attempted for the greater Darwin area.

Research aim and objectives
The overarching aim of this project is to: build upon the existing knowledge of key drivers
for black-footed tree-rat (tree-rat) distribution and explore the capability of existing data
(both species data and environmental variables represented by fine scale remote sensing
data), to reliably predict the presence of the tree-rat in the landscape for the greater Darwin
area. This study addresses this aim in two parts.
The first part of this study uses a SDM approach with pre-existing surveys (obtained
between 2000-2014) using standard trapping methods for small mammals in the greater
Darwin area together with fine scale spatial data (30m pixels) and binomial generalised
linear modelling (GLM) to achieve the following objectives:
1. assess the capacity for existing spatial data to represent the ecological processes
driving tree-rat presence
2. generate a predictive model and map for future evaluation with independent data,
and
3. evaluate the predictive and discriminating capacity of the best model.
The second part of this study assesses the importance of imperfect detection for modelling
tree-rat distribution and reviews the limitations and adequacy for existing data and an SDM
approach (i.e. caveats) to address conservation management for the tree-rat in the greater
Darwin area.
The insights gained from this modelling are then used to make recommendations for future
studies to refine understanding for tree-rat ecology and distribution modelling as an
appropriate tool for this species both for the greater Darwin area and more generally.
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Study area
The extent of the greater Darwin study area (~4,000km2) is defined by the availability of
both fine scale spatial data (1:25,000 scale land unit mapping) and species survey data
(Figure 2). The Darwin region experiences a wet-dry tropical and monsoonal climate with
some of the highest average annual rainfalls (>1600mm) for mainland Northern Territory
(Australian Bureau of Meteorology [BOM] 2016). The region demonstrates a gradual
latitudinal gradient with the rainfall highest along the north west coast line (1675mm) which
reduces about 250mm over 65km, inland to the south east ( BOM 2016). The annual rainfall
occurs almost exclusively in a transition season (the build-up), October to December and a
wet season between December and April. The strong variation in rainfall drives wide
fluctuations in resource availability not only between the wet and dry seasons but also
spatially and year to year as there much variation in the start, cessation, duration and
patterns of rainfall (Woinarski et al. 2005; Cook & Heerdengen 2001).

Figure 2. The gradient in average annual rainfall grid using a 5km grid (sourced from BOM 2016).
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Terrain, soils and hydrology
Similar to the general pattern for Northern Australia, the greater Darwin area demonstrates
little variation in elevation (Woinarski et al. 2005). The topography is relatively simple
consisting of flat to gently undulating surface situated on a slightly elevated plain,
approximately 30-40m above sea level (Figure 3) (Nott, 2003). The majority of the region is
flood plain with minor elevated ridges in the south (Fogarty et al. 1979).

Figure 3. Variation in topography within the greater Darwin area.

The geology of the Region is dominated by deeply weathered lateritic regolith (Doyle 2001).
Kandasols and Rudosols, which are well drained permeable soils. These soils are
interspersed with Hydrosols and Vertosols associated with drainage and floodplain areas
experiencing periodic inundation (Figure 4). The water table in the greater Darwin area is
quite shallow and can rise to 2m below the surface during the wet season and then drop to
8-10m below the surface during the dry season (Doyle, 2001). Areas in the vicinity the
Howard River, feature a much more reliable and accessible hydrogeological regime than
much of the surrounds (Doyle, 2001).
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Figure 4. Variation in soil types (as per Australian Soil Classification) within the greater Darwin area.

Figure 5. Distribution of broad vegetation types within the greater Darwin area (derived from
1:1Million scale NVIS vegetation map complied from Wilson et al. (1990) and other vegetation
assessments).
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Vegetation
The vegetation for the greater Darwin study area (summarised in Table 1 and Figure 5) is
predominantly eucalypt woodlands over a ground layer of annual or perennial grasses. The
major portion of the region (46%) is dominated by Eucalyptus miniata (Darwin Woollybutt)
and Euc. tetradonta (Darwin stringybark) woodland or open woodland communities, which
occur in extensive patches averaging 100 hectares (based on land unit mapping at 1:25,000
scale). The remaining area features smaller patches of eucalypt dominated open forest
(averaging 67 hectares) and also a range of communities associated with drainage areas
including: Corymbia dominated woodlands, shrubland dominated by Grevillea, Melaleuca
swamp and Lophostemon Forest. Open monsoon vine thicket or forest (0.3% of the area)
occurs in minor patches generally less than 56 ha. The coastal and seasonally inundated
areas feature dense mangrove forest and extensive floodplains dominated by grass, sedges
or samphire.
Table 1. Summary of the vegetation types within the study area by coverage (area) and percentage
of the study area.

Area (Km2)

% study area

Eucalyptus woodland and open woodland - Euc. Miniata and Euc. tetradonta
dominated

1979

46

Open forest - Euc. miniata and tetradonta dominated

361

8

Corymbia woodland and open woodland – Corymbia polycarpa, C. polysciada,
C. grandifloria, C. latifolia, C. foelscheana and C. bella dominated

350

8

Woodland, open woodland – Erythrophleum, Owenia, Pandanus,
Petalostigma, Xanthostem and Terminalia species dominated

167

4

Open forest – Lophostemon + other species

55

1

Shrubland - Grevillea and other species

212

5

Acacia woodland

5

0.1

Melaleuca woodland and forest

52

1

Monsoon vine thicket or forest

14

0.3

Mangrove forest

382

9

Grassland and sedgeland

655

15

Bare
Total

86
4319

2
100%

Vegetation Type
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Disturbance regimes
Clearing and fire, drive heterogeneity in the vegetation systems within the greater Darwin
area. Clearing and land modification, for urban developments and small scale agriculture, is
concentrated within 7 to 8 kilometres of the main roads and particularly the main highways
(Stuart and Arnhem) which traverse north-west across the study area (Figure 6). Rural
developments are largely centred along the Howard River.
The region demonstrates a strongly contrasting fire pattern (Figure 7). Within the
development zones fragmentation (and potentially prescribed burning) produces a
countervailing influence on fire count by reducing fuel loads and fire extent which results in
areas sheltered area which may be long unburnt (e.g. >10 years). Outside of development
the landscape (aside from the flood plains and mangrove) is burnt close to annually.

Figure 6. Extent of the study area demonstrating the proportion of cleared or modified land within
4km, using cleared land identified by NVIS vegetation mapping 2007.
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Figure 7. Fire history for the study area between 2000 and 2014 derived from NAFI (MODIS data,
250m pixels).
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Methods
Modelling approach
This study was guided by an overarching conceptual framework to modelling species
distribution (refer to Appendix A), as drawn from the following references: Guisan &
Zimmerman (2000), Austin (2007), Franklin (2009), Elith & Leathwick 2009 and Zuur, et al.
Elphick (2010). The following is an overview of the entire approach. Existing data for both
species presence and absence and spatial data (supplemented with the creation of a
cleared/sparsely vegetated data layer and estimation of vegetation patch sizes) was used to
test a short list of environmental predictor variables for the capacity to develop a predictive
distribution map for the tree-rat. An a priori model was first developed as the basis for
selecting the most ecologically relevant predictors. A conceptual model (based on Fischer &
Lindenmayer 2006) to identify both proximal and distal environmental drivers for tree-rat
occurrence (Appendix B) was developed by referring to existing literature and expert advice.
The availability of spatial data was scoped against this model (Appendix C). Spatial data was
processed to derive landscape metrics (e.g. proportion of available habitat) reflective of the
species likely home range and or distance of movement over a three night trapping survey.
Spatial data only was examined for this exploratory SDM. Site based environmental
attributes (e.g. tree height and basal area, canopy cover and floristics etc), although useful
in validating and explaining some spatially measured attributes (La Marca 2015) were not
readily available.
Generalised linear modelling (using the binomial distribution for binary data and a logit link
function) was used to examine the full range of potential models (256 variable
combinations) using a short list of eight environmental variables. The best model from this
suite was determined as having the lowest second order Akaike Information Criterion (AICc)
score (Burnham & Anderson 2002). The predictions for each variable in the best model
were examined for realism. The relative contribution of each variable in the global model
(i.e. consisting of all variables tested) was examined using the standardised coefficient.
Goodness of fit for the final models were evaluated by examining the reduction in deviance
and ares under the curve (AUC) for the receiver operator characteristic (ROC) (Guisan &
Zimmerman 2000; Pearce & Ferrier 2000 p229; Wintle et al. 2005)
All analytical procedures in this study were carried out using the statistical package R studio
(version 0.99.896). The predictive map was generated for the best explanatory model in
ArcGIS. Raster data sets for best explanatory variables were combined using the algebra for
the final model, firstly standardising variables which lack an extensive spatial layer and back
transforming the intercepts and coefficients from log values. Further details about the
treatment of data and the modelling method are outlined as follows.

Species survey data surveys
Presence and absence data for the tree-rat was collated from several pre-existing fauna
surveys over a period of fifteen years(2000-2014) to create a data set of sufficient size (>200
sites) for modelling (Table 2). Surveys in the greater Darwin region have been of a general
natural, documenting all fauna, rather than targeting the tree-rat specifically. The survey
methodology can have a considerable impact on detectability for species. This study uses
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species data obtained using cage and Elliot traps only. All surveys (except the DEFENCE
surveys) comply with a standard approach widely used in northern Australia (refer to
Menkhorst & Woinarski 1992). For the standard survey method each site is a 50m x 50m
quadrat consisting of 20 Elliot traps placed around the perimeter, four “possum” cage traps
placed at each corner and four bucket pitfall traps with a 10m drift fence placed internally.
The traps are baited with a standard mixture of oats and honey and checked three times a
day over three days and nights. The survey method also includes two 10 minute night time
spotlight searches. The DEFENCE surveys used Elliot and cage traps laid out in transects
opposed to quadrats. All survey data was converted to either a tree rat presence or
absence at a site.
The species data were cleaned for inaccuracies in locations. Each site location was visually
checked against a fine scale aerial image obtained close to the survey time (e.g. historic
2000-2007 google earth imagery). Four sites, from the earlier survey years, demonstrated
GPS coordinates with a clear offset and these could be confidently corrected and one site
was removed because it was not clear where it should be located. It was not possible to
detect inaccuracies in GPS locations for sites located in the extensively vegetated areas.
Species Distribution modelling assume that species location observations are independent
(Guisan & Zimmerman 2000; MacKenzie et al. 2006; Franklin 2009; Elith & Lethwick, 2009).
This translates to meaning that survey sites are separated sufficiently apart so that it is
unlikely for individuals to move between them and be detected at multiple sites
simultaneously (Guisan & Zimmerman 2000; MacKenzie et al. 2006; Elith and Lethwick,
2009). If the assumption of independence is violated spatial autocorrelation may result,
that is data points close to each other in space in time are more likely to be similar
(Dormann 2007). Spatial autocorrelation can cause bias in the identification of the
environmental predictors (tending to select more model predictors than fewer) and then
bias in their coefficients and hence predictions (Franklin 2009; Dormann 2007
The species data set was screened to remove non-independent sites, which was determined
as sites less than 400m apart. Sites which met these criteria were identified as clusters, and
then sites were removed randomly one at a time until the minimum distance of 400m was
maintained.
Further sites were omitted to ensure landscape habitat metrics would be meaningful for
analysis. Survey sites in mango orchard and cleared areas (9 sites in total) which were 500m
or a greater distance from the nearest bushland were removed. Retaining these sites was
judged to result in erroneous metrics for fire histories, patch size, vegetation type and other
attributes.
Screening the data for independence reduced the initial dataset from 331 sites with 72
having tree rat presence to 207 with 43 having tree rat presences. For this final data set, the
surveys between 2000 and 2004 accounted for approximately 70% of the total survey sites
(Figure 8a) and 72% of the sites with tree-rat detections. Overall surveys were carried out at
various times through a year but with 62% occurring in the dry season (May – September)
accounting for 65% of the total tree-rat detections (Figure 8b and c).
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Table 2. Summary of key mammal surveys in the greater Darwin area with the year of survey.
Survey Name

Year

*Number of
sites

*Tree rat
Presence

Survey source and details

FRAGMENTS

2000

(76) 42

(20) 14

LITCHFIELD

2001 2002

(122) 98

(17) 14

SOLARVILLAGE

2002

(20)

(10) 2

CSIRO

2004 2011

(5) 1

TWP

2007

(4) 1
[2004 Oct
surveys only]
(20) 10

DARWIN_PARKS

(19) 9

(4) 3

WEDDELL

20072008
2010

(10) 9

(0) 0

^DEFENCE

2012

(16) 12

(1) 1

AIRPORT

2013

(9) 5

(1) 0

CDU

2014

(3)

(2) 1

URBAN 2014

2014

(31) 13

(5) 2

Fragmentation study by Rankmore 2006 and
modelling regional patterns in mammal distribution
by Price et al. 2005. Obtained by Rankmore 2006
and # NTG
Fragmentation study by Rankmore 2006 and
modelling regional patterns in mammal distribution
Price et al. 2005. Obtained by Brooke Rankmore
2006 and # NTG
Surveys associated with the study by Woinarski et
al. 2004. Obtained by # NTG
Repeat surveys over years (2004 - 2011) for a large
patch of long unburnt remnant bushland in an
urban setting. Obtained by # NTG
Surveys of the Northern Territory Wildlife Park
(TWP) in a rural context. Obtained by # NTG
Surveys of the Northern Territory National Parks
and Conservation Reserves #.
Fauna surveys for undeveloped land proposed for a
satellite town south of Darwin. Obtained by # NTG
Surveys conducted for Department of Defence in
both an urban and remote coastal context.
Obtained by EcoLogical Consultancy.
Surveys conducted for remnant bushland owned by
the Darwin Airport. Obtained by EcOz
Environmental Services.
A one-off survey of a small patch of long unburnt
bushland at the Charles Darwin University (CDU) in
an urban context. Obtained by Charles Darwin
University.
A repeat survey for several sites from the
FRAGMENTS, LITCHFIELD and DARWIN_PARKS
studies, some sites from the TWP and also CSIRO
complimented with a small number of additional
sites. Obtained by #NTG.

Total

-

(330) 207

(72) 43

3

1

(7) 4

* Nonbold figures in brackets () present the totals prior to screening the data. Bold figures present
the totals for the final data set after screening for non-independent sites and GPS errors.
# The Northern Territory Government [NTG) Agency obtaining the data was the Department of
Natural Resources and Environment. Use of this data is permitted by a data agreement between the
author and the NTG agency.
^ Surveys used a transect of traps rather than the standard quadrat method. These surveys were
targeted to a selection of vulnerable species including the tree-rat
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(8a)

(8b)
Figure 8. The spread of survey sites for the screened data set by (a) survey year and indicating blackfooted tree-rat presence, (b) by month and (c) tree-rat presence by month for two blocks of time
(2000-2004 and 2005-2014).
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(8c)

Selection of environmental predictors and metrics
A priori models
Decisions about what models to test should be made a priori based on biological
understanding of the system (Burnham & Anderson 2002). A conceptual model for
suspected drivers of black footed tree rat presence, based on existing literature and expert
opinion (Appendix B) was used to select a short list of potential environmental predictors
and relevant metrics (Table 3).
The suite of environmental variables which can be examined for SDM is typically limited by
the availability of existing data (Wintle et al. 2005 p724; Dormann 2007a p390). Appendix C
details the full range of spatial data scoped for modelling tree-rat occurrence. A new spatial
data layer was created to distinguish vegetation fragments within the peri-urban
development zones (refer to subheading: Available habitat).
Fifteen environmental predictors aligning with the a priori models (Table 3) were selected
for a preliminary examination. Data from these spatial data were extracted for each species
location point to create a data frame. Due to the limited number of sites with tree rat
occurrences (Appendix S.4) the full list of environmental predictors (Table 3) was further
reduced (refer to subheading: Data exploration and a priori reduction of predictors)
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Table 3. The full suite of fifteen predictor variables considered for testing capacity to predict the presence-absence of the black footed tree rat in the greater
Darwin area.
Description of variable
Unit of measure
No. Predictor
Justification for inclusion
metrics
and variable label
1

Fire history
Annual*

Tree-rats may be associated with long unburnt habitat and negatively impacted by frequent fire (Friend
1987; Woinarski et al. 2004; Price et al. 2005; Rankmore 2006). Decline in small mammal diversity and
abundance can be correlated with the proportion of habitat burnt within an area greater than a species
home range (Lawes et al. 2015b)

2

Fire history
Number of years
burnt in 22 years

As (1) above.
Frequent fires reduce the availability fruiting shrubs-food and tree hollows –shelter (Friend & Talyor
1985)

3

Fire history
Early dry season*

As (1) above

4

Fire history
Late dry season*

As (1) above. Late dry season fires have a greater negative impact on vegetation composition and
density of fruiting shrubs and presence of large hollow bearing trees (Williams et al. 1999a).

5
6
7

Proportion of
Available habitat*

Tree-rats can tolerate a moderate degree of fragmentation but are negatively impacted by high levels of
fragmentation (e.g. generally absent from patches less than 2ha unless highly connected) (Rankmore &
Price 2004).

The proportion of available
habitat within a 500m radius,
burnt per year (derived from
LANDSAT and or MODIS
satellite imagery), averaged
over the 7 years preceding
sampling.
A representation of long
unburnt or frequently burnt
areas as the number of years a
survey location was burnt over
a 22 year time span.
Same as (1) above with the fire
history defined for the early
Dry Season only which is
inclusive of April to the end of
July as per Lawes et al. (2015b).
Same as (1) above with the fire
history defined for the Late Dry
Season only which is inclusive
of August to December as per
Lawes et al. (2015b).
The proportion of available
habitat (defined by the
preferred vegetation types
minus cleared and/or sparsely
vegetated areas) within a set
radius for 500m, 1km and 2km.

0-100%
X500AVPB_YR7

1-22 years
FH_93_14_pnt22yr

0-100%
X500AVPB_Edry

0-100%
X500AVPB_Ldry

0-100%
x500PAVAILHAB
x1kPAVAILHAB
x2kPAVAILHAB
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No.

Predictor

Justification for inclusion

8

Patch size #

Tree-rats require a minimum amount of vegetation (Rankmore & Price 2004). Low levels of
fragmentation may increase fire heterogeneity and the abundance of long unburnt areas (Rankmore &
Price 2004; Price et al. 2005).

9

Vegetation type C

The mainland subspecies of tree-rat is more commonly found in open woodland and forests dominated
by Eucalyptus tetradonta and E. miniata (Friend & Taylor, 1985; Rankmore & Friend, 2008; Woinarski,
Burbidge & Harrison 2014).

10

Vegetation
productivity*
(or woodiness)

Vegetation productivity or woodiness may be a predictor for diversity in the midstorey (food) and tall
trees (e.g >40cm dbh) with potential hollows (shelter).

11

Soil type C

Soil and moisture availability influence vegetation species composition and productivity (Bowmand &
Miinchin, 1987).

12

Elevation

Modelling for the Tiwi Island subspecies suggests a weak association with lower elevation (Firth et al.
2006)

13

Soil water storage
capacity*

Diversity in the midstorey.is often associated with perennial soaks or drainage areas where seasonal
fluctuations and impact of fire are moderated by moisture levels and food resources remain stable year
round (Bowmand & Miinchin, 1987; Friend 1987; Woinarski et al. 2004; Rankmore & Friend 2008).

Description of variable
metrics

Unit of measure
and variable label

Patch size estimated using a
crude rule set for visual
assessing the area of intact
vegetation within a boundary
defined by significant breaks in
canopy cover (e.g. a road,
fenceline or river).
The vegetation structural
description - point extracted for
the survey location from land
unit mapping at 1:25,000 scale
and modified to indicate the
dominant overstory species.
The average persistent
greenness value for the
available habitat within a 500m
radius.
The broad soil type for the
survey locations point base
extracted from land unit
mapping at 1:25,000 scale.
The point based value for
landscape elevation extracted
from Digital Elevation Model
data with a horizontal grid of
30arc seconds (approximately
31m pixels) (GMTED 2010).
The average value for
topographic wetness for the
available habitat within a 500m
radius - extracted from focal
statistics using an unpublished
data layer provided by TERN
(2016).

hectares
Patch_ha

Categorical value
(community structure
based)
VegSTUCT

Average value
(0-255)
X500PGREEN
Categorical value
(Aust .classification
derived)
SOIL
Meters
(above sea level)
DEM_pnt

Average Value
(0-24.6)
X500TOPWET
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No.

Predictor

Justification for inclusion

14

Average Annual
Rainfall

Mammal species in higher rainfall areas of Northern Australia have declined the least (Fisher et al.
2013). Rainfall may affect fluctuations in tree-rat population (Friend 1987; Rankmore 2006).

15

Distance to surface
water

Modelling for the Tiwi Island subspecies suggested a weak association with increasing distance to water
courses but a strong influence was found for other small mammals (Firth et al. 2006)

Description of variable
metrics

Unit of measure
and variable label

Point based value extracted
from a 5km grid for average
annual rainfall sourced from
BOM (2016).
The distance for each survey
location to the nearest surface
water as indicated by a surface
water data layer (including
creeks and water bodies at
1:250,000 scale) sourced from
BOM’s geofabric data version
2.1.1 (BOM 2014).

Average mm
AVANRAINFALL

Meters
DIST_SURFWAT

* Values calculated for the estimated available habitat within a 500m radius (equivalent to 78.5 ha), a plausible home range area over a three month period and
maximum distance travelled in a single night for habitat with continuous vegetation (Friend, 1987; Rankmore 2006).
C

Categorical variables.

#

No corresponding spatial layer but an equivalent metric may be possible in the future with improved data for cleared land

Refer to Appendix C for details for data sources
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Spatial data and ecologically relevant metrics
All spatial layers for this study were prepared using a combination of ArcGIS v10.2.2 and
ENVI Classic V5.1). Spatial data for the environmental predictors was selected at 1:50,000
scale or pre-processed to a 25m pixel, the smallest available cell size, to retain the
information from the finer scale data. All data layers were converted to Universal
Transverse Mector (UTM) WGS84 projection Zone 52 to ensure capacity to calculate
distances and areas.
Ecologically relevant metrics
Measures for some of the environmental predictors (refer to Table 3) involved point based
extraction for values from the spatial data (ie. vegetation type, soil type, annual average
rainfall and elevation). Values for distance to surface water were obtained using the “near”
function in the “proximity” geoprocessing tools in ArcGIS. Other attribute values required
more manipulation and manual calculation.
Patch size for each survey location was estimated by manually drawing polygons in ArcGIS
around all intact vegetation up to significant clearings, dividing roads or rivers. The patch
boundary was discerned from historic google earth imagery (e.g. year 2000) and fine scale
aerial imagery (70cm pixels) for 2010, matched closely as possible to the time of the survey,
as clearing has increased over time. Patch area estimates for the FRAGMENTS surveys were
also cross referenced with data available from Rankmore (2006).
For nine of the predictive variables the available spatial data was processed so that
measures would represent a scale at which ecological processes may operate to influence
the occurrence of the black footed tree rat in the landscape at the time of survey. The
landscape measures for vegetation (namely available habitat and vegetation woodiness persistent green), fire history and soil moisture-(topographic wetness) were constrained to
the estimated available habitat at 25m pixel resolution, within a set distance scaled to an
area relevant to the species home range and average movement distances (refer to the
subheading: Focal area metrics)
Available habitat
An “available habitat” layer was created to constrain measures for environmental attributes
to regions of the landscape which were both (a) preferred or suitable vegetation types and
also (b) available for occupancy, that is it is not transformed (e.g. cleared or modified) to
become unsuitable. Firstly, over 35 vegetation types from two sources of 1:25,000 land unit
mapping (the greater Darwin area and the Darwin River area) were reclassified as (1)
preferred habitat, (2) suitable habitat (e.g. potentially featuring food and shelter attributes)
and (3) unlikely to be suitable. The classification of habitat was cross checked with species
presence and absence locations (refer to Appendix D). Vegetation types excluded from the
available habitat layer are summarized in Table 4.
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Table 4. Land unit types at 1:25 thousand scale within the study area which were excluded as
potential habitat.
Vegetation type

Comment on Habitat Suitability

Mangrove closed forest

Not known to occur in this vegetation type

Estuarine and floodplain

*Unlikely to feature food and shelter resources and likely
to feature sufficient cover for safe movement.

Grassland and Sedgeland swamps

Land units classified as bare or cleared

*Highly unlikely to feature food and shelter or
protective cover for movement.

*Although low cover or bare areas were not considered as suitable habitat black-footed
tree-rats are capable of crossing these types of terrain for a reasonable distance (e.g. up to
700m) (Rankmore 2006).
The vegetation types classified as preferred and suitable were reduced to an available
habitat data layer by extracting the cleared and sparsely wooded areas within known
development zones (most recently defined from 2007). This step required creating a new
data set from 2001 Landsat TM (30m pixel) imagery (coinciding with the time the bulk of the
species data was obtained), using the colour slice function in ENVI for an NDVI threshold
value (refer to Appendix E). The resultant “cleared and sparsely wooded layer” tested to
have an overall accuracy of approximately 72% against 2010 aerial imagery. The Available
Habitat layer was produced as a 25m pixel raster with available habitat classified having a
value of 1 and non-habitat (inclusive of ocean, water bodies and the unsuitable land based
vegetation) as NoData (refer to Figure 9). This final available habitat raster data layer was
multiplied with the spatial layers for fire history, persistent green and topographic wetness
so that metrics for these variables, within a focal area (i.e. 500m), were constrained to
available habitat of interest only.
Focal area metrics
A minimum radius of 500m (78.5 hectares) or greater was selected to be representative of
processes influencing tree rat presence at the time of trapping. The selection of this
distance was based on the likely home range area and average distances moved as indicated
by Rankmore (2006) and also Griffith et al. (2002), two studies which radio tracked black
footed tree rats (nocturnal and diurnal fixes respectively) over a three month period in the
greater Darwin area. Rankmore (2006) found tree rats are capable of traveling up to 1.2km
between two den sites in a single night. However, on average tree rats in the Darwin area
moved 385 +/- 40 between den trees in un-fragmented habitat and 228 +/- 20m in
fragmented habitat. Rankmore (2006) found the mean home range for tree rats in
fragmented habitat to be generally less than that for continuous habitat and overall ranged
between 9.1 and 88.2 ha with an average of 40.5 ha. A 500m radius represents a likely
upper distance a tree rat would traverse over a three month period, in both fragmented or
continuous habitat, based on studies by Friend (1987) and Rankmore (2006).
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A presence record may be at the edge of an individual’s home range (opposed to central)
therefore the environmental metrics need to take this into consideration. Figure 10
illustrates the boundary for both a 500m and 1km radius. If the captured animal is at the
edge of its home range, a 1km radius would more likely to encompass all of the surrounding
vegetation which could potentially fall within its range of movements but may also include
additional areas which may not be readily reached or used over a 3 month period. Although
1km, 2km and 4km focal areas were considered (based on Rankmore and Price 2004), these
larger focal areas had data analysis issues which reduced their favourability for this study. A
larger radii required a greater number of sites for omission for non-independence (refer to
Figure 10) and would therefore reduce the data set considerably. Manual calculation of the
fire history metrics required rationalising the range of focal areas which could be tested.
The minimum 500m radius was adopted as a starting point to test for modelling potential,
with the larger focal areas (e.g. 1km, 2km and 4km) to be targeted for future consideration
should there be few sound predictors at the 500m scale.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9. Generation of the available habitat raster data from a combination of (a) suitable land units
minus (b) cleared or sparsely vegetated areas which was generated from an NDVI threshold using
Landsat TM data from 2001.
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500m
1km

Locations: survey sites BERR09 and BERR08

Figure 10. Example buffer areas of 500m (pink) and 1km (blue). The white dashed circle represents a
500m radius area with a tree-rat presence at the edge of its range. Note that using a 500m radius
the two sites would be considered independent however with a 1km radius the sites are no longer
considered independent.

The proportion of available habitat for each survey site was determined as a percentage for
a range of focal areas (500m, 1km and 2km) for comparison. The focal statistics tool in
ArcGIS computes an output raster (Figure 11) by applying an algorithm which visits each cell
in the original raster and calculates the specified statistic (e.g. the sum or the mean value of
pixels) within an identified neighbourhood. Focal statistics were created for a set radius
(defined by the number of 25m pixels) and the SUM function (the total value of all cells
within the neighbourhood). The proportion of available habitat within the focal areas were
calculated by taking the point extracted, sum value for the number of cells classified as
habitat, multiplying by the area of a pixel (25mx25m) and then dividing by the area of the
circle.
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Figure 11. An illustration of the focal statistics function in ArcGIS which draws upon an existing
raster (e.g. persistent green with 25m x 25m pixels minus the cleared land ) and creates a new raster
with each pixel re-assigned a value according to a set statistic (e.g. sum or mean) calculated for a set
neighbourhood (e.g. a circle with a radius of 500m).

Metrics for fire, persistent green and topographic wetness were restricted to the available
habitat only, within a focal area of 500m. The data layers were firstly multiplied with the
available habitat prior to generating a focal statistics raster using the mean (the average
value of cells within the neighbourhood). For persistent green and topographic wetness the
mean value for the available habitat was calculated for a focal area with a 500m radius. The
metrics for fire history over a seven year time span were the more complex to generate and
are explained further.
Fire history metrics
Three alternative fire history metrics were generated for the available habitat within a 500m
radius surrounding each survey site (i) the proportion burnt per year, (ii) the proportion
burnt in the early dry season only and (iii) the proportion burnt in the late dry season only.
The early dry season (at least the start of April to the end of July) and late dry season
(August to December) were the same as defined by Lawes et al. (2015b). The proportions
burnt for all three metrics were averaged over a seven to eight year period prior to the time
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of survey, the longest period for which fire history data was consistently available for all
sites.
The time at which the fauna surveys were conducted was factored into calculating the fire
metrics, both full year and also early and late dry season (refer to Figure 12). For January to
September surveys the full year fire metrics were calculated from the seven full years prior
plus the fire history up to the month of survey (which entailed generating specific focal
metrics for part of the year prior to survey). For September to December surveys the fire
history was calculated from the full six years prior plus the history for the survey year as
majority of the burning occurred in the early dry season and therefore the survey year was
assumed to represent a full year. The early and late dry season fire metrics were derived
using a similar approach, using fractions of a fire season when the surveys were towards the
middle of a season or counting the survey year as the seventh year. Consequently fire
metrics were averaged over seven year or seven plus the fraction of the eighth year.
No single source of fire data covered the full fifteen year time span (2000-2014) for which
the species data was collected. Two sources of fire history data derived from (i) LandsatTM
(25m resolution) and (ii) MODIS (250m resolution) were used to derive the fire metrics for
this study. The methodology for mapping fire scars from these data is described by RussellSmith et al. (1997) and Edwards et al. (2001). Northern Australian Fire Information (NAFI), a
monthly based fire history derived from MODIS (250m pixel), covers the time span 2000
onwards. However, a large portion of species data required examining the fire history prior
to 2000 when NAFI was not in existence. Consequently Landsat fire history data generated
for a specific study (Price et al. 2005) covers the time span 1993 -2005. The Landsat data
recorded fire scars (the area burnt) within four “seasons”, (1) January up to the end of May,
(2) June up to the end of July, (3) August to as late as possible (Sept or October) and (4)
October to December which used NOAA AVHRR or MODIS data. Both Landsat and NAFI
derived data sets used NOAA AVHRR imagery (1km pixel) during the wet season when cloud
cover was high. Therefore there is some variation in resolution and accuracy within a year.
Both NAFI and Landsat data were used to generate the fire metrics, with Landsat data
preferred when there was overlap between the two. The NAFI and Landsat raster fire data,
were converted to a burnt and unburnt classification for the full year, early dry season and
late dry season, which was then multiplied by the available habitat raster layer. The focal
statistics function for ArcGIS was used to generate the average proportion burnt within a
500m, 1km and 2km radius per year for each of the three fire metrics.
Comparing MODIS and Landsat derived fire histories
Fire history metrics derived from both Landsat and NAFI (MODIS) data were compared, for a
five year period (2001-2005), where both forms of data co-exist to determine if there may
be a consistent margin of error. Correlation coefficients were determined using a random
sample of 200 points extracted from both Landsat and NAFI derived focal statistics for the
proportion of available habitat burnt within 500m radius for the full year, the early dry
season and the late dry season. The correlation between Landsat and MODIS metrics varied
between years with an overall correlation of 0.67, which is moderate (Appendix G).
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Further examination of the fire histories from the data two sources (Appendix G & H)
suggests that while there is broad concurrence of burnt an unburnt areas in both data sets
there are also significant discrepancies, leading to lack of a strong correlation between focal
metrics (all scales: 500m, 1km and 2km) derived from Landsat and NAFI for the majority of
the overlapping years. The Landsat data was more likely to detect small scale fires
particular to the more fragmented landscape and which were less likely to be detected
using the coarser scale MODIS imagery. The larger pixel size for MODIS data results in over
and under estimating fire extent compared to Landsat regardless of the season of the fire.
In addition there were potentially random omissions of extensive burnt areas in both data
sets. Both Landsat and MODIS fire histories exhibited extensive areas identified as burnt
using one source of imagery but not the other which appeared to be a random spatial inconcurrence (refer to Appendix H). At least one possible explanation for the mismatch may
be due to the lower frequency in analysis for Landsat imagery (four seasons compared to
every month) which may allow for areas to feature rapid regrowth of perennial grasses and
therefore not be detected (A. Edwards pers. com. 2017).
A lack of a consistent error between the Landsat and MODIS fire histories metrics meant
that discrepancies in estimates, which may be dependent up on data resolution could not
be corrected with a standard multiplier. Where possible the finer scale Landsat fire data
was preferred over MODIS to calculate the fire histories. The bulk of the data (62%)
required calculating fire history metrics using the finer scale Landsat data. As this study was
only a preliminary examination of data potential it was elected to use both data sets but
take the limitations into consideration when compiling the final models, predictive maps
and recommendations for future improvements.
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Figure 12. A demonstration of how the average fire metrics were calculated using the year 2000
surveys as an example.
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Corrections to metrics
The final data set for the extracted metrics required some corrections. Inaccuracies in the
newly created cleared/ sparsely wooded data layer flowed through to the available habitat
layer which resulted in further errors for the landscape metrics for fire, persistent green and
topographic wetness. For three sites none of the remaining vegetation (which occurred as
very small patches in a highly fragmented landscape) was mapped within a 500m radius or
the area was significantly underestimated, resulting in metrics with a false zero value. For
these sites the estimates of available habitat and averages for fire history, persistent green,
topographic wetness were estimated manually by visually inspecting the spatial data for the
surrounds.

Data exploration and a priori reduction of predictors
Zuur, et al. (2010) recommend a protocol of data exploration prior to statistical analysis.
This step, which is clearly separated from testing the a-prior models, aims to examine the
data for potential violation of assumptions and factors (such as interactions and collinearity)
which may lead to finding a false predictor effect (type I error), or wrongly dismissing a
model with a particular predictor (type II error) (Guisan, et al. 2002; Zuur, et al. 2010;
Dormann et al. 2012).
Before progressing to the analytical stage the full list of environmental predictors was
examined for:




Evenness in the spread of data across the full gradient or range of categories for
predictor variables
Collinearity (correlation between variables) and
Potential interactions between variables.

Temporal or spatial correlation between observations (autocorrelation) was not examined
for this study.
Representation of environmental gradients
The spread of data for each of the environmental predictor variables was examined using
bar and box plots (refer to Appendix F). For continuous variables (e.g. elevation and average
annual rainfall) the spread of data was compared with a random sample of values (500
points) drawn from the full gradient range within the study area (refer to La Marca 2015).
The spread of data for the categorical predictors (e.g. Soil and Vegetation) were compared
to the spatial area which the different categories occupied. Examination of survey data
plots and their representation against the landscape variation within the study area
informed refinement of the final data frame including: redefining or amalgamating underrepresented categories (Franklin 2009) or highlighting variables to consider omitting from a
short list of potential predictors due to limited variation at the landscape scale (La Marca
2015).
Elimination of collinear predictors
Collinearity (correlation between variables) is the most difficult aspect of analysis when
determining environmental parameters which may be driving the distribution of a species
(Zuur et al. 2010). Highly correlated variables increases the chance of type II errors (failure
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to reject the null hypothesis when it is not true) by increasing the Standard error (Quinn and
Keough 2002; Franklin 2009; Zuur et al. 2010). A first pass a priori reduction of
environmental predictors entailed removing highly correlated predictors, particularly those
derived from a common spatial layer and capturing the effects of the same or similar
ecological processes (Franklin 2009; Dormann et al. 2007; Dormann et al.2013; Zuur et al.
2010). This step reduces the chance of important variables being dropped from the model
selection procedures.
Pearson’s correlation was used (using the ggpairs function in the “GGally” package in R) to
initially assess collinearity between continuous and categorical explanatory variables. If the
correlation coefficient (R2) was greater than or equal to 0.7, then one variable was removed
with favour given to keeping the variable which was the more ecologically relevant or
proximal to a mechanistic driver for species distribution (Dormann et al. 2013). This step
resulted in omitting the highly correlated continuous variables: the 1km and 2km radius
metrics for available habitat and some of the variations in fire history metrics.
Examination for Interactions between predictor variables
Interactions between variables should be examined prior to main analysis (Zurr et al. 2010)
The most likely two way interactions, intuited from ecological understanding (the pairwise
combinations for patch size, proportion of available habitat and fire history) were examined
for significance by firstly centering the variables (subtracting the mean) and then generating
separate generalised linear models (Franklin 2009; Appendix I).
Final reduced list of environmental predictors
Due to the limited number of survey records (207 sites and 43 with tree-rat present) a
maximum of eight potential predictor variables were considered for modelling so as to avoid
over-fitting and spurious treatment effects (Burnham & Anderson 2002; Franklin 2009;
Appendix S4). Eight predictor variables, resulting in 256 unique combinations of main
effects, without considering any interaction terms, was the maximum considering some
general rules of thumb suggesting 20 times as many observations as predictor variables with
a minimum of 50 presence observations (Franklin 2009). However, this may still be too
many variables to use for testing (Appendix S4).
The full list of fifteen environmental predictors (Table 3) was rationalised with a second pass
reduction. The factors considered for short listing variables included: the results from the
data exploration, ecological justification of the predictor or metric (e.g. proximity to the
direct driving mechanisms) and also practicality for spatial modelling such as extent of the
spatial layer and environmental gradients, data resolution and ease of obtaining the data
(Austin 2002; Guisan & Thuiller 2005; Austin 2007; Franklin 2009). The final shortlist of eight
predictor variables (listed in Table 5) was used to generate the test models.
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Table 5. Final reduced set of predictor variables used for Generalised Linear Modelling
*Average values calculated for the estimated available habitat within a 500m radius.
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Predictor Variable
Patch size
Proportion of Available habitat
Fire history*
Average Annual Rainfall
Elevation
Average persistent greenness
value*
Topographic wetness*
Distance to surface water

Descriptions for data
sources and metrics
(Table 3)

Name for Modelling

Patch_ha
x500PAVAILHAB
X500AVPB_YR7
AVANRAINFALL
DEM_pnt

patch.size
pavhab
fire
rain
elevation

500PGREEN

pgreen

500TOPWET
DIST_SURFWAT

tw
dist.water

Statistical analysis - model fitting
All possible combinations of the reduced set of eight predictor variables were modelled
using generalised linear modelling (GLM) with presence or absence of the tree-rat as the
binary response variable, using (i) a binomial error structure, (ii) a Linear Predictor and (iii)
applying a logit link function to constrain probability values between zero and one. For
equations and explanation of terms refer to Appendix S5).
Model simplification and selection
The information-theoretic approach described by Burnham and Anderson (2002), which is
based upon a weight of evidence, was used to rank and select the best explanatory models
for the existing data. The goal is to obtain a model which predicts the response variable
with the least number of predictors (the principal of parsimony) (Burnham & Anderson
2002; Franklin 2009; Appendix S6). Parsimony arises as a by-product of the Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC) selection approach as there is a penalty for incorporating more
parameters (Burnham & Anderson 2002; Crawley 2007). For this study the second-order
Akaike Information Criterion (AICc), which corrects for a small ratio of sample size (n) to
number of predictor variables (P) (e.g. n/P <40), was used to rank and select the best
explanatory models (Burnham & Anderson 2002). The main weights of evidence considered
for ranking models included AICc differences (∆i) and Akaike weights (wi) (Burnham &
Anderson 2002; Appendix S7 & S8). Models with the smaller AIC differences (∆i) (e.g.<=2)
have more support as being the best model(s) of those tested (Burnham & Anderson 2002).
Model selection uncertainty
Akaike weights (wi) were used to examine the separation between the best models and also
infer the degree of model selection uncertainty (Burnham & Anderson 2002; Appendix S8).
A low level of uncertainty is indicated if all or most of the weight lies in one model.
However, there is a high degree of model uncertainty if more than one model has weight
and there is no stand-alone model set apart from the rest (Burnham & Anderson 2002).
Where multiple models present as reasonable, and the best model is not apparent, multiple
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models may be used to calculate “model averaged” estimates (Burnham & Anderson 2002,
McKenzie et al. 2006). Model averaging was not pursued in this study.

Ranking environment predictors for explanatory power
Relative variable importance
Just because a variable does not feature in the highest ranking model (s) does not mean that
the variable is of zero importance (Burnham & Anderson 2002). Estimates of the relative
importance of predictor variables (x1…xj) were made by summing the Akaike weights (wi)
across all models in the set which feature variable j (Appendix S8) The relative importance of
variable j is reflected in the sum w+(j). The larger the w+(j) the more important variable j is,
relative to the other variables. Using the w+(j), all the variables were ranked in their
importance. (Burnham & Anderson 2002).
Standardised coefficient
The explanatory power of the environmental predictors was compared using the
standardised coefficients for the global model using the eight short listed variables.
Standardised coefficients enable comparison of the relative effects of quantitative
explanatory variables which have different units of measure by converting all the variables
into a common scale, standard deviation units (Gelman 2008). Each predictor variable was
standardised by first subtracting their mean (centering) and dividing by their standard
deviation (rescaling) (refer to Equation 8 Appendix S9 and the R Script Appendix I). The
standardised variables were then used to estimate the generalised linear model which
results in standardising the coefficients so that variances of the predictor variables are equal
to one (Gelman 2008). The effects of a standardised variable are interpreted as how many
units of standard deviation in the response variable (i.e. black footed tree rat presence) will
change for every one standard deviation change in the predictor variables (Gelman 2008).
Plotting the standardised coefficients with standard errors and transforming all coefficients
to positive values, permits comparison of their explanatory power (B. Murphy pers. com.
2017). Predictors having a standardised coefficient with the standard error overlapping a
zero threshold are less likely to be reliable predictors and may warrant omission from the
final model used to generate the predictive map (B. Murphy pers. com. 2017)
Global model goodness of fit
AIC will suggest the best of the tested models. However, even the relatively best model
might be poor in an absolute sense (Burnham, & Anderson 2002). It is generally
recommended that the fit of the global model (i.e. how accurately the global model
represents the data) be tested prior to examining the top ranking models suggested by AIC
values (Burnham, & Anderson 2002; McKenzie & Bailey 2004; Symonds & Mousalli 2011;
Appendix S10). If the global model is a good fit, the best approximating subset models are
also likely to be a good fit and capture important influencers of species presence (McKenzie
& Bailey 2004; Symonds & Mousalli 2011). In contrast a lack of goodness of fit may lead to
inaccurate inferences (McKenzie & Bailey 2004).
This study has not undertaken any goodness of fit tests therefore the inferences are
exploratory and tentative only.
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Evaluation for model performance
The top ranking models (∆AICc >3) were compared by referring to (i) the deviance or percent
deviance explained and (ii) deviance reduction (Appendix S11 & S12) and evaluated by
referring to the (iii) the area under the curve (AUC) for the receiver operator character
(ROC) and as well as (iv) visually examining the species response curves for each variable
(with 95% confidence intervals) compared to the raw data (Fielding & Bell 1997; Guisan &
Zimmermann 2000; Pearce & Ferrier 2000; Austin 2002; Wintle et al. 2005; Franklin 2009).
Evaluating model performance – the best approximating models
The predictive performance of a final model can be evaluated in terms of two independent
measures: calibration (accuracy) and discrimination (precision) performance (Pearce &
Ferrier 2000; Phillips & Elith 2010). Independent data was not available to test the
calibration reliability. For this study only the discrimination capacity is examined using the
ROC and AUC which were calculated using the pROC package for R studio (refer to Appendix
I for the code). An AUC value of 0.5 indicates discrimination capacity no better than random
and a value of 1 indicates perfect discrimination (Franklin 2009). A threshold of 0.7 is
generally accepted as the minimum for a model with moderate discrimination ability
(Franklin 2009). Discrimination capacity was also examined by plotting the proportion of
present and absent sites (the training data) for the predicted probability values (Pearce &
Ferrier 2000 figure 8a).
Species response function for independent variables - Variable effects
The fitted relationship between the variable effects and the probability of tree-rat
occurrence (species response curves) were examined for ecological realism. The
relationship for each variable was plotted independently (holding all other variables in the
multivariate model at their mean) with 95% confidence intervals using the global model and
the Effects package for R (Fox 2003; refer to Appendix I for the code).

Generation of predictive maps
Predictive maps were generated for some of the top ranking models in ArcGIS, using the
math algebra function. Raster data sets were combined by multiplying with the
corresponding variable coefficients for the selected model and applying the inverse link
transformation (refer to Equation 4, Appendix S5) to obtain the probability values on a scale
of the original response variable (zero to one).
The fire history data inputting into the predictive maps was taken to be the average
proportion of available habitat burnt for the last 7 years (2008-2014) of the fifteen survey
period. This data layer was created by adding the individual focal statistics data layers for
the available habitat (derived from NAFI/MODIS) for each year (refer to the section: fire
history metrics), so that pixel values ranged between 0 to 7, with 7 indicating 100 burnt each
year and zero indicating no habitat was burnt in any of the 7 years. This raster layer was
divided by the number of years to calculate the average over seven years and converted to a
percentage value and then finally multiplied by the available habitat raster (classified as 1
for available habitat and NoData for the remainder) to spatially constrain the predicting
layer to the available habitat only.
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Detectability - reliability of absence data
The significance of imperfect detection to a robust SDM was assessed by examining the
reliability for the standard trapping method to detect the tree-rat. Detectability data
(Appendix S14) was not available for the species surveys for the greater Darwin. Instead
data was examined for two regions in the Northern Territory where the tree-rat is common
(a) Melville Island (year 2015 refer to Davies et al. 2016 and Davies et al. 2018) and (b)
Nhulunbuy/Gove rehabilitated mine site (2014-2016) obtained by Dr Chris Wiley. These
locations used both the standard trapping method and baited Reconyx HyperFire (HC550
and PC800) infrared motion sensitive cameras (Reconyx Inc., http://www.reconyx.com), to
enable comparison in effectiveness. Both data sets consisted of wet and dry seasons
surveys. The Nhulunbuy data was collected using a single camera over 28 nights (seven
blocks of four trapping nights). In contrast the Melville Island study used 5 cameras (the
minimum to detect feral cats) over a minimum of 35 nights (Davies et al. 2016 and Davies et
al. 2018).
The probability of detecting tree-rats using cameras and trapping was compared for both
study areas using the unmarked package for R carried out by Dr Brett Murphy.
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Results
Initial data exploration a priori reduction of predictors
Of the 207 survey sites across the study area (screened for independence) the tree-rat was
detected at 43 (21%) of the locations. A comparison of the environmental attributes for the
final data set with a random sample of locations (500) across the study area (Appendix F),
indicates that in most cases the survey data was representative of the general landscape
scale gradients for the study area. A preliminary examination of averages for the
environmental variables suggested that sites with and without tree-rats mainly differed in
terms of fire history, patch size and to a lesser degree distance to surface water. There was
less support for a difference between present and absent sites for the remaining variables
(available habitat and average annual rainfall, elevation, topographic wetness and persistent
green).
A cursory examination of the data supports the theory that fire history may be an important
predictor of species presence. Ignoring the lack of a strong correlation between Landsat
and MODIS fire data (Appendix G), the fire history for the greater Darwin area over a 22year
time period (1993 to 2014), created by combining these two data sets, suggests areas with
extreme fire regimes (i.e. long unburnt vs burnt annually) may have remained relatively
consistent over time. Assuming the 22 year fire history is indicative of fire patterns over this
time span, sites with tree-rat detections were generally located in areas which were less
frequently burnt (Figure 13). Of the eight sites with tree-rat present which were located in
frequently burnt areas all were obtained from the 2001-2002 surveys. These frequently
burnt areas with tree-rat present were scattered throughout the study area and more often
the average proportion of habitat burnt within the home range (500m) seven years prior
was 50% or greater.

Figure 13. The distribution of survey sites fire history indicated by fire frequency over 22 years for all
sites and sites with tree-rats recorded present. Tree rat presence records are clearly skewed to sites
which are infrequently burnt.
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Patch size and distance to surface water also suggested as having potential for
discriminating between present and absent sites. Sites with tree-rat present demonstrated
an average distance to surface water 115m greater the average for sites with tree-rat
absent. The average patch size (1032 ha) for sites with tree-rats was half that for sites
where tree-rats were not detected (2042 ha). In contrast there was little difference
between the averages for proportion of available habitat within a 500m radius for sites with
and without tree-rats detected (74% and 75% respectively). There was only (6%) difference
in the proportion of available habitat for sites with and without tree-rat detection for the
larger radii (1km and 2km).
Accuracy for inputting spatial data
Most of the spatial layers used in this study have an unknown accuracy. The newly
generated spatial layers for cleared and sparsely wooded area was tested to have a
moderate accuracy of 72% (Appendix E).
Comparing MODIS and Landsat derived fire histories
The two types of imagery (Landsat and MODIS) used to compile the fire history metrics were
compared for congruence. The correlation between Landsat and MODIS metrics (calculated
per annum) can vary between years (Appendix G) and overall the correlation (R2 = 0.67), is
moderate. The lack of a strong correlation needs to be accounted for in the interpretation
of the suggested final models and predictive maps.

Figure 14. Correlation between Landsat and Modis percent available habitat burnt per annum.
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Collinearity between predictor variables
A number of the potential predictor variables were collinear with Pearson correlation
coefficients of 0.7 and over (Table 6). This suggests that some variables, particularly those
derived from a common spatial layer, are surrogates of each other and capturing the effects
of the same or similar ecological processes. The highly correlated variables included the
different radii for available habitat metrics (500m, 1km and 2km) and also the fire variables:
the average proportion of available habitat within 500m burnt seven years prior to survey,
the average proportion burnt early dry season and also the point value for fire frequency
over 22 years. Of these highly correlated variables two were retained for the main analysis:
the 500m metrics for the available habitat and average proportion burnt per year. The late
dry season fire metric was dropped from the main analysis as fires in this season covered a
very small area in contrast to the main fire effect and this data was already captured in the
retained fire metric.
Variables retained for the main analysis which exhibited a moderate level of correlation
included: elevation and rainfall (R2 =-0.6). Higher elevations were associated with the lower
rainfall areas. Elevation was also moderately correlated (R2 = 0.5) with patch size and also
average proportion of available habitat burnt within 500m. The lower elevations tended to
be associated with smaller patch sizes. In turn the smaller patch sizes were associated with
lower average proportions of habitat burnt. Average annual rainfall was also moderately
correlated with average proportion of available habitat burnt within 500m (R2 = -0.5)
whereby the incidence of fire was lower with increasing rainfall.
Examination for potential interactions
Correlation plots were generated for the presence and absence sites for three variables
considered as likely candidates for two way interactions: patch size, proportion of available
habitat within 500m and fire history (Figure 15). Two way interactions were not evident
from a visual inspection of these plots. Separate generalised linear models for each of the
two way interactions (patch.size*pavhab, pavhab*fire and patch.size*fire), also indicated
these terms were not significant. Therefore interaction terms were not considered for the
remainder of the analysis.
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Table 6. Matrix of Correlation Coefficients for the thirteen continuous predictor variables initially considered.
1

2

Continuous variables

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

patch.size(ha)
% Available habitat (500m)
% Available habitat (1km)
% Available habitat (2km)
Average % Available hab in 500m burnt per annum over 7 years

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Fire HistAverage % Available hab burnt wihtin
22 ys by
500m per annum over 7+ years
location

% Available habitat

11

12

13

Averages for
available habitat

500m

1km

2km

per annum

Early Dry
Season

Late Dry
Season

19932014

Av annual
rainfall

Elevation

1

0.3
1

0.3
0.9
1

0.4
0.7
0.9
1

0.5
0.3
0.5
0.5

0.5
0.4
0.5
0.5

0.1
0
0.1
0.2

0.5
0.4
0.5
0.6

-0.4
-0.1
-0.3
-0.4

0.5
0.2
0.2
0.3

-0.1
0
0
0.1

-0.1
-0.1
0.1
0.1

-0.2
-0.2
-0.3
-0.3

1

0.9

0.4

0.9

-0.5

0.5

-0.2

-0.2

-0.3

1

0

0.9

-0.4

0.4

-0.2

-0.2

-0.3

1

0.2

-0.2

0.1

0

0

0.1

1

-0.4
1

0.4
-0.6
1

-0.2
-0.2
0
1

-0.1
0
-0.2
-0.1
1

-0.3
0.2
-0.1
0.1
0.1
1

Average % Available hab in 500m Early Dry Season burnt per
annum over 8 years
Average % Available hab in 500m Late Dry Season burnt per
annum over 7+ years
Fire history over 22 years (1993-2014) by survey point location
Average annual Rainfall
Elevation (m)
Average Persistant Green for Avl habitat within 500m
Average Topgraphic wetness for Avl habitat within 500m
Nearest Distance to Surface Water

Persistant
top Wet
green

Dist
surface
water

patch.size(ha)

Variables with a correlation coefficient equal to or greater than 0.7
Variables removed from the final list
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 15 Scatter plots (a) patch size vs percent available habitat within 500m radius (b) percent available habitat within 500m and the average percent burnt 7
years prior to survey and (c) patch size vs average percent of available habitat within 500m burnt 7 years prior to survey.
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Model selection
The main analysis, using generalised linear modelling with a binary distribution, examined all
possible combinations of the eight variables (patch size, proportion of available habitat, fire
history, average annual rainfall, elevation, persistent greenness, topographic wetness and
distance to surface water) resulting in 256 models. Table 7 lists the top twenty models with
an AICc difference less than three. The models are ranked best to worst in order of Akaike
differences (∆AICc) and also include the number of predictor variables (k), weighted AICc
(wi), the log likelihood ratio or deviance, percent deviance reduction against the null model
and the receiver operating characteristic (ROC).
Models with explanatory variables were generally better at explaining the data than the null
model, which consists of the intercept alone. However, the AICc value for the top ranking
model was only 7.7 less than that for the null model and therefore the difference was not
substantial (Table 7). In addition a little less than half (120) of the full suite of models with
explanatory variables did not outperform the null model. These results are likely to indicate
that too many variables and or several variables have only a weak effect for explaining the
variability in the given sample size.
Relative importance of predictor variables
The relative importance of predictor variables in explaining observed data can be gauged by
the sum of Akaike weights and also standardised coefficients, however both of these
measures are not without criticism (refer to Greenland et al. 1991, Dallal 2012 and Cade
2015). The sum of Akaike weights (that is the Akaike weights summed for all models which
feature the variable of interest) indicated that the variables: elevation, patch size and fire
had relatively high support (85%, 78% and 69% respectively) as the more influential to treerat occurrence (Figure 16). Standardised coefficients using the global model with all eight
variables (Figure 17) also suggested the same three variables as the more influential but in
the order of patch size, fire and then elevation. Most of the variables (aside from
topographic wetness) appear to exert an influence on probability of tree-rat presence as the
standardised coefficients are greater than zero.
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Environmental predictors include: elevation = site value for elevation in metres, patch.size = patch size in ha,
fire = proportion of available habitat burnt within 500m averaged over seven years prior to survey,
dist.water = distance in metres to the nearest water course, rain = average annual rainfall, pavhab =
proportion of available habitat within 500m, pgreen = average persistent green for available habitat within
500m, tw = average topographic wetness for available habitat within 500m.

Figure 16. The relative importance of each predictor variable indicated by the sum of Akaike weights
(wi) for each predictor variable across all 256 models examined.

Environmental predictors include: elevation = site value for elevation in metres, patch.size = patch size in ha ,
fire = proportion of available habitat burnt within 500m averaged over seven years prior to survey, dist.water
= distance in metres to the nearest water course, rain = average annual rainfall, pavhab = proportion of
available habitat within 500m, pgreen = average persistent green for available habitat within 500m, tw =
average topographic wetness for available habitat within 500m.

Figure 17. The standardised coefficients for the independent variable using the global model with all
coefficient values plotted on the positive y axis and the direction of the effect indicated by positive
or negative symbols. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. A coefficient value of zero
indicates that a variable has little relative effect.
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Species response functions for independent variables
Plots of species response (probability of occurrence) with 95% confidence intervals for each
independent variable (using the effects package for R studio) are generally reflective of
patterns demonstrated by the observed data (Figure 18 and Figure 19). The response
curves indicated that the probability of tree-rat occurrence is negatively influenced by patch
size, fire history, average annual rainfall and positively influenced by increasing values for
proportion of available habitat, elevation and distance to surface water. However, broad
confidence intervals for the top five influential predictors, suggests their effects on species
presence are less reliable for the larger values for patch size, fire history (proportion of
available habitat burnt) and elevation and also the smaller averages for proportion of
available habitat and annual rainfall. As suggested by the standardised coefficients,
topographic wetness appeared to exert minimal influence on tree-rat presence.
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Table 7 The results for model selection criteria highlighting the best models out of the top twenty using the second order Akaike information criterion (AICc)
Akaike differences (∆AICc), weighted AICc (wi), number of predictor variables (k), the log likelihood ratio or deviance, percent deviance reduction against the null
model and the receiver operating characteristic (ROC).
Ranking

AICc

∆AICc

Model

k (no. of
predictors)

wi

deviance
Deviance
log-likelihood
reduction
ratio

ROC

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

205.826
206.532
206.892
206.957
207.074
207.087
207.542
207.545
207.585
207.777
207.884
207.925
208.105
208.262
208.327
208.483
208.543
208.575
208.652
208.765

0 m39<-patch.size+fire+elevation
0.706 m103<-patch.size+fire+elevation+rain
1.066 m167<-patch.size+fire+elevation+dist.water
1.131 m35<-patch.size+elevation
1.248 m40<-pavhab+patch.size+fire+elevation
1.261 m163<-patch.size+elevation+dist.water
1.716 m104<-pavhab+patch.size+fire+elevation+rain
1.720 m37<-fire+elevation
1.760 m231<-patch.size+fire+elevation+rain+dist.water
1.951 m168<-pavhab+patch.size+fire+elevation+dist.water
2.059 m55<-patch.size+fire+tw+elevation
2.099 m47<-patch.size+fire+pgreen+elevation
2.279 m232<-pavhab+patch.size+fire+elevation+rain+dist.water
2.436 m165<-fire+elevation+dist.water
2.502 m111<-patch.size+fire+pgreen+elevation+rain
2.658 m164<-pavhab+patch.size+elevation+dist.water
2.717 m227<-patch.size+elevation+rain+dist.water
2.749 m99<-patch.size+elevation+rain
2.826 m119<-patch.size+fire+tw+elevation+rain
2.939 m36<-pavhab+patch.size+elevation

3
4
4
2
4
3
5
2
5
5
4
4
6
3
5
4
4
3
5
3

0.054
0.038
0.032
0.031
0.029
0.029
0.023
0.023
0.022
0.020
0.019
0.019
0.017
0.016
0.015
0.014
0.014
0.014
0.013
0.012

197.6
196.2
196.6
200.8
196.8
198.9
195.1
201.4
195.2
195.4
197.6
197.6
193.5
200.1
195.9
198.2
198.2
200.4
196.2
200.6

7%
7%
7%
5%
7%
6%
8%
5%
8%
8%
7%
7%
9%
5%
7%
6%
6%
5%
7%
5%

0.686
0.703
0.686
0.691
0.693
0.677
0.711
0.652
0.703
0.697
0.686
0.687
0.716
0.660
0.711
0.684
0.685
0.691
0.703
0.695

35
85
136

209.460
211.641
213.546

3.634 m240<-pavhab+patch.size+fire+pgreen+elevation+rain+dist.water
5.815 m256<-BFTR_P~pavhab+patch.size+fire+pgreen+tw+elevation+rain+dist.water
7.720 m1<-glm(BFTR_P~1,binomial, data=bftr.df)

7
8
0

0.009
0.003
0.001

192.7
192.7
211.5

9%
9%
0%

0.723
0.724

Environmental predictors: patch.size = patch size in ha , fire = average proportion of available habitat burnt within 500m seven years prior to
surveyelevation = site value for elevation in metres, rain = average annual rainfall, dist.water = distance in metres to the nearest water course, pavhab =
proportion of available habitat within 500m, , pgreen = average persistent green for available habitat within 500m, tw = average topographic wetness for
available habitat within 500m.

The top 10 best explanatory models are in bold (∆AICc <2) and shaded grey and the global and null models are shaded grey only.
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Patch size

Fire

Elevation

Rain

Probabilities on the Y-axis are plotted on the response scale (i.e. inverse logit), so that they can be interpreted in the same way as linear regressions. The X axis represents the
range of values for the environmental predictors which include: patch.size = patch size in ha , fire = average proportion of available habitat burnt within 500m seven years
prior to survey, 500m, elevation = site value for elevation in metres, rain = average annual rainfall.. Point based fire frequency over 22 years was used as surrogate raw data
for the proportion of available habitat burnt seven years prior to survey.

Figure 18. Plots of the independent variable effects (patch size, fire, elevation and rainfall) on the probability of black-footed tree-rat presence (BFFT_P) using the
global model (all eight variables) and the effects package for R compared to the raw data. Grey shaded areas indicate the 95% confidence intervals.
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Pavhab

Distance to surface water

Persistent greenness

Topographic wetness

Probabilities on the Y-axis are plotted on the response scale (i.e. inverse logit), so that they can be interpreted in the same way as linear regressions. The X axis represents the
range of values for the environmental predictors which include: Pavhab = proportion of available habitat within 500m, dist.water = distance in metres to the nearest water
course, pgreen = average persistent green for available habitat within 500m, tw = average topographic wetness for available habitat within 500m.

Figure 19. Plots of the independent variable effect s (proportion of available habitat, distance to surface water, persistent greenness and topographic wetness)
on the probability of black-footed tree-rat presence (BFTR_P) using the global model (all eight variables) and the effects package for R compared to the raw data.
Grey shaded areas indicate the 95% confidence intervals.
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Analysis for the best approximating model
No single model is clearly superior at explaining the observed data (i.e. the Akaike weight is
not invested predominantly in one particular model) and therefore there is a reasonable
degree of model uncertainty (Table 7) The model with the lowest AICc value (m39
patch.size, fire and elevation) featured the more influential variables (as indicated by sum of
Akaike weights and standardised coefficients), but has an Akaike weight which was only
0.016 higher than the next best model. This means the highest ranking or ‘best model’ was
not substantially better than others also examined and a different set of data may result in
an alternative best model.
Where multiple models present as reasonable, several models may be used to calculate
“model averaged” coefficient estimates for the variables within the plausible set (refer to
Wintle et al. 2005; Grueber et al. 2011; Guillera-Arroita et al. 2010a and Gibson 2011).
Table 8 presents the coefficients and standard errors for the top two ranking models which
can be compared against the global model (all eight predictor variables). Two alternative
models which include all variables with the exception of the two less influential variables
(topographic wetness and also persistent green) provide an indication for variation in the
coefficient values. The top 20 models (∆AICc <2) (Table 7) all feature elevation and either
patch size or fire (or both). Overall the direction (+ve or -ve) and magnitude of effect size
(regression coefficients) remain similar for each of the predictors across the range of models
(Table 8). Model averaging was not pursued for this pilot study. The purpose of this study
was to provide comment on the capacity for existing data for SDM rather than producing
robust parameter estimates or predictions.
Table 8 A sample of the top ranking models and global model demonstrating limited variation in the
regression coefficients and standard errors (SE).
Ranking by AICc
patch.size
1
Model 39
-1.61E-04
coefficients
9.60E-05
SE

fire

Variable - unstandardised coefficents
elevation
rainfall
pav.hab
dist.water

pgreen

tw

ROC

-1.46E-02
8.40E-03

3.43E-02
1.18E-02

na

na

na

na

na

0.686

-1.76E-04
9.81E-05

-1.72E-02
8.74E-03

2.93E-02
1.25E-02

-4.41E-03
3.72E-03

na

na

na

na

0.703

coefficients
SE

-1.97E-04
1.06E-04

-1.74E-02
9.13E-03

2.93E-02
1.28E-02

-5.06E-03
3.74E-03

1.01E-02
8.11E-03

6.38E-04
5.06E-04

na

na

0.716

Model 240
coefficients
SE

-2.04E-04
1.04E-04

-1.98E-02
9.58E-03

2.93E-02
1.28E-02

-6.70E-03
4.18E-03

1.16E-02
8.39E-03

6.79E-04
5.13E-04

-2.27E-02
2.55E-02

na

0.723

85 Global Model
coefficients
SE

-2.05E-04
1.05E-04

-1.99E-02
9.67E-03

2.93E-02
1.28E-02

-6.77E-03
4.28E-03

1.16E-02
8.40E-03

6.76E-04
5.15E-04

-2.31E-02
2.59E-02

-1.92E-02
2.55E-01

0.724

2

Model 103
coefficients
SE

13

35

Model 232

Environmental variables (in order of relative influence) include: patch.size = patch size in ha , fire = average
proportion of available habitat within 500m burnt seven years prior to survey, elevation = site value for
elevation in metres, rain = average annual rainfall, pavhab = proportion of available habitat within 500m,
dist.water = distance in metres to the nearest water course, pgreen = average persistent greenness for
available habitat within 500m, tw = average topographic wetness for available habitat within 500m.
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Predictive mapping
The two highest ranking models (m39: patch.size, fire and elevation and m103: patch.size,
fire, elevation and rainfall) were examined for potential to generate a predictive map. The
coefficients for these models were recalculated with the patch size variable centred to the
mean and standardised (i.e. standardised deviation equal to one) because a spatial layer for
this variable was lacking. The maps were constructed by applying the inverse link
transformation to the recalculated coefficients multiplied with their corresponding spatial
data at a resolution of 25m pixels (Figure 20).
Visual inspection of the predictive maps indicates that both models highlight the
development zones surrounding the main arterial roads as having some of the higher
probabilities (e.g. >0.4) of tree-rat occurrence. The development zones coincide with the
long unburnt areas in the region. The main difference between the best (m39) and second
best model (m103:patch size, fire, elevation and rainfall) was the inclusion of additional
higher probability areas extending further south in association with lower rainfall areas
surrounding the Darwin River Dam, despite these areas being frequently burnt. However, as
highlighted by the response curves (Figure 18) it was the higher fire frequency and elevation
and lower rainfall areas where the relationship between these variables and species
occurrence appeared to be more variable.
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(a).

(b).
Figure 20. The predictive maps generated for top two best models (a). m39 (patch size, fire and
elevation) and (b). m103 (patch size, fire, elevation and rainfall).
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Evaluation of predictive performance
The predictive ability (demonstrated by ROC (Figure 21Figure 21 a) for the best
parsimonious model falls slightly short of meeting the minimum threshold (0.7) for a
moderately acceptable predictive model. A strong discriminating capacity is not evident in a
plot of the frequency of occupied and unoccupied sites by category of predicted probability
(Figure 21 b), as there is considerable overlap between two frequency distributions. A plot
of the proportion of the total number of survey sites for each predictive category for the top
ranking model which were measured as true presences or absences (Figure 21 c) shows that
an increase in predicted probability is associated with a gradual increase in occupancy but
only up to the 0.4-0.5 category. Using the best model, only two survey sites occur within
areas predicted as having a probability greater than 0.5 (0.5-0.6 category) and for these two
sites the tree-rat were actually recorded as absent. The best model demonstrates a less
than moderate ability to discriminate between occupied and unoccupied site. Lack of
discriminating ability usually arises when predictor variables are not strongly associated with
presence of the species (Pearce & Ferrier 2000 p244).
For the best models the modelled predictions do not cover the full probability range (i.e.
zero to one) and therefore the best models lack refinement. For the two top ranking
models the greater proportion (69% and 80% for m39 and m103 respectively) of the total
available habitat (250315 ha) was classified as having a probability of tree-rat occurrence
between 0.1 and 0.5 (Table 9). Applying a decision threshold of >0.5 for tree-rat presence
would significantly underestimate the area of occupancy. These results suggest that further
understanding of the calibration capacity of the model (agreement between the observed
and predicted probabilities) would be necessary to appreciate an appropriate decision
threshold for occupied vs unoccupied. A lack of model refinement can be indicative of
variables which are only weakly related to occupancy of the species or that important
predictor variables are missing from the model (Pearce &Ferrier 2000 p244).
Table 9 Proportion of the study area (the uncleared available habitat within the study areas) ranked
by probability of black-footed tree-rat presence according to the two best models.

Predicted Probability
0-0.1
0.1-0.2
0.2-0.3
0.3-0.4
0.4-0.5
0.5-0.8
0.6-0.7
0.7-0.8
0.8-0.9
0.9-1

m39
Area ha
67 635
103 537
48 815
20 757
6 399
16 37
872
491
152
20

Proportion of the
study area^
27%
41%
20%
8%
0.03%
0.01%
0%
0%
0%
0%

m103
Area ha
41 430
81 761
55 141
37 227
15 901
5 771
1 920
735
138
31

Proportion of the
study area^
17%
34%
23%
16%
7%
2%
1%
0%
0%
0%
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 21. Discriminating capacity for the best parsimonious model (m39 patch size, fire and
elevation) with patch.size standardised due to lack of a spatial layer for this variable. (a). ROC true
positive (specificity) vs false positive (sensitivity) (b). A frequency distribution of occupied and
unoccupied sites by category of predicted probability (c). The distribution of predicted probability
values associated with either occupied sites or unoccupied sites together with the proportion of the
total survey sites.
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Detectability data
An examination of the detectability efficiency for trapping data provides further insight to
model reliability for the black-footed tree-rat. For both Melville Island and Nhulunbuy
(Arnhem Land), where the tree-rat have been recorded in relatively high abundance (H.
Davies and C Wiley pers. comm. 2016), motion sensitive camera traps (regardless of the
number of cameras used) were more than twice as effective at detecting tree-rats as the
standard trapping methods (Figure 22). The greater Darwin area is thought to have a much
lower abundance of tree-rats compared to Melville Island and the population and may have
experienced declines since the 2000-2003 surveys as inferred from repeat surveys over time
(Woinarski et al. 2014; TSSC 2015). Based on these assumptions, the probability of
detection by trapping for the greater Darwin area may be lower than suggested (25%) by
the Nhulunbuy/Gove and Melville data. These results clearly suggest that the trapping
methodology can significantly underestimate tree-rat presence which has implications for
developing reliable models.
(a) Melville Island (88 sites)

(b) Nhulunbuy (48 sites)
1.0

0.8

Probability of detection

Probability of detection

1.0

0.6

0.4
0.2

0.0
Live trapping
Live trapping
Camera
trapping
(standard
(standardgrid,
grid,3 (5(5cameras,
cameras,35
3nights)
nights)
35days)
nights)

0.8
0.6

0.4
0.2

0.0
Live trapping
Camera
trapping
Live trapping
(standard
camera,
(standardgrid,
grid,3 (1(1
camera,35
3nights)
nights)
35days)
nights)

Both datasets used a standard live-trapping grid. On Melville Island, five cameras were used at each
site, while only one was used at Nhulunbuy. The error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
Figure 22. Comparison of modelled probability of detecting the black-footed tree-rat, if present,
using live trapping for 3 nights versus camera trapping for 35 nights, based on data from (a) Melville
Island and (b) Nhulunbuy.
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Discussion
The greater Darwin area is one of at least four regions of the mainland Northern Territory
where the Endangered sub-species of black-footed tree-rat (M. gouldii gouldii) remains
persistent despite dramatic declines in extensive and “intact” habitats, including Kakadu and
Litchfield National Park (Price et al. 2005; Woinarski et al. 2014). Although surveys for the
greater Darwin area by Rankmore (2006) and Price (2005) carried out between 2001-2003
recorded the tree-rat with relatively high numbers, more recent surveys indicate a decline in
abundance (TSSC 2015). The Darwin area is one of the few regions for Northern Australia
which demonstrates varying levels of fragmentation and associated with this, contrasting
fire regimes ranging from long unburnt to frequently burnt. Much like a long standing, block
design experiment, the greater Darwin area provides a unique opportunity to examine
patterns of occurrence for mammal species in relation to varying regimes of disturbance.

Overview
This study represents the first attempt at producing a fine scale (i.e. 1:50,000) spatial
predictive model for the occurrence of the tree-rat for the greater Darwin area. The
potential for a predictive SDM was examined using GLM and an information theoretic
approach to model selection. The inputting data consisted of species presence absence
records (207 sites, 43 with tree-rat present) obtained by standard trapping methods for
general fauna surveys collated over a 15 year time span (2000-2014). Eight explanatory
variables were examined, using spatial data to generate surrogate metrics for habitat quality
for the habitat available within an estimated tree-rat home range (of 500m radius) The
landscape metrics (including fire history) were reflective (as much as possible) of the
conditions influencing tree-rat presence leading up to the time of survey.
Three explanatory variables: patch size, fire and elevation feature more often in the top
ranking models therefore explaining a greater portion of variability in the data. However,
no single model stands out as superior to explaining the data which suggests that the
relationship between the environmental explanatory variables examined and the species
occurrence may be of weak to moderate strength only. The AUC (discriminating capacity)
for the best model in this study with a 7% deviance reduction sits just below the minimum
threshold (0.7) for a moderate performing predictive model. The lack of a strong model
may be in part attributed to inefficiencies with the data (both capacity for trapping surveys
to detect tree-rat and spatial data to reflect key drivers), but also the mobility and generalist
nature of the species. The findings from this exploratory study are discussed in terms of:
the (i) main explanatory variables and their relationship with tree-rat presence, (ii) the
limitations and caveats for the resultant modelling (iii) application of SDM for conservation
planning using existing data for this species, (iv) means of improving distribution modelling
for the tree-rat, (v) the immediate management recommendations which can be drawn
from this exploratory study and (vi) recommendations for further studies.

Main spatial predictors of tree-rat occurrence
The most parsimonious model for the greater Darwin area features the three more
influential explanatory variables: patch size (indicative of the degree of fragmentation), fire
history (proportion of available habitat burnt averaged over ~7 years prior to survey,
indicative of both fire frequency and extent) and also elevation. The explanatory variables:
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annual average rainfall, proportion of available habitat within a home range extent, distance
to surface water and persistent greenness (reflective of vegetation woodiness) appear to
exert an influence on probability of tree-rat presence to a lesser degree. The patterns of
association between tree-rat presence and these variables (with the exception of the
patterns for elevation and rainfall) broadly agree with comparative modelling for both the
Darwin Region (Rankmore & Price 2004; Price et al. 2005; Rankmore et al. 2006) and
Melville Island (Firth et al. 2006; La Marca 2015), which also use GLM with species presence
/absence data from trapping surveys together with field measured and some spatial
predictors. Although these prior studies demonstrate some inconsistent patterns with the
main explanatory variables, in combination they generally suggest tree-rat presence is
weakly associated with a low incidence of fire, increasing distance to water, decreasing
elevation and increasing rainfall gradient (Price et al. 2005; Firth et al. 2006; Rankmore
2006; La Marca 2015). Similar to prior modelling for the tree-rat, this exploratory study
does not find any explanatory variables to be particularly strong.
Patch size and fire history
Patch size and Fire history are the more noteworthy explanatory variables for tree-rat
occurrence in the greater Darwin area. The presence of tree-rat increases with decreasing
patch size and also decreasing incidence of fire (indicated by proportion of habitat burnt
within a 500m radius averaged over ~7 years). The influences of these two variables are
inter-related as fragmentation of the landscape has led to a reduced incidence of fire
compared to the more continuous landscape (Figure 6 and Figure 7). However, the
correlation between patch size and fire history is not strong (R2 = 0.5) and there may be an
independent patch size effect on tree-rat presence unrelated to fire. For example the
degree of vegetation fragmentation may also reflect the degree to which dwellings and
gardens provide stable alternatives to native food and shelter resources (Price et al. 2005;
Rankmore 2006) or the fragmented areas may also coincide with habitat of exceptional
quality.
The modelled association with fire history
Based on the available data an association between tree-rats and smaller patch sizes can be
largely be explained in terms of these sites providing as fire sheltered refuges. In the
greater Darwin area fragmentation and active fire management has led to significant areas
of long unburnt habitat (e.g. > 10 years) occurring in smaller patches associated with
development zones. In contrast the continuous vegetation (larger patch sizes) surrounding
the development zones is burnt frequently (nearly every year) and extensively. A fire
frequency map for 22 consecutive years (1993-2014) (refer to Figure 7) suggests this pattern
of strongly contrasting fire regimes has been entrenched for decades. The modelling
indicates the occurrence of the tree-rat is more often associated with the long unburnt
landscape which is more often associated with fragmented habitat but the tree-rat is less
often associated with the continuous vegetation which is frequently burnt. This modelled
relationship between fire and tree-rat presence for the greater Darwin area supports the
long held theory that the mainland subspecies of tree-rat is associated with long unburnt
habitat.
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Reasoning for an association with fire history
A positive association between tree-rat presence and long unburnt areas (e.g. time since
last fire is at least 8 years) is thought to be largely attributed to habitat quality, particularly
the diversity and abundance or fruiting shrubs and potentially the persistence of large
hollow bearing trees (Friend & Taylor 1985; Friend 1987; Rankmore & Price 2004; Woinarski
et al. 2004; Woinarski et al. 2005; Rankmore et al. 2006; Appendix S15). In the absence of
fire, over a 5-10 year span, tropical savanna vegetation structure and species composition
tends to become more complex and feature a diversity of fruiting shrubs (Friend and Taylor
1985; Williams et al. 1999a; Russell-Smith et al. 2003; Woinaraski et al. 2004; Scott et al.
2012). An absence of fire over at least five years may permit a diversity of non-eucalypt
woody species to reach a height/bark thickness to avoid top kill and then recruit to
reproductive size (Russell-Smith et al. 2003; Lawes et al. 2011) and once the vegetation
reaches this state it may be resilient to the impact of fire for several years (Lawes et al.
2011). In contrast frequent and intense fires negatively impact on the survival of (i) large
hollow bearing trees (particularly the size range >40cm dbh which are preferred by the treerat) (Williams et al. 1999a; Griffiths et al. 2002; Pitman 2003; Rankmore 2006) and also (ii)
the non-Eucalypt midstory which can provide both stable food resources (Friend & Taylor
1985; Williams et al. 1999a; Anderson et al. 2005; Lawes et al. 2011) and habitat complexity
which may mitigate against predation (Davies et al. 2016; Hohnen et al. 2016; Davies et al.
2018). Refuges from frequent fire, which feature a diversity of food and shelter resources,
are more likely to provide essential habitat requirements for the tree-rat (Friend 1987;
Rankmore 2006; Davies et al. 2018 p9) and this may be particularly prominent in the context
of an extreme fire regime.
Fire as an explanatory variable –comparative studies
This study and a number of comparative studies do not suggest a strong relationship
between fire and tree-rat presence (refer to Price et al. 2004; Price et al. 2005; Firth et al.
2006; Rankmore 2006; La Marca 2015; Appendix S16). In contrast the studies by Woinarski
et al. (2010) and Lawes et al. (2015b) based on long term monitoring (e.g. 10 years or
greater) do indicate fire (particularly fire frequency and extent) to be a strong predictor
explaining the general decline of mammals for Kakadu national Park. There are very few
modelling studies examining spatially derived fire metrics, especially over a long time frame,
as an explanatory variable specific to predicting tree-rat occurrence and comparisons
between studies are challenged by the use of different metrics and data characterising the
influence of fire (Table 10). Firth (2006) and Davies et al. (2018) both theorise that the
absence of fire as an explanatory variable for tree-rat presence for Melville Island could be
attributed in-part to a wetter climate and potentially more benign fire regime compared to
the mainland. For example the higher and prolonged rainfall leads to (i) a highly productive
habitat with reliable tree-rat resources supporting high population numbers and also (ii)
high shrub density which may mitigate against both grass fuel loads and potentially
predation by feral cats compared to the mainland (Firth et al. 2006; Davies et al. 2018).
However, the fire regime for Melville Island and the mainland is not suggested to be
remarkably different and further studies are needed to examine this theory. Although the
greater Darwin area features an extreme fire regime, fire history still presents only as a
weak to moderate explanatory variable for tree-rat occurrence. Modelling for the greater
Darwin area, by Price et al. (2005) explored a range of spatial metrics for fire history (Table
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10), using Landsat data over 9 years (the same data used in this study) but found only a
weak association with a low incidence of fire as indicated by a point measure of fire
frequency. Although this study for the greater Darwin area adds weight to the theory for an
association between fire history and tree-rat presence, the overall evidence remains weak
and further studies would be beneficial, including examining the most appropriate fire
metrics to permit comparisons between studies (refer to directions for further studies).
Table 10 Comparative studies examining fire metrics and tree-rat occurrence.
Location
Melville
Island (Tiwi)

Study

Sampling
intensity

Firth et al.
2006

236 sites

La Marca
2015

Fire data

greater
Darwin area

Price et al.
2005

Key finding for tree-rat
presncee

Time since last fire

(74 treerat)

Field
based
measures

Weak +ve association with
recently burnt sites

Firth et al.
2006 data

Landsat
imagery

Fire frequency and
time since fire for a
three year window
preceding the
survey (point
extracted values)

Weak +ve association with
fire frequency

Average proportion
of habitat burnt
3.2km radius over
5 years preceding
survey

No association with fire

Weak -ve association with
no. of fires

3 years

Davies et
al. 2018

Fire metrics

Firth et al.
2006 data
+ 2015
sampling

Landsat
imagery

83 sites
(16 treerat)

Landsat
imagery

No. of fires,

9 years

SD no. of fires
within 1km cell,

5 years

no. of late fires,

63% decline trap success
(comparing 2002 & 2015
data) but no contraction
in distribution extent

SD no of fires 4km
cell
Rankmore
2006

9 patches
64, 1ha
sites

Landsat
imagery

No. of fires,

No association with fire

10 years

(x tree-rat) tree-rat present, SD = Standard Deviation, -ve = negative, +ve = positive
All studies used trapping data and GLM
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Lesser explanatory variables
The predicted relationship between tree-rat and some of the other weak explanatory
variables examined in this study are less readily explained. This includes the negative
relationship with persistent greenness and positive relationship with distance to water,
although conferring with some of the patterns found by Firth et al. (2006) the patterns do
not match ecological expectations.
The modelled relationship with tree-rat presence increasing with higher elevation is
opposite to the pattern found by Firth et al. (2006) and goes against the expectation that
that lower drainage areas, which may be fire sheltered (due to moisture pulling up fire),
potentially more productive (Bowman & Miinchin, 1987), and therefore anticipated to more
likely to feature tree-rat (Friend & Taylor 1985;. Woinarski et al. 2004). The majority of treerat surveys and recorded presences for this study are skewed towards the lower elevations
(<50m) with very few sites (23 out of 207) at higher elevations (>50m). Most of the higher
elevation sites are in the vicinity of drainage areas around the Darwin River Dam, were
surveyed pre 2004, and overall feature a 21.7% rate of tree-rat presence, about 1% more
than demonstrated by the remainder of the data. As anticipated, sites with higher elevation
were generally more fire affected than lower elevation sites (with the proportion of habitat
burnt over 7 years averaging 75.3% compared to 30%). The five sites at higher elevations
with tree-rat present featured an average proportion burnt over 7 years ranging from
infrequently burnt (1%) to frequently burnt (96%). The predicted species response to
elevation could be an artefact of a pattern particular to some local area (e.g. relatively small
patches of fire or predator sheltered habitat at elevation) rather than a more general
association with elevation throughout the study area (Refer to Hohen et al. 2016 and
MacDonald et al. 2018).
A preference for tree-rat presence with the lower rainfall gradient, although a weak
association, also goes against a predicted trend of species contracting to the higher rainfall
zones. Firth et al. (2006) and La Marca (2015), the only studies examining rainfall gradient
for the tree-rat (Melville Island subspecies) found a strong positive association between
tree-rat and higher annual rainfall. The modelled negative association with rainfall found in
this study may be in part an artefact of where the majority of available habitat is situated in
relation to rainfall gradients, simply due to the shape of the land mass and coastline. The
coastal areas which aligns with the higher rainfall gradient (1600mm) features a greater
portion of naturally less suitable habitat such as: mangrove and estuarine and floodplain
grassland lands and also highly fragmented habitat Figure 5 and Figure 2). Available habitat
within the region of Darwin, and also the proportion of this habitat which is fire sheltered, is
concentrated at least 20km inland which aligns with the 1500mm average rainfall.
The proportion of available habitat within the 500m home range, also a weak explanatory
variable, did not feature in the best model but did feature in a number of the higher rating
models. As anticipated, the tree-rat demonstrated a decreasing probability of presence
with the reduced available habitat within 500m. Rankmore’s (2006) study of fragmentation
and small mammals in the greater Darwin area demonstrated the tree-rat is reasonably
tolerant of fragmentation. However, tree rats do not tend to occur in fragments 1ha or less
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and fragments around 2ha must be highly connected (Rankmore 2006). Fragmentation
exerts a negative impact past a threshold of disturbance (Pitman 2003; Rankmore 2006).

Predicted occupancy and model performance
The predictive map, developed using the best model, and spatial layers for fire history and
elevation only (because a spatial layer for patch size is lacking), has at least 69% of the total
available habitat (250315 ha) with tree-rats predicted as present but with a low probability
(p=0.5 or less) (Table 9). The large area of predicted tree-rat presence confers with
generalist nature of the species. However, the distribution map has a concentration of treerat presence associated with the fire sheltered development zones and particularly in the
rural areas, which confers with findings by Price et al. (2005). Although there could be other
factors at play (e.g. the rural area coincides with exceptional habitat or variables not tested),
the rural area (with block sizes generally 2ha or greater) may represent an intermediate
level of fragmentation offering patches of habitat which are of sufficient size and
connectivity (at least retrospectively) which are sheltered from an extreme fire regime.
Overall the best model (with an AUC = 0.69), does not quite reach the standard for a model
with a moderate ability (AUC of 0.7 or greater) to discriminate between occupied and
unoccupied sites. In addition the modelled predictions for probability of tree-rat presence
do not cover the full probability range (i.e. zero to one) and therefore the best model lacks
refinement (Pearce & Ferrier 2000). Less than 0.1% of the available habitat is classified with
a probability of tree-rat greater than 0.5. These smaller areas with a higher probability (0.80.7) of predicted tree-rat presence occur in the lower rainfall areas around the Darwin River
Dam, which are subject to frequent fire, and may be less likely to be prime habitat. Some of
the higher probability areas may be due a modelling anomaly or reflective of a retrospective
pattern of occurrence (2004 and prior) which is not supported with a contemporary fire
history. Shortfalls in predictive capacity suggest that the explanatory variables for the final
model are either not strongly associated with the occurrence of the species, important
predictor variables are missing (Pearce & Ferrier 2000) or temporal dynamics in the species
environment relationships (which may be compromised by variation in species abundance
and detectability both spatially and temporally) may compromise predictive capacity for the
modelling (Wiens et al. 2009; Porzig et al. 2014).
Need for further evaluation
Models cannot be applied confidently without knowledge of their predictive accuracy and
the nature and source of prediction errors (Pearce & Ferrier 2000). Multiple methods of
evaluation are recommended rather than reliance on one measure (Fielding & Bell 1997;
Guisan & Thuiller. 2005; Pearson 2010; Jimenez- Valverde et al. 2013). The model validation
approach needs to fit the purpose and intent of the SDM (i.e. explanatory vs predictive)
(Pearce & Ferrier 2000; Elith et al. 2009; Pearson 2010; Lahoz-Monfort et al. 2014; Appendix
S10). Before investing in further validation there is a need to first consider the obvious
limitations and caveats with the modelling data and approach and the resultant outputting
map.
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Caveats - limitations with the data and approach
Some of the more important limitations with the existing data and this exploratory
modelling include (i) imperfect detection of tree-rat with a very low detection rate and (ii)
likely violation of theoretical and methodological modelling assumptions. These sources of
error, in combination compromise model certainty and accuracy for predicted probabilities
of tree-rat occurrence and consequently the estimated area of occupancy (AOO).
Imperfect detection
Most importantly this study shows that the standard trapping methods is highly inefficient
at detecting the tree-rat. The use of motion sensitive cameras demonstrate that the
detection rate via standard trapping methods (across wet and dry seasons) can be as low as
25% for regions where tree-rat is abundant (Melville Island and Nhulunbuy/Gove (Figure
22). Stokeld and Gillespie (2015) in comparing change in capture rates for surveys in the
greater Darwin area (2001-2008 compared to 2014) found that compared to the trapping
method, motion sensitive cameras detected tree-rat (and other medium sized mammals) at
~55% more of the 30 sites examined. Tree-rat abundance for the greater Darwin area is
thought to be much less than Melville Island (some evidence is provided by Risler 2017). As
species abundance (or species prevalence) positively affects the detection rate (Royle &
Nichols, 2003; McCarthy et al. 2012; Geyle 2016) the greater Darwin area data could have a
detection rate by trapping at much less than 25%. Given that the data for this study covers
a considerable time span (2000-2014) it is likely that the detectability rate is not constant
and may vary with both timing (season) of surveys (Friend 1987; Geyle 2016; Risler 2017)
and also year to year, especially if there has been a general decline in species prevalence
(TSSC 2015).
Regardless of the species prevalence and other factors affecting variation in detectability,
the species presence/absence data for this study is likely to feature a high proportion of
false negatives. A high proportion of false negatives for the species data erodes the
discriminating capacity of the model and can lead to under-estimation of occupancy as well
as potential introduction of bias affecting both selection of the explanatory variables and
estimation of model coefficients (Fielding & Bell 1987; McKenzie et al. 2002; Tyre et al.
2003; Wintle et al. 2004; Gibson 2011; Guillera-Arroita et al. 2014). Consequently this study
and any form of SDM for the tree-rat which relies upon trapping data and which does not
account for imperfect detection, is likely to be significantly compromised and underestimate
tree-rat occupancy, by reflecting where tree-rat is observed (inefficiently using a particular
method of detection) rather than where it does occur (Refer to Guillera-Arroita et al. 2015).
Violation of modelling assumptions
The use of static Species Distribution Modelling implies compliance with three key
theoretical and at least four methodological assumptions (Guisan et al. 2017). The most
important theoretical assumption is that the species –environmental relationships are in
equilibrium or pseudo-equilibrium, which means that that observed patterns reflect the
species ‘full biotic potential, implying that the species occupies all suitable habitat and is
absent from unsuitable habitat (Guisan & Zimmerman 2000; Araújo & Pearson 2005; Barry
& Elith 2006; Pearson 2010; Sinclair et al. 2010; Guisan et al. 2017). Presence /absence data
cannot account for population fitness (i.e. distinguishing sink areas which rely upon
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recruitment from persistent source populations) or relative habitat quality (Tyre et al. 2001;
Guisan et al. 2017). The equilibrium assumption underpins static distribution modelling to
adequately capture the species environmental relationship as it cannot distinguish between
transient patterns from the more persistent (equilibrium) relationships in response to a
dynamic environment (Guisan & Zimmerman 2000; Guisan et al. 2017).
Non-equilibrium may be the more realistic situation for the tree-rat. An intensive
population study of the tree-rate at Kapalga, Kakadu National Park (160km east of Darwin)
by Friend (1987) illustrates the abundance of tree-rats can fluctuate dramatically over time
for a localised area. The Kapalga study recorded the tree-rat as highly abundant, with the
number of captures more than doubling from the dry season of 1980 to 1981, largely
accounted for by an increase in juveniles after an exceptional wet season. Yet the
population rapidly declined the following year, potentially due to a run of poor wet seasons,
and then remained persistently absent from the study area for several years following an
intense fire (Friend 1987). A number of factors may influence population persistence. The
tree-rat relies upon a variety of fruiting shrub species, which are productive at different
times, to produce a year round food supply (Friend 1987; Woinarski et al. 2005). The effects
of fire are likely to vary across vegetation types (Douglas et al. 2015) and influenced by soil
and moisture variables (Scott et al. 2012). Suitable habitat may not present all the
requirements for persistent tree-rat presence all year round and year to year (Appendix
S17). Due to the high mobility of the tree-rat it can readily relocate (Rankmore 2006). In
addition the environment is increasingly fragmented either through clearing or indirectly
through the impact of fire, which may impede dispersal and repopulation (Whitehead et al.
2005; Woinarski et al. 2005; Lawes et al. 2015). It is not likely that all potential suitable
habitat will be fully occupied (saturated) at any one time and the species-environment
relationship is likely to be dynamic over time (Guisan & Zimmerman 2000; Elith, Burgman,
Regan 2002; Wiens et al. 2009; Pearson 2010).
Examining the species data over a long span of time (15 years in this case) may potentially
smooth out the fluctuations in species abundance over time (and in part some of the poor
detection by trapping) and assist with discerning relationships with environmental drivers
which are not readily captured through short term studies. However, if the population is
changing rapidly (e.g. expressing a persistent decline) the model predictions will be context
specific and largely meaningful to the temporal snapshot for the population of inputting
data rather than having capacity to accurately predict the probability of tree-rat presence in
a different space and time period (Refer to Boyce et al. 1999; Jimenez-Valverde et al. 2013).
Missing predictors or spatial data
Another theoretical assumption is that all important environmental predicators which shape
the species niche are available at a relevant resolution (Guisan et al. 2017). However, data
is often not readily available to capture all of the influencing factors (especially proximal
attributes) for species presence at the appropriate scale (Fielding & Bell 1987; Guisan &
Zimmermann 2000; Austin 2002; Pearson 2010). An absence of important predictors from
the modelling will leave unexplained variance (Guisan et al. 2017). A compromised
discrimination capacity with the existing data is not unexpected as the tree-rat occurs in a
broad range of woodland vegetation types and key limiting resources (trees with hollows
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and fruiting shrubs) are patchy in distribution, both spatially and temporally (Whitehead et
al. 2005; Woinarski et al. 2005; Appendix S17). Fine scale habitat variables (such as food
and shelter) are unlikely to be captured spatially at the landscape scale (Austin 2002; La
Marca 2015). The spatial data trialled in this study are at best coarse surrogate measures
for two important variables (food and shelter) which influence habitat suitability for treerat, and therefore unlikely to be strong at explaining the species patchy distribution.
Biotic variables such as predators (cats and dingos) and competitive exclusion by other
species competing for resources can play an important role determining species presence
(Guisan & Zimmerman 2000; Guisan & Thuiller2005; Davies et al. 2016; Scheele et al. 2017).
The significance of predation pressure and competition in influencing tree-rat occurrence is
not clear. However, a synergistic relationship between frequent fire and reduced
vegetation complexity which leads to amplified predation of small mammals by feral cats
has been suggested by several studies for northern Australia (Legge et al.2011; Woinarski et
al. 2011; Anderson et al. 2012; Lawes et al. 2015; McGregor et al. 2015; Davies et al. 2016;
Davies et al. 2018) and also southern Australia (Hradsky et al. 2017). Data for predators and
potential competitors were not available for examination as predictors for this exploratory
study. Species presence is confounded with these biotic variables and the inclusion of
presence-absence (or better still abundance values) for these variables could significantly
contribute to explaining the species distribution (Guisan & Thuiller2005; Porzig, et al. 2014;
Scheele et al. 2017; Davies et al. 2018).
Uncertainties in the spatial data and metrics
The four methodological assumptions for using SDM include (a) the statistical modelling
methods suit the data, (b) predictors are assumed to be measured without error, (c) the
species data is unbiased and (d) the species observations are independent. Most of these
assumptions were assured through the data exploration (refer to Appendix F). However,
the accuracy of the spatial layers and hence predictor metrics are less certain.
Model performance can be affected by (i) resolution and accuracy of spatial data (ii)
relevance of the derived metrics to reflect environmental processes and (iii) accuracy for the
estimated metrics, all of which compound to influence the model selection and accuracy in
the resultant predictive map (Guisan & Thuiller, 2005). For this study the size of the data set
limited the range of metrics which could be tested. An estimated home range (500m radius)
informed generating most of the landscape metrics. Different dimensions for calculating
the predictor metrics (e.g. fire history at 1km to 4km scale) could produce different results
for the best model. However, the high level of correlation between metrics at different
scales suggests that different scaled data may feature similar modelling uncertainties.
The main concerns for interpreting the final model and predictive map produced from this
study are the accuracy for the available habitat layer and the fire data, both which rely upon
two different data sources. The available habitat is particularly influenced by the accuracy
of the NDVI derived cleared and sparsely wooded spatial layer. Cleared land is a dynamic
attribute but for this study one point in time was selected as representative (2001 which is
skewed towards the lower level of development for the 15year time period) with the
resultant data layer having an estimated accuracy of 72% as tested against 2010 high
resolution (70cm) imagery.
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Fire history metrics relied upon two difference sources: Landsat (1993-2005) and MODIS
(2006-2014) and these data sets were not strongly correlated (Figure 14; Appendix G) and
both set of data demonstrated random errors. Landsat (25-30m resolution) is generally
appropriate for mapping small fires and describing resulting patchiness, whereas MODIS
imagery (250m pixels) is generally too coarse (Russell-Smith et al. 2015 as cited in RussellSmith et al. 2017). The model selection and variable coefficients are based on metrics
derived from both MODIS and Landsat; however the final predictive map is generated using
MODIS fire data for the most contemporary predictions. Interpreting the final predictive
map requires factoring in that none of the spatial layers have been ground truthed for
accuracy, and should allow for a misclassification rate of 25% or greater (refer to Johnson
and Gilling).

Applications of SDM for conservation decision making
This study provides insight as to how SDM for the tree-rat in the greater Darwin area, using
existing data, may contribute to solving some common problems for managing this
threatened species and whether the resultant modelling can be improved upon in a cost
effective manner. Some key functions for SDM in managing a threatened species include (i)
spatial planning such as: directing species surveys, ranking sites for habitat suitability,
prioritising areas for conservation or reintroduction, planning for habitat connectivity,
defining the spatial extent of suitable habitat and monitoring the status of populations
though changes in area of occupancy (AOO) and also (ii) making ecological and
biogeographical inferences such as the environmental relationships driving species
distribution (Guiller-Arroita et al. 2015 Appendix S3). The usefulness of SDM against these
key functions may be examined in terms of two broad intentions: predictive power (an
accurate knowledge of the probability of presence interpolated within the study area), and
explanatory power (the capacity to discriminate relative habitat suitability and provide
insight to drivers of species distribution) (Pearce & Ferrier 2000; Wintel et al. 2005; Elith et
al. 2009; Pearson 2010; Guiller-Arroita et al. 2015) as well as the consequence of modelling
errors in association with some of the main decision making contexts (Appendix S3).
Predictive power vs explanatory power
An SDM approach, which ignores imperfect detection, and relies on data obtained from
standard fauna surveys results in a model and predictive map which is not well calibrated.
This means the outputting map is unlikely to provide a sound match between predicted and
actual probability of tree-rat presence, which is in part due to the retrospective nature of
this study and also the limitations with the data and modelling approach (refer to modelling
caveats). The exploratory SDM for the greater Darwin area cannot be relied upon for
applications requiring quantitative interpretation of the likelihood of habitat occupancy
such as: spatial prioritisation for multiple species, identifying the true area of occupancy for
the purpose of impact assessment or population viability analysis or setting targets based on
a set area of the species AOO to conserve (Rondinini et al. 2006; Franklin 2009; LahozMonfort et al. 2014; Guiller-Arroita et al. 2015).
Although the SDM for this study is lacking in calibration capacity it may present sufficient
discriminating capacity to rank sites in terms of habitat value (considering the caveats and
further evaluation) and also capture the shape of environmental relationships explaining
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species occurrence (Refer to Pearce & Ferrier 2000; Elith et al. 2002; Wintel et al. 2005;
Lahoz-Monfort et al. 2014; Guillera-Arroita et al. 2015). The greatest value of this
retrospective SDM for the tree-rat in the greater Darwin area is its explanatory power. In
particular the model provides some evidence for a general relationship between species
distribution and the long unburnt (fragmented) parts of the landscape which can inform
immediate management directions. The usefulness of this retrospective model and map in
guiding conservation planning will however, depend upon the stability of the relationships
with the environmental predictors over time (i.e. degree of departure from the equilibrium
assumption) (Refer to Araújo & Pearson 2005; Barry & Elith 2006 Elith et al. 2009).
Although maps using relative likelihood may be useful for comparisons across space they
cannot be validly compared across time or species (Guillera-Arroita et al. 2015). The
assumptions that prevalence and detectability remains a constant (spatially and temporally)
are unlikely to hold true. This generally rules out the relative likelihood outputs from SDM
for monitoring temporal trends in AOO as used for assessing conservation listing by the
IUCN (Guillera-Arroita et al. 2015).
Mapping outputs
Relative maps of habitat suitability may assist with identifying priority conservation areas,
targeting management of threatening processes and also targeting further surveys (GuillerArroita et al. 2015). However, converting the predicted probability (as a continuous value)
to a categorical map (e.g. unsuitable/ suitable habitat or low, medium and high probability
categories) requires applying decision thresholds which can be a key source of error
(Pearson 2010; Guisan et al. 2013). The most appropriate decision threshold (if any) is
dependent on the application of the SDM (Guillera-Arroita et al. 2015) and requires an
understanding of the calibration error to apply effectively Pearce & Ferrier 2000). The
review by Guillera-Arroita et al. (2015) indicates that SDM should rarely be converted to
binary maps (suitable vs unsuitable habitat). In this case, the SDM mapping for the tree-rat,
is best presented using the predicted probability of species presence as a continuous value
to avoid loss of information about the uncertainty about the predictions (Franklin 2009;
Jiménez-Valverde et al. 2013; Guisan et al. 2013)
Improvements to the SDM and its application
Uncertainty is inherent to SDM as modelling attempts to summarise complex distribution
patterns with a limited set of predictors and therefore will inevitably contain some degree
of mismatch between their predictions and the actual distribution patterns they describe
(Austin 2002; Barry & Elith 2006; Appendix S18). Managing uncertainty with modelling can
entail either reducing the uncertainty to an acceptable level (if possible) or secondly
accepting and characterising the uncertainty and taking this into consideration for decision
making (Barry & Elith 2006). The main improvements to predicting the distribution of the
tree-rat in the greater Darwin area lie within the realms of further model evaluation and
exploration of alternative modelling approaches accommodating imperfect detection,
improved inputting data (both the species and the spatial data associated with
environmental predictors) as well as making modelling uncertainties visibly explicit to
decision makers (refer to Elith et al. 2002; Franklin 2009; Wiens et al. 2009; Appendix S19).
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Account for imperfect detection
The detectability of species in wildlife surveys is one of the most important sources of
uncertainty in determining the proportion of a landscape occupied by a species (Wintle et
al. 2004). As a starting point the model produced from this study should be evaluated using
species data gathered using a protocol for motion sensitive cameras (refer to Risler 2017)
whereby detectability can either be assumed to be perfect or the detection process
modelled (Lahoz-Monfort et al. 2014). Applying a modelling approach which accounts for
imperfect detection may lead to a more robust predictive model. The impact of imperfect
detection will depend upon the final use of the SDM (Lahoz-Monfort et al. 2014). The
predictive accuracy for modelling is reduced with imperfection detection, and particularly if
detectability varies with environmental variables independent of occupancy (Lahoz-Monfort
et al. 2014). However, if detectability can be assumed to be a constant or positively
correlated with occupancy the ability for SDM to discriminate between presence and
absence, and therefore rank sites in terms of relative habitat suitability, is less likely to be
compromised (Lahoz-Monfort et al. 2014).
Recognise the limits of SDM for this species
The costs associated with improving inputting data for distribution modelling raises the
question – would such an investment be worth it? There may be inherent limits to
improving capacity for spatial data to represent key drivers for tree-rat presence, such as
the patchy fine scale attributes for food and shelter resources (Guisan et al. 2013).
Discriminating between suitable and unsuitable habitat is more difficult for generalist and
widespread species with a high prevalence, than species with more specialist requirements
(Pulliam 2000; Franklin 2009; Elith & Leathwick 2009). The tree-rat may be simply too
difficult to model accurately as a generalist and highly mobile species using patchy resources
intermittently. Even under ideal conditions (e.g. all data are without error), SDM has less
than perfect discrimination (Tyre et al. 2001). Demographic stochasticity and the limits to
localised dispersal of individuals can contribute large amounts of variation, greater than 50%
of territory occupancy which cannot be readily explained as a function of habitat suitability
alone (Tyre et al. 2001). SDM may be an ineffective tool for accurately predicting and
monitoring tree-rat presence despite further refinement to the inputting data (La Marca
2015) and modelling approach.
SDM for the tree-rat is difficult to apply in a decision making context without expert advice.
Decisions based primarily on occurrence data may result in suboptimal outcomes (La Marca
2015). A degree of information which is useful to conservation decision making will be
lacking from a SDM even if the predicted probability of occurrence is relatively close to
reality. Occupancy of a site is not always a good reflection of abundance nor an indication
of populations persistence and fitness (e.g. source vs sink) (Gaston 2000; Elith et al. 2002;
Wintle et al. 2005; Franklin 2009; La Marca 2015). Areas ranked as having a low probability
of occurrence or habitat suitability may make a significant contribution as corridors to the
species movement, dispersal and adaptability (Gibson et al. 2004; Rondinini et al. 2006).
A model is more useful than no model if the uncertainty is acknowledged (Barry & Elith
2006). Despite their limitations, static Species Distribution Models provide a basis for
synthesising the available knowledge contributing to explaining species distribution in a
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systematic manner as well as providing a platform for exploring and resolving uncertainty
(Barry & Elith 2006; Addison et al. 2013). Due to environmental and species population
dynamics all models will become redundant with time (Wintle et al. 2005). Wintle et al.
(2005) recommends applying an adaptive framework to SDM to ensure both immediate
application of models to species management but also ensure continual model
improvement and refinement through future data collection and refinements of modelling
methods.

Management implications
Although a robust model and predictive map is not the outcome of this study, the ‘best’
predictive model and map which can be developed from existing data for the study area,
has sufficient discriminatory power and ecological realism to inform some management
priorities for the study area (with consideration of the caveats) as well as contribute to
understanding the black-footed tree-rat ecology more generally. The fire sheltered
fragments in the greater Darwin area appear critical to sustaining the species in this region.
Managing two main disturbance factors to tree-rat habitat, clearing and fire, is critical if a
path to regional expiration, as playing out in areas such as Kakadu and Litchfield National
Park, is to be averted.
Managing habitat fragmentation
Darwin is a growing city and ongoing clearing and development threatens the remaining
patches of tree-rat habitat. A first priority is to maintain fragments of habitat, particularly in
the rural areas, and importantly avoid further reductions in patch size and connectively in
the face of growing urbanisation. Rankmore (2006) makes the general recommendation
that at least 60% of woodland within any 4km radius in the greater Darwin area should be
maintained and preferably as fragments greater than 10ha with the fragments to be
connected by at least two corridors of at least 100m wide, as this will benefit most small
mammals.
The SDM produced from this study provides as a starting point to identifying the remaining
bushland which require assessment of value to maintaining tree-rat presence. As the treerat is EPBC listed, potential habitat targeted for development needs to be assessed for treerat presence. This study indicates that detection of tree-rat is best achieved through motion
sensitive cameras opposed to standard trapping methods. Risler (2017) indicates a sampling
intensity of two cameras per site over a period of two weeks as the most cost efficient.
Further studies may be required to determine the optimal timing to survey for the tree-rat
(Risler2017).
Managing fire
The second management priority for tree-rat in the greater Darwin area is to maintain the
long unburnt areas and also address the extreme fire regime for the surrounds. If the treerat is now restricted to patches surrounded by extensive fire the remnant populations
cannot readily relocate (refer to Lawes et al. 2015b). The extreme fire regimes must be
addressed where extensive potential tree-rat habitat is frequently burnt. A more benign fire
regime for the fire region, with reduced frequency and extent of fire, will benefit many
species as they may be able to extend more broadly across the landscape (Woinarski et al.
2004; Lawes et al. 2015b) and accommodate adaptation to stochastic events. Maintaining
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the existing fire refuges, particularly for the fragmented habitat, entails guarding against
intrusion of fire promoting grassy weeds such as Gamba and late dry season burning
(Rankmore 2006). However, it is unclear whether fire suppression over an extended time
(e.g. > 20years) may eventually lead to deterioration in some aspects of habitat quality
(refer to Cook 2012; Scott et al. 2012 and Baker 2015).

Directions for future studies
Fire and black-footed tree-rat presence.
Further work is required to examine the relationship between fire and tree-rat presence,
both the fine scale dynamics for how fire affects tree-rat resources and habitat quality
(including impacts for specific plant species) and also the appropriate data and metrics for
measuring fire as an influencer. There are mixed views on the most influential aspects of
fire on small mammal occurrence (e.g. fire frequency, intensity, time since last fire, extent
and distance to nearest long unburnt habitat) (Woinarski et al. 2010; Griffiths et al. 2015;
Lawes et al. 2015b). Improved insight may be gained by exploring occupancy modelling for
a number of regional tree-rat populations across Northern Australia and testing for the most
appropriate fire metrics using fire history data generated from Landsat imagery covering an
extended time span (5 years plus). Employing a hierarchical modelling approach which
incorporates site based data for hollow availability and fruiting shrub prevalence based on
home range dimensions or greater (opposed to the standard 50m2 quadrat), may also
provide further context and explanation (Appendix S19a). Davies et al. (2018) makes
recommendations for further studies incorporating: resource inventory and examination of
the impact of fire as well as manipulative field studies which may examine the impact of fire
and varying rates of predation pressure.
Occupancy modelling with biotic variables
Future occupancy modelling for the tree-rat in the greater Darwin area should incorporate
examining biotic variables such the abundance of predator and competitor species (e.g.
possums). Competition with possums for hollows may be a concern for managing the
species constrained to the fragmented habitat in the greater Darwin area (Pitmann 2003;
Rankmore 2006). The importance of including biotic influencers in distribution modelling is
demonstrated by Davies et al. (2016). Using dynamic occupancy modelling for the
threatened rodent, Conilurus penicillatus (brush-tailed rabbit-rat), which incorporated
probability of cat detection as an explanatory variable, Davies et al. (2016) demonstrated
that the persistence and localised extinction of this species for the Tiwi Island may be best
explained by predation by feral cats and its mitigation with increasing shrub density. Similar
dynamics could apply to the tree-rat.
Occupancy modelling for monitoring the regional population
Further work is required to establish occupancy modelling as a means of monitoring the
greater Darwin tree-rat population over time. Repeat surveys and occupancy modelling
may be used to determine contractions in a species distribution (Guillera-Arroita et al. 2010)
and population size (Royle & Nichols 2003; Joseph et al. 2006), however the sampling design
is critical to obtaining meaningful results (Guillera-Arroita & Lahoz -Monfort 2012). GuilleraArroita & Lahoz -Monfort (2012) demonstrate that power analysis using existing data can
assist with determining the optimal sampling design to detect a proportional change in
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occupancy. Geyle (2015) applied the power analysis approach to the study of the C.
penicillatus for the Tiwi Islands using a data set from 2000-2002 and a subsample
resurveyed in 2015. Geyle’s (2015) study showed that detectability of C. penicillatus is
highly seasonal and that the power to detect smaller changes in occupancy (<50%) is
improved when surveys are targeted to both high quality habitat (opposed to random
samples from prior surveys) and also the season when detectability is optimal. Data
collection for the purpose of future occupancy modelling and population monitoring for the
tree-rat in the greater Darwin area, as well as more broadly, would be best informed by
exploring the power analysis approach applied by Guillera-Arroita and Lahoz -Monfort
(2012) and Geyle (2015).
Reduced realised niche modelling
Modelling using the niche reduction hypothesis may provide further insight to the drivers
behind the tree-rat contraction in range more broadly and also establish the value of the
individual regional populations featuring the tree-rat as contributing to the species
conservation more generally. The ‘niche reduction hypothesis’ proposed by Scheele et al.
(2017) focuses on contextualising the contraction from a historic niche to a contemporary
niche. The approach is based on the idea that the realized niche for a declining species is
reduced by threats which are mediated by environmental, biotic and evolutionary processes
(Scheele et al. 2017). McDonald et al. (2018) provides an example of the method applied to
a declining rodent in central Australia, to detect a change in explanatory variables for
Species Distribution Models between a historic and contemporary species data set.
Examining tree-rat records from a historic range using the niche reduction lens may provide
a means of diagnosing processes explaining why the species has declined more rapidly or
severely in some places than others. The focus on processes may help target management
recommendations within both the contemporary and historic range (Scheele et al. 2017).

Conclusions
This exploratory work exposes some key challenges for SDM for a generalist species such as
the black-footed tree-rat, which is highly mobile and tracking resources, particularly fruiting
shrubs, which are patchily distributed in the landscape and potentially dynamic both
spatially and temporally and therefore not readily spatially represented. SDM using existing
species data for the greater Darwin area (that is species observation by standard trapping
data obtained using general fauna surveys, opposed to targeted surveys) which have been
obtained over an extended time span together with spatial data (inclusive of fire history
metrics which are temporarily matched to at least a seven years prior to the time of survey
and tailored to the species home range) may be adequate to rank habitat in terms of
relative suitability. However the resultant model has limited value in terms of predicting the
actual probability of tree-rat occurrence. Imperfect detection is a considerable problem for
modelling distribution of the tree-rat. Future surveys for the tree-rat should employ motion
sensitive cameras which are far more effective at detecting tree-rats than trapping and
future attempts at modelling should explore the potential for occupancy modelling. Power
analysis would be beneficial to determine if occupancy modelling is suitable for monitoring
change in the Area of Occupancy (AOO) for the species as there may be inherent limits to
improving distribution modelling for this species.
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Despite weaknesses with the existing data, the modelling from this exploratory study adds
weight to the theory that tree-rat may be associated with long unburnt habitat. Similar to
comparative studies the modelled relationship with fire is weak. Further studies are needed
to fully appreciate the association between fire history and tree-rat presence and also if
there are predator and or competitor influences. Although further evaluation of the SDM is
required this exploratory study provides a starting point for conservation planning (e.g.
identifying the percent of habitat to conserve including corridors and targeting future
surveys). The immediate management priorities are to conserve the fire sheltered refuges
(including avoiding further fragmentation and encroachment of fire promoting grassy
weeds) and action to address the extreme fire regime for frequently burnt habitat.
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Appendices
Appendix S – Supporting information
S1 – Extent of occurrence and area of occupancy
Assessments of the spatial distribution of rare or threatened species plays a key role in establishing
their conservation status. A change in Extent of Occurrence (EOO) and Area of Occupancy (AOO) are
globally accepted as surrogate indicators of extinction risk under the International Union for
Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red Listing criteria for threatened species (Jiménez-Alfaro et al.
2012). The EEO is defined as the region encompassing all localities where a species has been
recorded and the AOO is a subset which excludes all areas within the EEO which are unsuitable or
not occupied (i.e. areas of vagrancy) (Rondinini et al. 2006; Guillera-Arrotia et al. 2015). AOO is
defined as the prevelance multiplied by the total area occupied and can be esimtated by summing
the site occupancy probabilities obtained with a SDM over the landscape of interest (Guillera-Arrotia
et al. 2015).

S2 – Hutchinson (1957) niche hypothesis
Hutchinson’s (1957) concepts of the fundamental and realised niche, although incomplete, (Pulliam
2000; Araujo & Guisan 2006; Scheele et al. 2017) provides a theoretic basis for understanding
species distribution. The fundamental niche can be interpreted as the dynamic environmental space
in which a species may potentially persist as defined by environmental gradients and availability of
resources and also by physiological and evolutionary capacity of the species (Araujo & Guisan 2006;
Scheele et al. 2017). The realised niche is a subset of the fundamental niche whereby constraints to
dispersal or biotic interactions exclude a species from where it may potentially occur (Scheele et al.
2017). The realised niche is where a species actually occurs.

S3. SDM discrimination errors and decision making
SDM’s are susceptible to two main types of errors: suitable habitat predicted as unsuitable (false
negative) and unsuitable habitat predicted as suitable (false positive) (Franklin 2009; Guisan et al.
2013). Both types of error can be costly to conservation decisions for the tree-rat. If a model tends
to underestimate occurrence of the species, areas of potentially occupied habit will remain
unidentified, which could erode conservation efforts (Pearce & Ferrier 2000). Overestimating
species presence may be appropriate for applying a precautionary approach for impact assessments
or targeting future surveys within the full range of potential habitat (Pearce & Ferrier 2000; Franklin
2009; Pearson 2010). On the other hand, overestimating species presence may pose challenges for
some management decisions such as estimating population size or selection of sites for
reintroduction as some unsuitable habitat (false positive sites) will be mapped as suitable (Pearce &
Ferrier 2000). Conservation practitioners may often wish to have maps biased against a particular
kind of SDM error, however, SDMs are rarely constructed with a particular conservation
management action in mind (Guisan et al. 2013). An acceptable level of bias or balance of errors is
dependent on the decision making context and should entail an iterative process with input from
both modellers and decision makers (Guisan et al. 2013).
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S4 – Ratio of survey sites to predictor variables
The data needs to feature a sufficient number of survey sites for statistical power to accurately
estimate species response functions (Franklin 2009). A general rule of thumb is that there should be
at least twenty times as many observations as environmental variables (Franklin 2009). Harrell et al.
(1996) as cited in Guisan and Zimmermann (2000) propose a rule of thumb of less than m/10
predictors (without interaction terms), where m is the number of observation in the least prevalent
class (often the number of presence observations). Larger sample sizes are required if the influence
of environmental effects are small (Franklin 2009). Overfitting the data is almost certain with a low
ratio of data to environmental predictors (Burnham and Anderson 2002). Therefore the aim is to
assemble a sufficient (rather than exhaustive) set of variables which allows models with acceptable
levels of specified error (Franklin 2009).

S5 – Generalised Linear Modelling
Generalised Linear Modelling is an extension of linear multiple regressions (Equation 1) which has
the flexibility to accommodate not-normally distributed data and particularly data with a nonconstant variance as is associated with binary presence, absence data (Franklin 2009). Multiple
linear regression model predicts the response variable (Y), from P different predictor variables (X1,
X2….Xp), where (β) is the vector of estimated coefficients for the predictor variables, (β0 )is a constant
known as the intercept and (ε) is an error term,(Franklin 2009).

Equation 1.

A Generalised Linear Model (Equation 2) has three key properties (i) an error structure which
describes the assumed distribution of data and errors such as binomial (ii) a linear predictor (LP)
which describes linear effects of one or more predictors, the right side of Equation 2 and (iii) a link
function g() which relates the linear predictor (LP) to the expected value for of the response variable
E(Y) or Logistic (Y) (Crawley 2009 Guisan et al. 2002; Franklin 2009). Maximum likelihood techniques
are used to estimate the coefficient parameters (β0… βp) and confidence intervals which are most
consistent with the data (Quinn & Keough 2002). The purpose of the link function is to take the
values of the linear predictor, which emerge from a combination of the predictor values (therefore
falling anywhere between +/- infinity) and converts them to the scale of probability bounded
between (0) absence and (1) presence (Guisan & Zimmerman 2000; McKenzie et al. 2006; Crawley
2009; Franklin 2009). Binary (presence absence) data is linearised using the logit link function which
is calculated as the log odds for the probability class 1 (p) and class 0 (1-p) (Equation 3) (Crawley
2009; Franklin 2009). An inverse transformation (the antilog of the log odds ratio) applied to the
logit transformed linear predictor (LP) produces the expected values of Y on the response scale in
terms of probability of species occurrence as conveyed by Equation 4 (Guisan & Zimmerman 2000;
Franklin 2009).
Equation 2.

Logit transformed Linear Predictor g(E(Y)) = Logistic (Y) = log(p/1-p)

Equation 3.
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Logistic (Y) inverse transformed to the probability of species occurrence =
exp Logistic Y/(1+exp Logistic Y)

Equation 4.

S6 –Parsimony
Although the fit (specificity) of any model can be improved by increasing the number of parameters
(the extreme being as many predictors as survey sites) the trade-off is reduced confidence for future
predictions, that is there is an increase in variance (i.e. the model retains a lot of noise) and reduced
precision and generality (Burnham & Anderson 2002, McNally 2000; McKenzie et al. 2006). In
general, bias decreases and variance increases as the dimension of the model (the number of
predictor parameters (P)) increases (Burnham & Anderson 2002). Parsimonious models achieve a
proper trade-off between bias (accuracy) and variance (precision or repeatability) (Burnham &
Anderson 2002).

S7 -The Akaike Information Criterion AIC
The Akaike Information Criterion AIC is a measure of an estimate of the relative expected Kullback–
Leibler (K-L) information, which can be conceptualised as the distance between two statistical
probability distributions. That is the relative distance between the fitted model (gi) and the
unknown true mechanism (f, perhaps of infinite dimension) which actually generated the observed
data (Burnham & Anderson 2002). K-L information denotes the information lost when model (gi) is
used to estimate reality (f) (Burnham & Anderson 2002). Although (f) cannot be known making the
assumption that (f) is a constant across all models, permits ranking the relative closeness of fitted
models to (f) (Burnham & Anderson 2002). AIC provides a means of estimating the expected K-L
information based on the maximised log-likelihood function, a statistical tool for measuring the fit of
a model to the observed data (Burnham & Anderson 2002). Minimizing the relative, expected
distance provides an estimated best approximating model for that particular data set (i.e. the closest
approximating model to (f) (Burnham & Anderson 2002).
The second-order Akaike Information Criterion (AICc), corrects for a small ratio of sample size (n) to
number of predictor variables (P) (e.g. n/P <40) (Equation 5) (Burnham & Anderson 2002).
AICc = -2 ( ln ( likelihood )) + 2 P * (n / ( n – P – 1))

Equation 5

S8 -AIC differences and Akaike weights for ranking models
The main weights of evidence considered for ranking models for how good they are as an
approximation to the actual K-L best model included AIC differences (∆i) (Equation 6) and Akaike
weights (wi) (Equation 7) (Burnham & Anderson 2002). Akaike weight for a model is the relative
likelihood for a given model divided by the sum of the relative likelihoods across all (R) models
(Burnham & Anderson 2002). The bigger ∆i and smaller the wi, the less plausible it is for model (i) to
be the actual K-L best model based on the design and sample size used (Burnham & Anderson 2002;
Franklin 2009). Models with the smaller AIC differences (∆i) (e.g.<=2) have more support as being
the best model(s) whereas models with larger ∆i (e.g. > 10) fail to explain some substantial
explainable variation in the data (Burnham & Anderson 2002).
∆i = AICi −AICmin

Equation 6
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Relative likelihood = Exp(-1/2 ∆i ) or

Equation 7

S9 Standardised coefficient
Standardised coefficients enable comparison of the relative effects of quantitative explanatory
variables which have different units of measure by converting all the variables into a common scale,
standard deviation units, refer to Equation 8 (Gelman 2008). The standardised variables are then
used to estimate the generalised linear model which results in standardising the coefficients so that
variances of the predictor variables are equal to one (Gelman 2008).
(variable x-mean(variable x))/sd(variable x)

Equation 8

The effects of a standardised variable are interpreted as how many units of standard deviation in the
response variable (i.e. black footed tree rat presence) will change for every one standard deviation
change in the predictor variables (Gelman 2008).
Use of the standardised coefficient is not without criticism and there are a number of limitations and
cautions to observe with use and interpretation. Standard deviations are not meaningful for
interpreting the standardised regression slope for dichotomous variables (Kim 2013, Geenland et al.
1991). A standardised coefficient for a given relationship only represents its’ strength relative to the
variation in the data for both the effect and the response variable (Geenland et al. 1991,). Bias is
introduced due to sampling error when variables are standardised by the mean and standard
deviations from small sample sizes and coefficients increase in value reflective of the variation in the
data (Gelman 2008).
Critics of the standardised coefficient argue that there is no reason why a change of one standard
deviation in one predictor should be equivalent to another predictor unless the shapes of the two
variables' distributions resemble one another (Dallal 2012). Geenland et al. (1991) highlights that it
is not valid to compare standardised coefficients within and across different studies because the
biological effects of the variable are confounded with variability in the data due to sampling design,
inclusive of how a variable is measured and the accuracy. Geenland et al. (1991) recommend
alternative means of standardizing such as using a common standard deviation, for example a
reference predictor. There remains much debate about the validity of standardised coefficients and
the alternatives for examining the relative effects of predictors (Geenland et al. 1991).

S10 Goodness fit for the Global model
Species distribution models are best validated using new or independent data (data which is not
used to fit the model) which is stratified to be representative of the environmental gradients for the
study area and of sufficient species presence to overcome issues of high variance (Guisan &
Zimmerman 2000; Pearce & Ferrier 2000; Wintle et al. 2005; Franklin 2009). Alternatives to testing
with independent data include two or k fold cross validation whereby the data is partitioned into a
calibration (training data) and evaluation set (Guisan & Zimmerman 2000; Pearce & Ferrier 2000;
Franklin 2009). For two fold validation the ratio of calibration data to test data should be 1/(1+√(p1) where p is the number of predictors (Franklin 2009). For 207 sites with eight predictors this
translates to a training and evaluation spit of 73:27 sites.
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The fit of the global model can also be assessed using parametric bootstrapping (sampling the data
with replacement) and the Pearson’s chi-square statistic which can be more reliable (ie. estimates of
error) than cross validation (Burnham, & Anderson 2002; Quinn & Keough 2002; MacKenzie & Bailey,
2004; Wintle et al. 2005). This method repeatedly simulates datasets (>100 times) based on a fitted
model, the model is refitted with the bootstrapped datasets, the chi-square statistic is calculated
between the modelled and observed data (excluded from the bootstrap set) and then the
probability of the observed frequency of outcomes for the chi-square statistic is evaluated whether
it has a reasonable chance of occurring assuming the assessed model is correct (refer to MacKenzie
& Bailey 2004 and Wintle et al. 2005).
Evaluation methods may also entail trialling alternative modelling algorithms such as machine
learning (Franklin 2009; Pearson 2010; Elith et al. 2009).

S11-The deviance or log likelihood ratio
The deviance for the reduced models is a measure analogous to R2 for linear regression (refer to
Equation 9) which measures the unexplained variation after fitting a given model (Quinn & Keough
2002). The difference between the deviance for the reduced model and full model (which explains
most of the variation) suggests whether the two models fit the data differently (Quinn & Keough
2002). If the log likelihood ratio is near 1 there is little difference between the two models and the
predictors contribute little to the fit of the full model (Quinn & Keough 2002 p 349).
G2 = -2(log-likelihood reduced model - log-likelihood full model)

Equation 9

S12 - Deviance reduction or percent of null deviance explained
For maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE) techniques the fit of models is characterized by a measure
of deviance reduction (Guisan & Zimmermann 2000). Deviance reduction (D2) examines the ratio of
the deviance for the null model (the model with the intercept alone) and the residual deviance (the
deviance remaining for a model with predictor variables) calculated using Equation 10 (Guisan &
Zimmermann 2000). For a perfect model with no residual deviance D2 =1 (Guisan & Zimmermann
2000).
D2= (Null deviance – Residual deviance)/Null deviance

Equation 10

The deviance or percentage of deviance explained by a model is uninformative about goodness of fit
as it depends only on the fitted probabilities (Pearce & Ferrier 2000).

S13 - Model performance – calibration and discrimination capacity
Model performance can be evaluated in terms of two independent measures: calibration (accuracy)
and discrimination (precision) performance (Pearce & Ferrier 2000; Phillips & Elith 2010). Calibration
performance examines the extent of agreement between the models’ predicted probability of
occurrence and the observed proportion of sites which are in fact occupied (Pearce &Ferrier 2000).
Calibration is considered an indication of the reliability (hence referred to as reliability plots) that
each predicted probability is an accurate estimate of the likelihood of detecting the species at a
given site (Pearce &Ferrier 2000). Discrimination is the ability of a model to correctly distinguish
between occupied and unoccupied sites (Phillips & Elith 2010). That is the degree to which the
predicted probabilities of occurrence are associated with a true species occurrence than the false
positive presence, even if the predicted probability of occurrence are not an accurate match to the
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observed proportions of presence (e.g. calibration is poor) (Pearce & Ferrier 2000). A model which
has good calibration and refinement (spread of predictions across the full probability range 0-1) will
generally have good discrimination but not vice a versa (Pearce &Ferrier 2000).
An unbiased assessment of calibration capacity requires a large sample of independent data
representative of environmental variation in the study area and which has not been used in forming
(training) the model (Pearce & Ferrier 2000; Franklin 2009; Phillips & Elith 2010). Calibration can be
visually inspected using a reliability plot, whereby the model predictions for the evaluation sites are
partitioned into bins (or ranges) and the predicted probabilities (using an average for each bin) are
then plotted against the fraction of the total evaluation sites which are occupied (Pearce & Ferrier
2000; Franklin 2009; Phillips & Elith 2010). The points will align along a 45 degree angle with a
perfect match (Pearce & Ferrier 2000; Phillips & Elith 2010). Reliability plots can give an indication of
confidence in the predicted probabilities for presence and can highlight issues of bias (over or under
predicting at particular probability levels), non-discriminatory predictors or unexplained error which
may give an indication of how predictions may be improved (Pearce & Ferrier 2000 p244). An
understanding of calibration is important to informing the selection of a threshold probability to
distinguish sites predicted to be occupied from those predicted to be unoccupied (Pearce & Ferrier
2000).

Discrimination capacity using Receiver Operator Character
Discrimination capacity, using the Receiver-Operating Characteristic (ROC), is the more commonly
applied form of evaluation for SDM (Phillips & Elith 2010). Threshold dependent measures of
accuracy (e.g. based on an error matrix), whereby probabilistic predictions using a threshold are
converted to a binary classification of presence or absence are sensitive to the prevalence of an
event in the sample and known to present problems (Pearce & Ferrier 2000; Franklin 2009). The
ROC provides a measure of discrimination ability which is threshold independent and which has
traditionally been thought to be independent of the proportion of total observations that are
presences (e.g. species prevalence) (Cook 2007; Franklin 2009).
The receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) technique, or false-positive rate, is a plot of true positive
cases (or sensitivity) against corresponding false positive cases (or 1-specificity) across a wide range
of probability values predicted by the model (Peterson et al. 2008; Franklin 2009). The area under
the curve (AUC) value (between 0.5 and 1) indicates the proportion of the time a random selection
from the positive group (species present) will have a probability of a presence greater than a random
selection from the negative (species absent) group (Fielding & Bell, 1997; Jiménez-Valverde et al.
2013). A value of 0.5 indicates discrimination capacity no better than random and a ROC of 1
indicates perfect discrimination (Franklin 2009). A threshold of 0.7 is generally accepted as the
minimum for a model with moderate discrimination ability (Franklin 2009).

S14 – Detectability data
Ignoring imperfect detection can result in underestimating the occupancy rate of a species and
consequently the extent of their distribution (Kery et al., 2011). Detectability is the probability of
detecting a species at a site when the species is present and is determined using repeated surveys
(MacKenzie et al. 2006; Franklin 2009). Detectability data provides quantifiable information on the
reliability of the recorded absence of a species from survey data (MacKenzie et al. 2006).
Detectability can vary between seasons, habitats types, regions and survey methodology (or survey
effort) and is influenced by species abundance (refer to Welsh et al. 2013; Geyle 2015).
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S15 –tree-rat resources limited by fire
Food resources, are suggested to be the critical limiting resource for the tree-rat persistence
(Woinarski et al. 2004; Woinarski et al. 2005; Rankmore 2006), whereas dens sites (hollows) are
suggested to be less of a limiting factor (Friend 1987; Pitmann 2003; Woinarski et al. 2004;
Rankmore 2006). The incidence of fire is more likely to negatively impact tree-rat presence through
affecting the occurrence of fruiting shrubs than availability of tree hollows (Friend 1987; Pitman
2003; Woinarski et al. 2004; Rankmore 2006 p195). A study of fire in the tropical savannas, at
Kalpanga (Kakadu National Park), found the fruiting midstorey reduced by over 50% in abundance
and diversity in response to late dry season burning (Andersen et al. 2003; Andersen et al. 2005).
Rankmore’s (2006) study of the tree-rat, for both habitat patches and continuous vegetation in the
Darwin rural area, found tree-rat abundance to be strongly correlated with the abundance of three
(out of 20) fruiting shrubs and also number of trees >20cm dbh, but found no correlation with
hollow availability. Although hollows are likely to be essential for breeding, tree-rat are known to
roost in Pandanus and alternative shelter (Griffiths et al. 2002; Pitman 2003; Rankmore 2006).
Targeted surveys for tree-rat occupancy modelling for a rehabilitating mine site at Nhulunbuy/Gove,
in the Northern Territory, recorded tree-rat presence in vegetation which was fire sheltered but too
immature to feature hollows, and their detection early in the evening, using motion sensitive
cameras, suggested the tree-rat were using alternative roosts rather than commuting over a
kilometre from nearby habitat with hollows (C.Wiley pers. com. 2016).

S16 –comparative modelling and fire as a potential explanatory variable for the tree-rat
Modelling for the Tiwi Island
Modelling for the Tiwi Island subspecies (Melville Is) to date, has not found fire history to be a strong
explanatory variable for tree-rat occurrence (Firth et al. 2006; La Marca 2015; Davies et al. 2018).
The study by Firth et al. (2006) for the Tiwi Islands (236 sites with 74 having tree-rat) found a weak
association between tree-rat and recently burnt sites (opposed to long unburnt sites) when using
subjective field measures to assess fire history. Re-examination of the same Tiwi data by La Marca
(2015), but incorporating point extracted measures derived from Landsat data for fire frequency and
time since fire within a three year window preceding the survey, again found only a weak to
moderate association. Occupancy modelling by Davies et al. (2018) which refers to Firth’s (2006)
data and incorporates contemporary species surveys (conducted in 2015) for comparison, found a
positive association with tree-rat presence and field estimates of shrub density but no association
with fire history (measured as average proportion of habitat burnt within 3.2km radius over 5 years
as derived from Landsat imagery). Davies et al. 2018 suggests there is little evidence that the fire
regime for Melville Island differs markedly from the mainland Northern Territory (although
supporting evidence is not provided). The study by Davies et al. (2018) also suggested a 63% decline
trap success for tree-rat (comparing 2002 and 2015 surveys) but no contraction in distribution
extent. To date any fire driven depletion of resources and decline in abundance for the tree-rat on
Melville Island has not yet transferred to a reduction in occupancy.

Modelling for the greater Darwin area
Price et al. (2005) using 83 sites (16 with tree-rat) for the greater Darwin area explored a range of
spatial metrics for fire history, using Landsat data over 9 years (the same Landsat data used in this
study) but found only a weak association with a low incidence of fire as indicated by a point measure
of fire frequency. Rankmore’s (2006) study for the rural areas of Darwin (9 patches all with tree-rat,
assessed using a total of 64 1ha fauna quadrats each assessed by 4 x 20m2 sites) did not find an
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association between tree-rat abundance and number of late fires (post August) based on Landsat
data covering 10 years. Rankmore’s (2006) study had limited power to detect a fire effect, because
fire history values varied at the patch scale (n=8) only and there were no replicates for the different
patch sizes and fire histories. However, Rankmore (2006) did find that shrub diversity significantly
increased with reduced fire frequency at the quadrat scale (n=72) and this component of the
vegetation was strongly correlated (but not significant) with tree-rat abundance.

S17 -Dynamics in food sources and tree-rat presence
The tree-rat is nocturnal using the shelter of tree hollows (or Pandanus) during the day, and foraging
both the ground and trees by night (Crichton 1969; Griffiths 2002; Pittman 2003; Rankmore 2006).
They predominately feed on fruits and seeds but may also include flowers, invertebrates and grass in
their diet (Friend & Taylor 1985; Morton 1992; Rankmore 2006). Breeding can occur all year round
due to the prolonged availability of their food resources (Friend 1987), but peaks in the dry season
coinciding with the greater food availability with young largely entering the population August to
September (Crichton 1969; Friend & Taylor 1985; Rankmore2006; Woinarski, et al. 2014).
The tree-rat relies upon a variety of fruiting shrub species, which are productive at different times,
leading to a year round food supply (Friend 1987; Woinarski et al. 2005). Tree-rats can utilise a
variety of vegetation types (Firth et al. 2006; Rankmore 2006). Riparian vegetation which can
account a greater proportion of rainforest and ecotone species is more susceptible to losing a
greater proportion of midstorey species with fire than savanna vegetation (Douglas et al. 2015).
Pandanus which is favoured by the tree-rat has been found to reduce in abundance with frequent
fire (every 1-2 years) and increase in the absence of fire over 20 years (refer to studies for Kakadu by
Bowman & Panton 1995 as cited in Pitmann 2003p94) A study by Pitmann (2003), which included
estimating and comparing the abundance of tree-rats for both fragmented and continuous habitat in
the rural area of Darwin, found lower abundance of both Pandanus and the tree-rat for the fire
affected continuous savanna but the reverse pattern for the fire sheltered fragmented habitat in the
rural area.
The spatial and temporal availability of food resources for the tree-rat is further complicated as the
phenology and productivity for fruiting shrubs can be variable over time and even between
individual trees, with not all mature shrubs for a species flowering each year (Williams 1999b;
Vigiante and Bowman 2004; Woinarski et al. 2005). In addition few species bear fruit during the end
of the wet season (Feb – March) and therefore the presence of species which do produce at this
time (e.g. Cycas and Terminalia ferdinandiana) may be particularly important for tree-rat to persist
in an area (Friend 1987; Williams et al. 1999b p633; Woinarski et al. 2005).

S18 Inaccuracies with SDM
SDM’s can only be expected to provide probabilistic predictions of species occurrence due to the
constraints in which limited data (both species presence absence data and environmental data) can
represent the complex and stochastic nature of site occupancy (Guiller-Arroita et al. 2015). Species
and environmental data exhibits natural spatial and temporal variation (Elith et al. 2002 p316).
Models are usually incomplete because they do not incorporate all of the underlying mechanisms for
variation (Elith et al. 2002 p316). With GLM, complex ecological processes attempt to be described
from a limited set of data by fitting a response curve using a probability distribution (Barry and Elith
2006 p415) and uncertainty with response curve, due to natural variation, is in part indicated by the
95% confidence intervals (Elith et al. 2002 p317, 320; Barry and Elith 2006 p415). Data for the
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predictive variables may also feature variation in error across the geographic space (Barry and Elith
2006 p).

S19a New data and data at different scales
Robustness and accuracy for modelling tree-rat occurrence may potentially be improved with
refinements to the spatial data and also exploring modelling with different scaled metrics (e.g. 1km
habitat buffer) as well as field measured attributes to examine how well spatial data may represent
more proximal drivers. Both local and landscape attributes shape where species occur therefore a
multi-scale approach, that includes environmental predictors from more than one hierarchical scale
(e.g. distal to proximal), may lead to better understanding of drivers for species presence and more
robust models (Mackey & Lindenmayer 2001; Boyce 2006; Murray et al. 2008). La Marca (2015)
attempted a hierarchical approach to SDM for the Melville Island sub species of tree-rat; examining
both spatially explicit modelling and also a second tier of modelling using fine scale habitat variables
measured in the field; which showed that the predictive ability of (distal) spatial measures of habitat
suitability outperformed the field based (proximal) measures. Spatial data may capture ecological
processes operating over a broader scale and longer time span but may lack the ability to track
habitat attributes at the fine scale (e.g. food and shelter resources) (La Marca 2015). Field measured
habitat attributes specifically targeted to tree-rat requirements (opposed to the standards applied
for general fauna survey), may prove to be more useful to modelling their occurrence

S19b Further explanatory variables for managing an urban population
Dispersal barriers or connectivity metrics may be incorporated into future models in inform
thresholds of disturbance. Limits to dispersal are a key factor in species distribution
(Guisan&Thuiller2005; Wiens et al. 2009) and especially so in an urban context. While the patch size
requirements for the tree-rat in the greater Darwin area have been explored by Rankmore (2006),
the connectivity requirements (e.g. width and vegetation characteristics) needs more research
(Rankmore 2006).
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Appendix A – Guiding framework to species distribution modelling
A conceptual guiding
framework to developing
Species Distribution
Modelling (SDM), adapted
from Guisan & Zimmerman
(2000), Austin (2007),
Franklin (2009), Elith &
Leathwick 2009 and Zuur, et
al. Elphick (2010).

Goals and Objectives
For Modelling

1. Ecological Conceptual
Model





Area Extent
End purpose
Acceptable levels of
modelling Accuracy and
Precision



Expert knowledge for the
species
Likely environmental
drivers for distribution



2. Data Model
Predicator Variables

Species Occurrence Data
Key considerations


Type of observation methodology &
detectability data
Presence only data, Presence/Absence
data
Sample size, temporal range of data
Stratification/dispersion/representatio
n of environmental gradients/habitat
heterogeneity
Sample bias, independence,
Location errors/resolution
Detectability and temporal dynamics
Biotic interactions (e.g. predators and
interspecific dynamics
















Meaningful proximal and distal
drivers for occurrence or
surrogacy
Scale/resolution, coverage,
temporal alignment with data
Projection and rectification
Transformation metrics (e.g.
continuous or categorical data,
spatial patterns aligning with
species home range e.g. fire focal
area)

Minimum data requirements
Data Assessment for adequacy, Selection, Preparation
& Transformation
Calibration/Training Data

3. Statistical Model

4. Model Predications

5. Model Evaluation



Separate data set
Resampling (e.g.
bootstrapping)

Spatial Environmental
Data
Data exploration




Examine representation of
data compared with
environmental gradients
Reduce number of
predictor variables examine
for collinearity

Analysis








Evaluation/Validation
Data

Site based Field
Environmental Data

Key considerations







Model Selection (type GLM, GAM, BTR,
Occupancy modelling etc) – check data
meets assumptions
Binomial distribution
Transformation of non-linear predictorsusing Logit link function
Selected Statistical package (R, Presence
etc)
Select measure of goodness of fit – AICc
Select best model based on Parsimony
Check model predictions for reality for
each variable separately
% deviance explained/reduction
Predictive map
Receiver Operating Characteristic
Ground truth
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Appendix B – Conceptual model for selecting environmental predictors
Variables explaining presence of black footed tree rat in a semi-urban context
Grey boxes

Indicates Environmental variables available to input into modelling

Key References: 1 Crichton 1969; 2 Friend 1987; 3 Friend & Taylor 1985; 4 Bowman & Minchin 1987; 5 Morton 1992;
6
Williams et al. 1999; 7 Griffiths et al. 2002; 8 Pittman 2003; 9 Rankmore & Price 2004; 10 Rankmore 2006; 11 Price et al. 2005;
12
Rankmore & Friend 2008; 13 Woinarski et al. 2014; 14 Woinarski et al. 2005; 15 Firth et al. 2006; 16Woinarski et al. 2004
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Appendix C – Summary of Environmental Predictors and Spatial Data Considered
for Species Distribution Modelling
Variable/
Purpose

Spatial Data - Details & Source

Scale/
Cell size

Data license
& acknowledgement

Cleared /sparsely
wooded
vegetation

New data layer – generated from NDVI colour slice
from mosaicked Landsat imagery from May 2001
(sourced from U.S. Geological Survey -USGS) and
clipped to a 2007 spatial layer for cleared land sourced
from Northern Territory Department of Environment
and Natural Resources.
Accuracy – estimated to be 72% within the identified
cleared envelopes for 2007 data.
New data layer – generated from an intersection of
(i) a potential habitat layer generated from vegetation
types selected from 1:25,000 land unit data supplied
by the Department of Environment and Natural
Resources © Northern Territory of Australia, and
(ii) the data layer for cleared/sparsely wooded
vegetation generated for this study.
Accuracy – unknown
Hectare estimates manually assessed using :
2000-2004 – historic imagery sources from google
earth, and
2010 air photo mosaic, at 70cm sourced from
Northern Territory Department of Environment and
Natural Resources.
Accuracy - unknown
1:25,000 land unit descriptions: greater Darwin and
Darwin River. Sourced from the Northern Territory
Department of Environment and Natural Resources.
Accuracy - unknown

25m

Generated for this
study
Creative commons
licence*

25m

land unit data Creative
commons licence*
The Department of
Environment and
Natural Resources ©
Northern Territory of
Australia

1:25,000
Variable
resolution

Generated for this
study

1:25,000

Landsat based for 1993-2005 and supplemented with
NOAA AVHRR (1km resolution) generated specifically
for a study by Price et al. (2005) sourced from Darwin
Centre for Bushfire Research.
Accuracy - unknown
Northern Australia Fire Information (NAFI) fire data
generated from MODIS data and supplemented with
NOAA AVHRR 1km resolution) – available online
Accuracy - unknown
Digital Elevation Model (DEM) – Global data using
Shuffle Radar Topography Mission version 3.0 1 arc
second dataset (SRTMGL1.003). Generated jointly by
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) and the National Geospatial-Intelligence
Agency (NGA) and distributed by the Geological Survey
(USGS) Earth Resources Observation & Science (EROS)
Data Center.
Accuracy – unknown

25m

land unit data - Creative
commons licence*
The Department of
Environment and
Natural Resources ©
Northern Territory of
Australia
Creative commons
licence*
Darwin Centre for
Bushfire Research

Available habitat

Patch size

Vegetation type &
Soil type

Fire History 19932005

Fire History 20002014

Elevation

250m
(subsampl
ed to 25m)
~30m

Creative commons
licence*
Northern Australia Fire
Information
Creative commons
licence#
NASA JPL (2013) Shuffle
Radar Topography
Mission data (SRTMG1)
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Variable/
Purpose

Spatial Data - Details & Source

Scale/
Cell size

Data license
& acknowledgement

Persistent Green

Australian woody vegetation cover 2000 -2010. An
ancillary 1-byte (0 to 255) “NUM” (number) file. best
estimate of persistent green cover (e.g. perennial
vegetation with access to fresh ground water) based
on inter-annual dry season time series of the green,
nongreen and bare ground fractions for green layer of
Landsat imagery (5 TM and 7) from 2000 to 2010
generating a persistent green index for continental
Australia and near coastal islands. Validated with
LiDAR derived estimates indicating an over
classification accuracy of 81.9%.
Sourced from AusCover data portal.
Accuracy - 81.9%.
<http://data.auscover.org.au/xwiki/bin/view/Product+
pages/Persistent+Green-Vegetation+Fraction>
Soil grid for Available Water Context (AWC) with a
horizontal grid spacing of 30 arc-seconds sourced from
AusCover (Draft data sourced from CSIRO via the
Terrestrial Ecosystem Research Network -TERN data
portal).
Accuracy - unknown
surface water data layer including creeks and water
bodies sourced from Bureau of Meteorology
geofabric data version 2.1.1 (BOM 2014).
Accuracy - unknown

~30m

Creative commons
licence*
Copyright © 2010-2015.
JRSRP. Rights owned by
the Joint Remote
Sensing Research
Project (JRSRP).

~30m

Creative commons
licence*
Copyright ©
Commonwealth of
Australia (CSIRO) 2011

1:250,000
scale

Average annual rainfall gridded data at 0.05 degrees
(approximately 5km) sourced from Bureau of
Meteorology (BOM 2016).
Accuracy - unknown

5km grid

Creative commons
licence*
©Commonwealth of
Australia (Bureau of
Meteorology)
2014
Creative commons
licence*
©Commonwealth of
Australia (Bureau of
Meteorology)

Topographic
wetness

Distance to
surface water

Average Annual
Rainfall Gradient

*Creative Commons licence attribution 3.0 Australia – the licence entitles free use, copy and redistribution an
adapting of data for any purpose, even commercial, in line with the terms of giving appropriate credit and
indication of changes which are made.
# Information in the public domain which may be used without restriction but with acknowledgement of the
source.
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Data used for map generation and cross referencing
Spatial Data - Details & Source

Data license /agreement
required

Road networks sourced from Northern Territory Department of
Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics

Creative commons licence*

Aerial image mosaic – 70cm pixels, 2010 for the Great Darwin area
sourced from Northern Territory Department of Infrastructure, Planning
and Logistics

Creative commons licence*

Landsat imagery - Landsat imagery from May 2001, images: 106/68,
106/92 and 105/69 (sourced from U.S. Geological Survey -USGS)

Creative commons licence#

Google earth imagery – current and historic

Creative commons licence
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Appendix D – Generation of a potential habitat layer
A potential habitat layer was created from existing land unit mapping at 1:25,000 scale (the
greater Darwin area and the Darwin River area). The 35 vegetation types from these two
sources of land unit mapping were reclassified as (1) preferred habitat, (2) suitable habitat (e.g.
potentially featuring food and shelter attributes) and (3) unlikely to be suitable (Table 11). The
classifications were cross checked with species presence and absence locations.
The vegetation types less likely to be preferred habitat (ranking as a category 3 - largely
grasslands, mangrove and bare areas were omitted from the land unit polygon data to create a
potential preferred habitat layer. The remaining land units for greater Darwin and Darwin River
were unioned and the individual polygons dissolved to create a single category of potential
habitat.
Table 11.Vegetation types within the study area and suitability as habitat for the black footed tree rat

1

2
3

4

5
6

7

8
9

10

Low Closed Forest of
Mangrove spp.; intertidal
inundation
Monsoon vine thickets
Open Forest of E.
tetrodonta, E. miniata over
mixed grasses
Open Forest of Eucalyptus
spp. over mixed grasses;
wet season watertable
Open to Closed Forest of
Melaleuca spp.
Woodland to Open Forest
of Lophostemon lactifluus,
C. bella, Melaleuca
viridiflora over mixed
grasses
Woodland of C. polycarpa,
Erythrophleum
chlorostachys over mixed
grasses; wet season
watertable
Woodland of E. miniata, C.
bleeseri over Sorghum spp.
Woodland of E. miniata, E.
tectifica, C. foelscheana
over Sorghum plumosum
Woodland of E. miniata, E.
tetrodonta over Sorghum
spp.

Landform

Inundation

Area
(ha)

Mangrove
Forest^

Hydrosols

Estuarine
fringes

severe

38258

2

0

2

3

Moonsoon Vine
Thicket
Open Euc Forest

Tenosols

Plains

nil to low

1117

0

0

0

1

Kandosols

Plains

nil to low

17797

30

11

19

1

Open Euc Forest

Hydrosols

Plains

moderatehigh

17595

23

4

19

1

Forest Mel

Hydrosols

severe

5186

0

0

0

2

Forest Loph

Hydrosols

Swamp
depressions
Drainage
Systems

severe

3013

0

0

0

2

Woodland C polyc

Hydrosols

Plains

moderate high

10001

13

1

12

2

Woodland

Rudosols

Rises

nil to low

7316

8

2

6

2

Woodland

Rudosols

Low Hills

nil to low

20732

18

4

14

1

Woodland

Kandosols

Plains

nil to low

72494

70

14

56

1
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Habitat
Suitability

Soil

tree-rat_0

Simplified
Vegetation
Classification

survey
sites
tree-rat_P

greater Darwin Land
Unit Mapping
Vegetation type

11

12

13
14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

Open Woodland to Open
Forest of E. tetrodonta, E.
miniata over annual
Sorghum sp., Heteropogon
triticeus
Open Woodland or
Woodland of Lophostemon
lactifluus, C. polycarpa, E.
alba, Melaleuca viridiflora
over Eriachne burkittii,
Sorghum stipoideum
Open Woodland of E.
miniata over Sorghum spp.
Open Woodland of E.
miniata, E. tetrodonta, or C.
foelscheana, C.
confertifolia, E. tectifica
over mixed grasses
Open Woodland of E.
miniata, Erythrophleum
chlorostachys over
Sorghum plumosum,
Themeda triandra
Open Woodland of C.
polycarpa over mixed
grasses; wet season
watertable
Open Woodland of C.
polycarpa, Lophostemon
lactifluus over Themeda
triandra, Eriachne burkittii;
wet season watertable
Open Woodland of
Corymbia polycarpa over
mixed grasses
Open Woodland to
Woodland of E. miniata, E.
tetrodonta, C. foelscheana,
E. tectifica over Sorghum
spp.
Low Open to Open
Woodland of mixed species
over sparse grasses
Tall Shrubland or Open
Forest of mixed species
over sparse grasses
Tall Shrubland to Low Open
Woodland of Grevillea spp.,
Melaleuca spp.,
Lophostemon lactifluus
over annual Sorghum sp.,
Heteropogon triticeus

Open Woodland

Rudosols

Low Hills

nil to low

766

11

7

4

1

Open Woodland
Loph

Hydrosols

Drainage
Systems

severe

2805

0

0

0

2

Open Woodland

Rudosols

Plains

nil to low

8987

10

3

7

1

Open Woodland

Rudosols

Rises

nil to low

38001

15

2

13

1

Open Woodland

Kandosols

Alluvial
Plains

severe

1492

1

1

0

1

Open Woodland
C polyc

Hydrosols

Plains

moderatehigh

3583

0

0

0

2

Open Woodland
C polyc

Hydrosols

Plains

moderatehigh

4516

1

1

0

2

Open Woodland
C polyc

Hydrosols

Alluvial
Plains

severe

266

0

0

0

2

Open Woodland

Kandosols

Rises

nil to low

40057

36

10

26

1

Open Woodland

Kandosols

Rises

low to nil

10215

1

1

0

2

Open Forest

Rudosols

Rises

nil to low

1445

0

0

0

2

Grev. Shrubland

Hydrosols

Drainage
Systems

severe

21105

15

4

11

2
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23

Open Shrubland to Open
Woodland of C. polycarpa,
Melaleuca spp., E. alba
over Eriachne spp.,
Sorghum spp.

Open Woodland
C polyc

Hydrosols

Drainage
Systems

severe

4290

9

1

8

2

24

Low Shrubland to Low
Woodland of Corymbia
bella, Grevillea pteridifolia,
Syzygium eucalyptoides
subsp. bleeseri
Grassland of Eriachne
burkittii, Sorghum
stipoideum to Woodland of
C. polycarpa, Lophostemon
lactifluus, E. alba
Grassland of Eriachne spp.,
annual Sorghum sp. with
scattered trees and shrubs
Grassland of mixed grasses
with emergent trees
Grassland of mixed species

Woodland C bella

Hydrosols

Plains

moderatehigh

2992

1

0

1

2

Grassland

Vertosols

Alluvial
Plains

severe

2172

0

0

0

3

Grassland

Hydrosols

Drainage
Systems

severe

3808

1

0

1

3

Grassland

Hydrosols

severe

3470

0

0

0

3

Grassland

Hydrosols

severe

245

0

0

0

3

Grassland of mixed species
with emergent trees and
shrubs
Grassland of Sorghum
stipoideum, Eriachne
burkittii, Paspalum
scrobiculatum with
emergent trees
Grassland of Sporobolus
virginicus; some pockets of
Monsoon Vine Thickets
Grassland to Tall
Shrubland/Open Woodland
Grassland/Sedgeland with
emergent trees and small
patches of Samphire to Low
Closed Forest of mangrove
species; wet season
flooding
Sedgeland, Herbland and
open water
Estuarine fringes - bare

Grassland

Hydrosols

Drainage
Systems
Alluvial
Plains
Drainage
Systems

severe

3095

0

0

0

3

Grassland

Hydrosols

Alluvial
Plains

severe

5125

1

0

1

3

Grass.Moonsoon^

Tenosols

nil to low

1950

7

0

7

2

Grass.Woodland

Hydrosols

Dunes and
beach
ridges
Plains

moderate

4588

2

0

2

2

Grass.Sedgeland^

Vertosols

Extensive
plain

severe

38916

1

0

1

3

Sedgeland

Hydrosols

Swamps

severe

1584

0

0

0

3

Bare^

Hydrosols

severe

8577

4

0

4

3

Water Body

water

Estuarine
fringes
water

water

1437

0

0

0

3

25

26

27
28
29

30

31

32
33

34
35

water bodies

105

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

landform

inundation

Area
(ha)

Tall woodland of Acacia
auriculiformis, Terminalia
platyphylla with a mixed
grassland understorey
Closed grassland of Bothriochloa
bladhii

Woodland Ac

Hydrosols

Drainage
Systems

Poorly
drained

475

2

0

2

2

Grassland

Hydrosols

Drainage
Systems

Poorly
drained

569

0

0

0

3

Mid high open woodland of
Corymbia bella with Themeda
triandra grassland understorey
Low woodland of Corymbia
foelscheana with with mixed
grassland understorey
Mid high open woodland of
Corymbia grandiflora with
Themeda triandra, Sorghum
plumosum grassland understorey
Mid high open woodland of
Corymbia latifolia with
Heteropogon triticeus grassland
understorey
Mid high open woodland of
Corymbia polycarpa with
Themeda triandra, Sorghum
plumosum grassland understorey
Mid high open Woodland of
Corymbia polycarpa,
Lophostemon lactifluus with
Themeda triandra, Chrysopogan
latifolia grassland understorey
Mid high open woodland of
Corymbia polysciada,
Erythrophleum chlorostachys
with annual Sorghum
sp.,Themeda triandra and
Heteropogon triticeus grassland
Tall woodland of Erythrophleum
chlorostachys with Themeda
triandra grassland understorey
Tall woodland Erythrophleum
chlorostachys, Eucalyptus
tetrodonta with a mixed
grassland understorey
Mid high woodland
Erythrophleum chlorostachys,
Terminalia latifolia

Open
Woodland
Cbella
Woodland C
foelsch

Hydrosols

Drainage
Systems

Poorly
drained

1710

0

0

0

2

Kandosols

Drainage
Systems

Poorly
drained

85

0

0

0

2

Open
Woodland C
grand

Kandosols

Drainage
Systems

Poorly
drained

899

0

0

0

2

Open
Woodland C lat

Rudosols

Plains

Mod well
drained

154

0

0

0

2

Open
Woodland C
polyc

Kandosols

Plains

Poorly
drained

1969

2

0

2

2

Open
Woodland C
polyc

Hydrosols

Alluvial
Plains

Poorly
drained

151

1

0

1

2

Open
Woodland C
polysc

Kandosols

Plains

Mod well
drained

4396

4

1

4

2

Woodland
Eryth

Kandosols

Plains

Mod well
drained

159

3

1

3

2

Woodland Eryth

Kandosols

Plains

Mod well
drained

1386

0

0

Woodland

Rudosols

Rises

Mod well
drained

160

0

0

Habitat
Suitability

soil

tree-rat_0

1

Simplified
Vegetation
Classification

survey
sites
tree-rat_P

Darwin River land unit
mapping
Vegetation type

2

0
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2

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
25

Mid high woodland of
Eucalyptus miniata,
Erythrophleum chlorostachys
with Sorghum plumosum
grassland understorey
Tall woodland Eucalyptus
miniata, Erythrophleum
chlorostachys with Sorghum
plumosum or Themeda triandra
grassland understorey
Tall woodland Eucalyptus
tetrodonta with an annual
Sorghum sp. and Chrysopogan
fallax grassland understorey
Tall woodland of Eucalyptus
tetrodonta, E. miniata and
Erythrophleum chlorostachys
with Sorghum sp. and
Heteropogan triticeus grassland
understorey
Tall woodland of Lophostemon
grandiflora with Themeda
triandra, Chrysopogan latifolia
grassland understorey
Open forest of Lophostemon
lactifluus with Themeda triandra
grassland understorey
Tall woodland of Melaleuca
dealbata with an Eleocharis
dulcis, Paspalidium
scrobiculatum and Nymphaea
violacea sedgeland and grassland
understorey
Mid high woodland Melaleuca
nervosa with Chrysopogan
setifolius grassland understorey
Low open woodland Melaleuca
viridiflora with Sorghum
plumosum, Eriachne sp.
Eragrostis pubescens grassland
understorey
Open forest monsoon vine
thicket with a dense Carpentaria
acuminata understorey
Open forest monsoon vine
thicket with a mixed dense
understorey
Tall open forest Mixed species
with mixed species understorey
Tall open shrubland Mixed
species with annual Sorghum sp.,
Eriachne avenacea grassland
understorey

Woodland
Eryth

Kandosols

Plains

Mod well
drained

627

4

0

4

3

Woodland

Tenosols

Plains

Mod well
drained

4829

0

0

0

3

Woodland

Rudosols

Low Hills

Mod well
drained

2479

3

0

3

3

Woodland

Kandosols

Rises

Mod well
drained

1478

2

0

2

3

Woodland Loph

Hydrosols

Alluvial
Plains

poorly
drained

20

0

0

0

2

Open Forest
Loph

Hydrosols

Drainage
Systems

poorly
drained

907

3

1

3

2

Woodland Mel

Hydrosols

Swamp

Poorly
drained

16

1

0

1

2

Woodland Mel

Hydrosols

Drainage
Systems

Poorly
drained

8

0

0

0

2

Open
Woodland Mel

Hydrosols

Plains

Poorly
drained

38

0

0

0

2

Open Forest

Hydrosols

Drainage
Systems

Poorly
drained

172

1

0

1

2

Open Forest

Kandosols

Plains

Mod well
drained

64

0

0

0

2

Open Forest

Hydrosols

Plains

131

0

0

0

3

Open Shrubland

Tenosols

Plains

poorly
drained
poorly
drained

96

0

0

0

2
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26

27

28

29

30
31

32
33

34

Mid high open woodland
Pandanus spiralis with Eriachne
burkattii, Imperata cylindrica
grassland understorey
Low open woodland
Petalostigma pubescens with
annual Themeda triandra,
annual Sorghum sp. grassland
understorey
Mid high woodland
Petalostigma pubescens with
Themeda triandra, Eriachne
nodosa, Sorghum plumosum
grassland
Low open woodland Owenia
vernicosa with annual Sorghum,
Eriachne avenacea and Triodia
bitextura grassland understorey
Closed grassland Pseudoraphis
spinescens
Mid high woodland Terminalia
ferdinandiana with Eriachne spp.
grassland understorey
Closed forest - Monsoon vine
Mid high woodland Xanthostem
paradoxus, Erythrophleum
chlorostachys with a mixed
grassland understorey
Mid high open woodland
Xanthostemon paradoxus,
Erythrophleum chlorostachys
with annual Sorghum sp.,
Themeda triandra grassland
understorey
Water body

Open
Woodland
Pandan

Hydrosols

Drainage
Systems

poorly
drained

60

0

0

0

2

Open
Woodland
Petalo

Tenosols

Plains

Mod well
drained

277

0

0

0

2

Open
Woodland
Petalo

Hydrosols

Drainage
Systems

poorly
drained

9

0

0

0

2

Open
Woodland
Owen

Rudosols

Rises

Mod well
drained

8

0

0

0

2

Grassland

Hydrosols

Swamp

5

0

0

0

3

Woodland
Termin

Tenosols

Rises

poorly
drained
Mod well
drained

234

0

0

0

Closed Forest

Kandosols

Low Hills

42

1

0

1

2

Woodland
Xantho

Rudosols

Rises

224

0

0

0

2

Open
Woodland
Xantho

Tenosols

Plains

poorly
drained

482

0

0

0

2

Water Body

water

water

water

4327

1

0

1

3

poorly
drained
poorly
drained

Habitat Suitability: 1. Preferred habitat likely to feature den and food resources, 2. Potentially suitable
habitat in that either tree hollows or food sources may feature or provides as connecting habitat, and 3.
Less likely as preferred habitat due to lower potential for tree and or shrub cover and key resources to
be present. None of the category 3 land units had tree-rat detections

Vegetation types derived from greater Darwin and Darwin River land unit mapping (1:25,000
scale) were treated separately. Both data sets are sourced from the Northern Territory
Government Department of Natural Resources and the Environment.
*Simplified vegetation types derived from combining vegetation structure and dominant species
– compiled from greater Darwin and Darwin River land unit mapping (1:25,000 scale) sourced
from the Northern Territory Government Department of Natural Resources and the
Environment.
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Appendix E – Generation of a cleared and or sparsely wooded data layer
A potential habitat layer was further reduced by removing cleared, modified land (e.g.
agriculture and urban areas) to create an “available potential habitat” data layer.
The most recent available data for cleared areas in the greater Darwin area dated back to
2007 (cleared land) which was provided by the Northern Territory Government (refer to
Appendix C). Examination of this data overlaid upon a 70cm pixel aerial mosaic for 2010
indicated that the data layer was extremely coarse and suggestive of development
envelopes rather than actual areas of cleared land (Figure 23). Using the 2007 data, would
result in classifying the vegetation fragments in the rural and urban areas of Darwin as
cleared. These fragments were represented a large portion of the surveys for the tree rat.
Creating a data layer for cleared or sparsely wooded areas
Landsat imagery with a 30m pixel, was explored for potential to create a data layer for
cleared land (and also vegetation with a low tree cover) which would more accurately define
the cleared areas and therefore discern the remaining vegetation fragments.
Given that species survey data spanned over fifteen years the amount of cleared land and
hence available habitat is dynamic. The bulk of the species data was collected in 2000-2001
therefore estimating the cleared areas during this time period was selected to be the more
useful and represented a minimum baseline.
Landsat-7 TM imagery for May (the early dry season before the bulk of the fires) in the year
2001, was obtained from the United States Geological Survey (USGS) web site. Three
images (105069, 106068 and 106069) were pre-processed by converting images from at
sensor radiance to at sensor reflectance, and then atmospherically corrected by applying a
dark pixel correction. The Imagery was georeferenced, reprojected to WGS 84 UTM Zone
52S using triangulation and cubic convolution resampling and then mosaicked together in
ENVI.
A Normalised Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) image for the mosaic was created using a
set function in ENVI. The raster color slice feature in ENVI was used to test a range of NDVI
thresholds . A starting point for comparing various NDVI thresholds was determined by
comparing the pixel value from the NDVI image for a wide range of areas with low to
medium tree cover as identified from the 70cm 2010 aerial imagery (Figure 24). Colour
slices for range of NDVI thresholds (around the value of 0.4 and higher) were exported as a
polygon layer and layered over the 70cm aerial imagery from 2010 for cross referencing
with this image and also conferring with historic imagery available from google earth. A
threshold value of 0.4 appeared to underestimate the cleared areas whereas a value of 0.5
proved to have better accuracy in discerning habitat fragments (Figure 25). An NDVI
threshold greater than 0.5 appeared to increase the accuracy in estimating cleared areas
but also overestimated clearing in some contexts for example fire scars (Figure 26).
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(a)

(b)
Figure 23. The 2007 data layer for cleared vegetation for the greater Darwin areas essentially
demark envelops of known development. Sourced from the Northern Territory Government agency
for Environment and Natural Resources. (a) An image of the 2007 data layer for cleared land on the
broadscale (b) A segment of the 2007 data layer for cleared land in the vicinity of the Arnhem
highway.
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0.41-0.45
0.66-0.78
0.459-0.699

0.19-0..312

0.312-0.4

0.312-0.4

0.41-0.45

0.41-0.45 Sparse
woodland

Figure 24. Comparison of NDVI values with area with various levels of tree cover to determine a
starting point for identifying a suitable NDVI threshold for sparse tree cover.
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NDVI 0.4 threshold under estimating cleared areas

NDVI 0.5 threshold over estimating cleared areas in
vegetated patches

NDVI colourslice
2007 cleared land

Figure 25. Comparison of NDVI threshold colour slices with the 2007 cleared envelope layer and the
accuracy in detecting cleared areas

NDVI colourslice
2007 cleared land

Cleared area outside of the 2007 development zones were potentially influenced by fire scars. The
over classification of cleared and sparsely wooded areas could be significantly reduced by clipping
the NDVI colour slice with the 2007 spatial data defining the development envelopes.
Figure 26. The 0.5 NDVI colour slice and overestimated cleared areas outside of the 2007 NVIS
development zones.
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Final data layer for cleared land
The 0.5 NDVI colour slice was selected as the best representation of cleared areas. Over
estimation of cleared or sparse tree cover resulting from 0.5 NDVI threshold was corrected
for the larger portion of the study area (which was uncleared) by clipping the NDVI colour
slice polygon layer to the 2007 cleared envelope.
Evaluation
The classification accuracy for the newly created NDVI derived cleared and sparsely wooded
data layer and the 2007 data for clearing was compared using and an error matrix
(Congalton 2001). For both data sets by comparing the classification for two categories
(cleared vs Wooded vegetation) with fine scale imagery (70cm pixel imagery for year 2010)
for 100 randomly generated points located within the clearing envelop defined by the 2007
cleared data layer with each point separated by a distance greater than 500m.
The error matrix can highlight errors of inclusion (commission or false positive) and
exclusion (omission or false negative) (Congalton 2001). Omission error is otherwise known
as producer accuracy (the number of samples for a reference category correctly classified
divided by the total number of reference samples for a category) because the producer is
interested in how certain and area can be classified (Congalton 2001). Commission error is
otherwise referred to as user accuracy (the number of correct samples in a category divided
by the total number of samples in the category) because it is indicative of the probability a
classification represents the category on the ground (Congalton 2001).
The overall classification accuracy, for the NDVI derived cleared and sparsely wooded data
layer, within the 2007 clearing envelope, was 72%. This was an improvement on overall
accuracy for the 2007 clearing classification. Although the 2007 clearing data would capture
all of the cleared areas the main improvement was a greater capacity to capture the
vegetation remaining within these bounds
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Table 12. Error matrices for both the NDVI derived cleared and sparsely wooded layer and the 2007
cleared envelop layer compared for accuracy within the defined cleared land envelope.
NDVI 0.5 clipped by 2007 cleared checked against 2010 aerial imagery reference
Reference Data
Cleared/sparsely
Classification Data
Vegetation
Total
wooded
Cleared/sparsely wooded
51
11
62
Vegetation
17
21
38
Total
68
32
100
Producer Accuracy
Cleared/sparsely wooded
Vegetation

75%
66%

2007 cleared data layer checked against 2010 aerial imagery reference
Reference Data
Cleared/sparsely
Classification Data
Vegetation
Total
wooded
Cleared/sparsely wooded
62
38
100
Vegetation
N/A
N/A
N/A
Total
62
38
100
Producer Accuracy
Cleared/sparsely wooded
Vegetation

62%
N/A

User Accuracy
Cleared/sparsely
wooded
82%

Vegetation
55%

Overall Accuracy = 72/100
72%

User Accuracy
Cleared/sparsely
wooded
62%

Vegetation
N/A

Overall Accuracy = 62/100
62%
Classification and reference concurr
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Appendix F –Data exploration

Patch size

Corresponding landscape scale data is
not available

Data manually calculated per site

Available habitat – within a 500m radius
A. Spread of data for existing surveys

B. Landscape spread of data for
500 random points

The existing survey data demonstrates a spread of values for the proportion of available
habitat within a 500m radius aligning with the pattern demonstrated at the landscape scale.
The landscape and also existing survey data is skewed towards high levels of available
habitat (e.g. greater than 50%) within a 500m radius. Sites with black-footed tree-rat
present are also skewed towards the higher proportions of available habitat.
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Fire history
A. Spread of data for existing surveys

B. Landscape spread of data for
500 random points

The fire history for the greater Darwin area over a 22year time period (1993 to 2014) suggests areas
with extreme fire regimes (i.e. long unburnt vs burnt annually) may have remained relatively
consistent. The fire history (annual frequency which areas are burnt) over this time period has been
treated as a surrogate for examining the spread of data in relation to at least extremes in the fire
pattern.
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Rainfall gradient
A. Spread of data for existing surveys

B. Landscape spread of data for
500 random points

The survey data is skewed towards the higher rainfall zones. Overall this spread of data
reflects the trend at the landscape scale. However, there is greater representation of
highest rainfall zones than demonstrated by random sampling at the landscape scale.
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Elevation
A. Spread of data for existing surveys

B. Landscape spread of data for
500 random points

The survey sites are skewed towards elevations lower than 40m which is reflective of the
landscape pattern.
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Persistent Green
A. Spread of data for existing surveys

B. Landscape spread of data for
500 random points

The survey data follows a normal distribution around an average persistent green value
between 120 and 135 of which is reflective of the pattern at the landscape scale.

Topographic wetness
A. Spread of data for existing surveys

B. Landscape spread of data for
500 random points

The majority of survey sites have a topographic wetness value between 9 and 11 as
demonstrated at the landscape scale.
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Distance to surface water
A. Spread of data for existing surveys

B. Landscape spread of data for
500 random points

The majority of survey sites are less than 1.3km from the nearest surface water as
demonstrated at the landscape scale.
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Categorical data - Soil
A. Spread of data for existing surveys

B. Landscape spread of data by area

Corresponding landscape scale data is not
available

Vegetation types
A. Spread of data for existing surveys

B. Landscape spread of data by area

A. Vegetation codes: Nohab - unsuitable vegetation types as defined Table 4 and Appendix D,
Grass.emergent trees – Grassland with emergent trees, G.Shrubland – Grevillia Shrubland,
Grass.Woodland – Grassland and patches of Open Woodland, Grass.Monsoon- Grassland with
patches of Monsoon Vine Forest, Open.Euc.Forest – Open Eucalyptus Forest, Open Woodland and
Woodland (mainly Eucalyptus tetradonta and or E. miniata dominated)
B. The full list of vegetation types are listed in Appendix E. Grey bars – indicate unsuitable habitat.
The dominant vegetation types by areas which are considered suitable habitat, the blue bars
(defined in Appendix D) include: Open Woodland and Woodland (Eucalyptus tetradonta and or E.
miniata dominated), Open Eucalyptus Forest, Grevillia Shrubland and various Corymbia dominated
Woodlands, which occur as minor proportions.
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Appendix G –Correlations between MODIS (NAFI) and Landsat fire history data (2000-2005)

Early Dry Season Fires only

Late Dry Season Fires only

Appendix G –Correlations between MODIS (NAFI) and
Landsat fire history data (2000-2005)

Fires within the Full year
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Fires within the Full year

Early Dry Season Fires only

Late Dry Season Fires only
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Fires within the Full year

Early Dry Season Fires only

Late Dry Season Fires only
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Appendix H – Comparison of LANDSAT and MODIS fire history

H1 NAFI MODIS (2000) burnt areas clipped to
the available habitat (pink) over laying
Landsat burnt areas for 2000 (yellow)

H3 Landsat (2000) areas detected as burnt
which were not mapped using NAFI data

H2 Landsat data (2000) burnt areas clipped to the
available habitat (yellow)

Landsat data was able to detect more of the small
fires in the fragmented habitat than the NAFI
MODIS data. However, there were instances for
other years which demonstrated omission of
areas detected as burnt by NAFI data, potentially
because the Landsat data was analysed less
frequently (every quarter opposed to monthly).
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Appendix I –R scripts used for modelling
R Packages

Description/Applications

ggplot2

Scatter plots

GGally

ggpairs
Generating matrix of scatterplots and correlation coefficients
to examine collinearity

Effects*

Plotting the predicted response and confidence limits for
individual variables for the final best fitted models

scatterplot3d*

3D scatter plots

pROC*

for generating ROC/ AUC

* Packages written for RStudio version 3.3.3
R Script modified from a version of script provided by Brett Murphy to fit R studio and supplemented
with script and found through internet searches (e.g. Stackexchange-Cross Validated, Statistical tools
for high-throughput data analysis and the Comprehensive R Archive Network).
#___create and manage a project____#
#___install and load packages_____#
>install.packages("GGally")
>library(GGally)
# __list all the packages in the library__#
>search()
# __clear the work space___#
>detach(bftr.df) #detach the dataframe when finished
>ls() #shows anything imported
>rm(list=ls()) #detach the data frames and this will remove anything imported but not all files if
attached multiple times
# code to remove all files from the workspace even if attached several times
>{x <- lapply(X = intersect(search(), objects()), FUN = function(X){detach(name = X, character.only =
TRUE)})
y <- lapply(x, function(X){cat(attr(X,"name"), "\n")}) if(identical(x, list())){break}}
> character(0) # means there are no data objects attached in the global environment
#____detach the dataframe before quitting____#
>detach(bftr.df)
#__attaching the dataframe__#
> bftr.df<-read.csv("G:\\Rfiles\\a_bftr_surveys_DATAFRAME_FINAL_revised4.csv")
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>attach(bftr.df) #attach the dataframe
#__check the objects imported__#
>objects(bftr.df)
#__rebadge the variables__#
>names(bftr.df)[names(bftr.df) == "x500PAVAILHAB"] <- "pavhab"
>names(bftr.df)[names(bftr.df) == "Patch_ha"] <- "patch.size"
>names(bftr.df)[names(bftr.df) == "x500AVPB_YR8"] <- "fire"
>names(bftr.df)[names(bftr.df) == "X500PGREEN"] <-"pgreen"
>names(bftr.df)[names(bftr.df) == "X500TOPWET"] <-"tw"
>names(bftr.df)[names(bftr.df) == "DEM_pnt"] <-"elevation"
>names(bftr.df)[names(bftr.df) == "AVANRAINFALL"] <- "rain"
>names(bftr.df)[names(bftr.df) == "DIST_SURFWAT"] <-"dist.water"
>names(bftr.df)[names(bftr.df) == "VegSTUCT2_pnt"] <- "Veg.struc"
#attach the data frame again
#___Plots for data Exploration__#
# box plots for survey data
>boxplot(X500PGREEN,ylim=c(0,165),ylab="Av PGreen Avhab500m",main="B Box Plot")
>boxplot(DEM_pnt,ylim=c(0,120),ylab="DEM m",main="Elevation box plot for survey data")
>boxplot(DIST_SURFWAT,ylim=c(0,1750),ylab="Distance meters",main="Distance to surface water
box plot for survey data")
>boxplot(X500TOPWETAHAB,ylim=c(0,12),ylab="Distance meters",main="B Box Plot")
# box plots for random sample of data
>boxplot(annrainfall,ylim=c(1400,1700),ylab="Average Annual Rainfall",main="Annual rainfall box
plot for 500 random points")
>boxplot(Elevation,ylim=c(0,130),ylab="DEM m",main="Elevation box plot for 500 random points")
>boxplot(Dist_SWATER,ylim=c(0,1750),ylab="Distance meters",main="Distance to surface water box
plot-500 random points")
>boxplot(fh93_14_25,ylim=c(0,30),ylab="Number years burnt",main="Fire history box plot for 500
random points")
#__test for interactions___#
#most likely interactions between pavhab or patch size and fire
#centre the variables and run the glm (two way terms with the centre variables)
>bftr.df$c.patch.size<-scale(bftr.df$patch.size,scale=FALSE)
>bftr.df$c.fire<-scale(bftr.df$fire,scale=FALSE)
>bftr.df$c.pavhab<-scale(bftr.df$pavhab,scale=FALSE)
#

>mpatch.fire<-glm(BFTR_P~c.patch.size*c.fire,binomial, data=bftr.df)
>mpavhab.fire<-glm(BFTR_P~c.pavhab*c.fire,binomial, data=bftr.df)
>mpatch.pavhab<-glm(BFTR_P~c.patch.size*c.pavhab,binomial, data=bftr.df)
#

>summary(mpatch.fire)
>summary(mpavhab.fire)
>summary(mpatch.pavhab)
#______Tests for Collinearity_______#
#generation of matrix of correlating scatter plots and coefficient’s
>library(GGally)
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>ggcorr(bftr.df, palette = "RdBu", label = TRUE)
>ggpairs(bftr.df)
#p values for correlation coefficients
>cor.test(variable1,variable2)
#______Generation of models ______#
#256 model combinations from 7 variables
>m1<-glm(tree-rat_P~1,binomial, data=bftr.df)
>m256<-glm(tree-rat_P~pavhab+patch.size+fire+pgreen+tw+elevation+rain+dist.water,binomial,
data=bftr.df)
#_____Generation of AICc values_____#
>AICc<-function(model)
>{K<-length(coef(model))
>(AIC(model)+2*K*(K+1)/(length(resid(model))-K-1))}
>AICcs<-c(AICc(m1),… AICc(m256))
#_____diff AICc____#
>di<-AICcs-min(AICcs)
>for.wi<-exp(-0.5*di)
>wi<-for.wi/sum(for.wi)
#_____Deviance________#
>deviance<-c(deviance(m1), ….. deviance(m256))
#______weighted AICc_____#
>wplus.pavhab<-wi[2]+…+wi[256]
>wplus.patch.size<-wi[3]+… +wi[256]
>wplus.fire<-wi[5]+…+wi[256]
>wplus.pgreen<-wi[9]+…. +wi[256]
>wplus.tw<-wi[17]+… +wi[256]
>wplus.elevation<-wi[33]+… +wi[256]
>wplus.rain<-wi[65]+…+ wi[256]
>wplus.dist.water<-wi[129]+… +wi[256]
#____wplus_____#
>wplus<-cbind(c("pavhab","fire","patch.size","rain","elevation","pgreen","tw","dist.water"),
c(wplus.pavhab, wplus.fire, wplus.patch.size, wplus.rain, wplus.elevation, wplus.pgreen,
wplus.tw,wplus.dist.water))

#_____Write the data tables ___#
>write.table(AICcs,"G:/CDU 2014/Black foot tree rat project/GIS bftr/Black footed Tree Rat/10 data
set statistics/4csv2_AICc.csv", sep=",", row.names=F)
>write.table(di,"G:/CDU 2014/Black foot tree rat project/10 data set statistics/4csv2_di.csv", sep=",",
row.names=F)
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>write.table(deviance,"G:/CDU 2014/Black foot tree rat project/10 data set
statistics/4csv2_deviance.csv", sep=",", row.names=F)
>write.table(for.wi, "G:/CDU 2014/Black foot tree rat project/10 data set
statistics/4csv2_for.wi.csv", sep=",", row.names=F)
>write.table(wi, "G:/CDU 2014/Black foot tree rat project/10 data set statistics/4csv2_wi.csv",
sep=",", row.names=F)
>write.table(wplus,"G:/CDU 2014/Black foot tree rat project/10 data set statistics/4csv2_wplus.csv",
sep=",", row.names=F)

#______Standardised Coefficient_____#
#A new standardised version of each variable is created by subtracting the mean from the original
value, then divide by the standard error. (variable - mean of the variable)/(sd for the variable)
# The generalised linear model is re-created for the using the stanardarised variables.
#create the function for calculating the standardised variables
>cs<-function(x) (x-mean(x))/sd(x)
#the global model (m256)
>m256<-glm(tree-rat_P~pavhab+patch.size+fire+pgreen+tw+elevation+rain+dist.water,binomial,
data=bftr.df)
#the global generalised linear model using the standardised variables
>m256.cs<glm(treerat_P~cs(pavhab)+cs(patch.size)+cs(fire)+cs(pgreen)+cs(tw)+cs(rain)+cs(elevation
)+cs(dist.water), binomial, data=bftr.df)
>summary(m256.cs)
#______plot allEffects using effects package_____#
plot(allEffects(m72))
#plot interactions
>effeplot(Effect(focal.predictors = c("patch.size","fire"), mod = m256, xlevels=list(patch.size=seq(0,
1000, 10), fire=0:100)))cts(m72)
#_______#Evaluation using ROC_____________#
>prob=predict(m112, type=c("response"))
>bftr.df$prob=prob
>library(pROC)
>g<-roc(tree-rat_P~prob, data=bftr.df)
>plot(g,print.auc=TRUE)
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